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SANTA
Bowers.

GREATER INTEREST IN OILFIELDS

R.

60 dated

FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, APRIL 25, 1919

lease

D., Roswell

No,

initial
located in Twp. 20

acreage

1400.

payment $200.00,
s. Kange
k.
Bowers, R. I)., Roswell, lease No.
01 dated
acreage 640, initial
payment $100.00, located in Twp. 20
S. Range 27 E,
l,
Royd. J. R. and J. L. Mabie,
lease 62 dated
acreage
1279.80, initial payment $200.00. located
in Twp, 20 S. Range
7
R.
Bordeaux, James E. and F. W. Tar- 64
ker, Roswell, lease No.
dated 2- acreage 10,457.09, initial pay- meut fUU.UU, located in Twp. 19 S.
E.
Range
Bordeaux. lames E. and F. W.
Parker, Roswell, lease No. 65 dated
acreage 10,241.12, initial payment $200.00, located in Twps.
S. Kange
6
E.
Bonney, C. D. and C. J. Frauks
70
lease
acre- dated
Roswell,
awe 640, initial payment $100.00, located in Twp. 9 S. Range 25 E.
Bowers, R. D., Roswell, lease No.
81 dated
acreage 640. initial
payment $100.00, located in Twp. 13
S. Range 26 E.
Bordeaux, James E. and 'F. VV.
Parker. Roswell, lease No. 95, acreage 27,395.03, initial payment $500.00,
N. Range
located in Twps.

a

OIL MEN FROM MANY STATES
LEADING IN OIL ACTIVITIY

Ros-wel-

26-2-

RUSH FOR LEASES
ING, PUBLIC DOMAIN PLASTERED WITH
TIONS ALL OVER THE STATE

OF STATE AND DEEDED LAND GROWOIL

LOCA-

20-1-

NEW OIL COMPANIES ORGANIZING

9

25-2-

IN GREAT

MANY DISTRICTS

NEW STANDARD RIGS ARRIVING FOR DEEP TESTS. COMPLETE LIST OF OIL LEASES ISSUED BY STATE LAND
OFFICE UP TO APRIL 23RDO

6

--

27

30 E.

8-29,

fliirvrriDV iBrmv
4
fuit ersj

utl

NUMBER

BIDDERS ARE SCARCE
FOR THE FEDERAL AID
ROADS IN NEW MEXICO

COUNTIES PROSPER
TAX ROLLS LARGER
Using increases

238

COURTS ARE CROWDED

in tax value from

The state highway commission on Sandoval, Sierra and San Juan coun- IN SANTA FE, THREE
Thursday opened bids on four ap ties as a talisman, experts predict
proved federal aid highways. No bid that New Mexico's gain over last
French, James A., Santa Fe, lease was received on the ten mile stretch year will be thirty million dollar
TRIBUNALS IN SESSION
No. 14 dated
from Raton to the Colorado line, over last year rolls. Sandoval and
iniacreage 640.
tial payment $100.00, located in Twrv Project 1. No bid was received on Sierra the first to report to the state
9 N. Range 16 E.
Project 8, which is seven miles start- - tax commission register an increase
French, James A., Santa Fe, lease ng from the east line of Chaves! of $850,000, and $600,000 respectively,
No. is dated
in valuations.
Field Agent Raynolds, KELLY IS REINDICTED
acreage 600, county.
BY
initial payment $100.00, located in
On Project 3, sevtn miles from now in San Juan is quoted as saying
GRAND JURY WHICH ALSO
Sai.ta He to Pankeys gate east of that the northwestern county is apt
Twp. 9 N. Range 16 E.
French, James A.; Santa Fe, lease here, one bid was received, which to advance out of the fifth class this
SEEKS
FORMER DEPUTY
No. 16 dated
twice
as
was
much
as the cneineer year.
acreage 245.40,
initial payment $10000, located
O'Dell Brothers were the Governor Pankey in response to a
in estimated.
TREASURER
FRANK MAR.
Twp. 9 N. Range 16 E.
only bidder.
Project 12, runn'ng request from an eastern publication,
French. James A.. Santa Fe. lease east from Hoswell a distance
RON
of further briwhtens the outlook by the
No. 17 dated
acreage 535.60, seventeen miles was bid on by Dan declaration that in his opinion the
initial payment flUU.UU, located
in La Rite. The bid was 25 percent over decrease in livestock in this sta'e
the engineers estimate. No contracts due to drouth and a hard winter, will
Twp. 10 N. Range 16 E.
f i.. ,, .,
.i.
French, James A., Santa Fe, lease were awarded.
not exceed IS per cent. Being oiitllill(( in the state
and their
capiU,
No. 18 dated
29
one
of
the
Only
county high- of the largest cattlemen in the state dockets afford a sweep of legal pro-hi- s
acreage 600,
initial payment $100.00, located
in way superintendents provided under
opinion tears weihr. hough ccdure that woult) bt. an eJucation
10
16
N.
the
new
law
E.
remains
be appointed. other estimates of cattle losses
to
Twp.
Range
run;(o a law studcnt sllou,, he be able
French, James A., Santa Fe, lease Governor Pankcy 8s awaiting the ar- much higher.
t0 aUend all of them at once.
No. 19 dated
acreage 399.33, rival of Governor Larrazolo it is
In the state supreme court. the
initial payment $100.00. located in understood, who will name the super- WOODMEN OF WORLD
aisoarment proceedings brougtt
n
intendent for Taos county. Mr.
Twp. II N. Range 16 E.
VOTE ON OFFICERS
Isaac Barth, by the state on
now highgway superintendent
French, James A., Santa Fe, lease
the information of a fellow attorney,
No. 21 dated
acreage 640, for Taos is mentioned for the place The next annual meeting of the A. B. McMillan is in progress,
and
initial payment $100.00, located
in in view of his efficient record, but Woodmen of the World for New
several days.
because of the pressure of business Mexico and Arizona will be held at likely to continue
Twp. 9 N. Range 19 E.
McMillan
has
been engaged as asFrench, James A., Santa Fe, lease is said not to be actively seeking the Mesa, Arizona,
elected sistant to the
Officers
general and
No. 22 dated
acreage 610. place lor himself.
at the convention just concluded at former attorneyattorney
general Harry L.
initial payment $100.00. located
Santa Fe Canyon.
in
are:
Deming
is
Patton
for
Barth. The
appearing
One of the county roads that is
Twp. 9 N. Range 19 E.
R. N. Miller of Hagerman, heid
are brought in connee- French. James A.. Santa Fe. lease to be put into condition by strictly consul; A. A. Belts of Phoenix Ariz ,j proceedings
tjon with the fcts received by Barth
No. 23 dated
acreage 640, county action is that of the Santa head advisor: VV. J. Clifton, Collins ,; a ca,
.hjrh MrM;il,i lo.f tk..
initial payment $10000, located
in Fe Canyon scenic drive. Superinten- Arizona, head clerk; E. B. Swope of
original case was in the
dent Jack Thorpe has begnn extenTwp. 9 N. Range 19 E.
head e:cort: J. B. Leck)0f ,he will of M. W. adjustment
Albuquerque
in
French, James A.. Santa Fe. lease sive improvements of he route.
of Carlsbad, head banker; E. P. Apo- - which Barth represented Flournoy
the widow,
No. 24 dated
Road Fund Received.
acreage 40221.
daca of Clifton, Arizona, head sentry; District Judge Reed Holloman is sit-- J.
De Baca county has remitted $1000
initial payment $100.00. located
in
E. Whittemore of Tucumcari. head,tjngr jn the case in
place of Justice
to apply on the road from Clovis to watchman; James McFadden of Dou
Twp. 7 N. Range 14 E.
with Justices Parker and
French, James A.. Santa Fe. lease vaughn and the same amount for the glas, Ariz., C. Hooker of Clif.on. Raynolds,
Roberts.
No. 25
Rosa highway, Ariz.,
dated
acreage 640, Fort Sumner-Sant- a
Adolph P. Hill of Santa Fe,
The proceedings opened with exto the state office.
Twp. 7 N. Range 14 E.
Rascom Howard of Portaler, and Dr. amination
of the correctness of an
Chaves county has remitted $2,600 M. A. Grissom of Roswell, head
French, James A., Santa Fe. lease
account in the Albuquerque Morning
No. 26 dated
highway, and auditors.
acreage 640, on the Roswell-Llovi- s
Journal regarding6 the Flournoy will
in $500 to apply on the Roswell to
initial payment $100!, located
which the prosecution endeavored to
stretch.
Twp. 7 N. Range 14 V.
TO
STATE
STOCKMEN
establish has been colored by Barth
Eddy Pays Maximum.
French, James A.. bunta Fe. lease
MEET AT CLAYTON
I

ewl

ummiw

nr..

,

Mc-Kea-

Geological reports on the Animas
BIrchfield, Walter, Deming, lease
Valley south of Steins indicate some No. 98 dated
elopment
acreage 2SSJ.38,
by leaps and bounds. Applications oil shallow and more at 2800 to 3700 initial payment $100.00, located in
for oil leases continue to pour Into feet. The shallow oil it Is said is of Twp. 28 S. Range 6 W.
the state land office in greater num- light color. Deming people, interestBowers, R. D., Roswell, lease No.
ber. Individuals, oil pools, and syn- ed at Steins are getting financed to 10 dated
acreage 2345.60.
dicates are scouring the state to begin operations.
initial payment $100.00, located in
In San Juan County
the Mesa Twp. 12 S. Range 21 E.
obtain control of every foot of land
Bowers, R. D., Roswell, lease No.
through lease or location, even rough Verde Company after going down
another eighty feet is finding the 110 dated
mountains sections being included.
acreage 2760, initial
Oil companies are being organized formation still better. The gas pres- payment $100.00, located in Twp. 12
to test oat the locations in many sure has also increased. In all the S. Range 22 E.
Bowers, R. D., Roswell, lease 112
parts of the state, around thirty com- wells sunk in this county gas has
More companies are dated
panies having been incorporated in been struck.
acreage 3039.15, initial
field.
to
comtest out this
less than three months. Other
being organized
payment $100.00, located In Two. 12
The
Toltcc
2
E.
Company is drilling JS. Range
panies are ready to incorporate.
Several older oil companies have be- about eleven miles southeast of Lamy
lease
Butt, K. W., Alhuquerqac,
come active. Foreign companies arc in Santa Fe county. The first well No. 127 dated
acreage 4173.98,
sunk
had
to
be
2150
abandonned
at
in
locations
and
interested
initial
becoming
payment $162.50. located in
feet as the tools were lost and could Twp. 28 S. Range
W.
going to work drilling.
The new hole
The Eddy county
A remarkable feature is the fact not he fished out.
commissioner
Among the witnesses called were
acreage
6,
Blankenship, L. H., Douglas. An- - No. 27 dated
Messrs. Alfred Grunsfeld, Ostreich,
in have fixed the salary of C. M Richinitial payment $10000. located
that old hands in the oil game in about three miles away is now going; zona, lease No. 128 dared
New
exernt:ve
board
The
the
of
be-500
feet mark
: acreage 4160.24, initial t.;ivment $162.-tn- Twp. 7 N. Range 15 K.
and down rapidly, the
ards, who was appointed
Texas, California,
Oklahoma,
county Mexico Cattlo and Horse growers 'Case, Sims Harris and Rogers of
T. E. Mitchell, Mrs
passed. Lieutenant Governor B 50, located in Twp. 28 S. Range
ether states are entering New Mexico
W.
French, James A, Santa Fe, lease superintendent by the governor, at Association
v Albuquerque.
invites stockmen
F.
venmaximum
mid.
this
the
D&mbers.
28
r
No.
allowed
is
interested in
the law.
in large
dated
These men have
1'iournoy, and Mr. Herbe. former
Parkey
Birchfield. Walter. Demi ng, l.ase
acreage 640.
at
them
with
meet
to
A .. i
LI
Cliyton
D
J
in
located
the
well
his
in
new
140
editor
in
initial
of tio Morning
2717.-biNo.
made fortunes
ture,
being
dated
managing
developing
payment $100 00, . located
acreage
' ?
Monday May 5 A ruling of the Journal The attorney generals office
MJOTI antomohiU
fields in recent years. They have
40. Initial pavtrtent $100.00,
hv
pasture.
Twp. 7 N. Range 15 F.
locited
commerce
nterstate
commission
l.v C.rMlru
A few days ago there was consider-- . ;n Twp. 24 S. "Range 20 W.
:i represented bv Harry S Bowman,
Cl.,., n....l
French, James A, Santi Fe, lease
employed experienced geologists to
for
'so' far this year. ' mm n"'r'nK owners to he r
Rord.viii.' 'lames F. nnit P.n C No. 29 dated
f'nd new locations and have succeed able excitement in northern Union
' "
acreage 640, Martinez
,
mat- - ''
1
nd
the
.
and
unloiMiiig;
..7;
loading
rim
i.
ISO initial
ed in locating large new fields. That county over the report that the Union DaviMsnn
M,.
in
Rnswll
payment $100(10, located
;
"rn"
5la"a3rn
renu"nB
!
,n.e
these same men come into the state Jn company of nenver nan struck-- Hated
register this Acvear,tt, it is . considered lcf
acreage 8764.72, initial Iwp. 7 N Range IS K.
Parks Brother! Appeal
tein in cottonseen meal are among
it,..,.
where this company is drillino payment $300.00. located in Two. 12- Their geolo-.ois most encouraging.
rrencn, James A, Santa re, lease
of
On Saturday the state supreme
n!,mb
minus
bout thirteen miles from Clavton
No. 30 dated
administrative expenses; llle
su'"Vc,.?f,heimportance
g p,,,tr
7l.rr.Ta.")-?!- !
gists evidently are finding conditions
acreage 6J8, fees,
discussed. court heard the appeal of the Parks
industry
in now are covered to highway fmid-.i'- "
initial payment $!!"' 00, located
promising, judging from the confi and near the Oklahoma line. The IE,
Hi others, Grant
county men who
tins is good news to rew Mexico
dence of their principals n starting rumor has not been confirmed. Dril
Bordeaux, James K and Ben C Twp. 7 N. Range 13 K.
were sentenced for murder.
FORESTS
NATIONAL
Judg?
a
enthusiasts.
few
for
and
this
lease
highway
A.,
Santa
ling
stopped
days
Fe,
French, James
Davidson, Rosweli, lea se No. 151
operations.
in
this matter.
CRAZING RESERVES Holloman sat
It need to be noticed also that gave rise to the story that ol had: dated
acreage 640,
acrenge 439004. ini,iai No. 31 dated
'
in STATE REPRESENTED
initial payment $1 Oil .00, located
Federal Court Busy.
$22.00. located in Twp.
reputable business men in New Mex been found.
A recent action of the National
AT LABOR ASSEMBLY
Material is arriving at Kenna for payment
c. Ranee
R.
ico are taking deep interest in the
0
Twp. 7 N. Range 14 E.
The United States district court
a
in
of
Forester
suggestion
approval
oI prospects of their sections. In the derrick and work will soon beFrench, James A., Santa Fe, lease
Blattman. C. E. and F. W. Parker.
TV..-grand jury declared VV. V. Calkins
rn.i:n,n..
s
n. national i conicr';nce; on employ- No. 32 dated
the past the bankers and business gin there. The machinery is on the Santa Fe, lease No. 152 dated
acreage 640,
of yveco, New Mexico guilty
rancher
!
of
leasees'
aside
for
benefit
sets
,
the
w.t
nrnhlom.
ch;,i
mpnt
men generally have given the efforts way and will be on hand by tlie Acreage 9839.08, initial payment $200.-0- initial payment ?JUtF), located
in
01 obstructing the dratt.
" in id.- Niixnil
He was
-- t
c
linn:
i...
rM.ro.
is
.vru
is
time
This
onii-iaithe
the derrick
uy
ui Ldrar tviiiiani
up.
to explore for oil slight attention,
located in Twp.
S. Twp. 7 N. Range 13 E.
'.,
- accused of 5ylng mat men who res- h
n
with:.
snrinir
user)
In
the
tur.s
in
;;i..
i...
in
be
Roosevelt
to
hole
first
in
sunk
sinki,:
much less risked any money
E.
F'renrh, James A , Santa Fe, lease
to the draft are "cowards."
Range
charge, to care for stock ponded
acreage 600, half of New Mexico by Charles V.
ing test wells. They have evidently County and the progress will be
Birchfield, Walter, Deming, lease No. 33 dated
John Johnson, a Greek from Galfeed
and
need
of
extra
attention,
whom
"
Governor
Safford,
ap-iin
located
initial
Pankey
seen a new light and become con- watched closely. The Roosevelt peo- No. 161 dated
payment $10000,
was tried for sending obscene
acreage 2560,
running up to 50 head can lup,
vinced that it is worth while to ple began early to obtain control of initial payment
pointed a delegate. Mr. Safford is Lessees
iuu.uu, located in Twp. 7 N. Range 15 E.
100 extra acres put under fence. matter through the mails to a young
Ihave
B.
A.
to
Senator
Fall.
lease
secretary
have the conditions tried out thor- land and practically everything is Twps.
Santa
A.,
Fe,
James
French,
S. Range
woman in Albuquerque. He is a
7
W
Frank C. Joyce of Albuquerque was with two more acres if necessary for
leased or located at this time.
acreage 640,
oughly.
man. His sanity was inquired
Carson, H. R., Douglass, Arizona. No. 34 dated
in
of
excess
head
of
each
1
a
yearlings
states mounted police-No. 18 dated
Indications are that there will be In the Pecos Valley of Texas El lease no. 7 datied
600, appointed
acreage
into at the opening of the trial, Dr.
acreage
50.
Governor
man
arc 2002.89, initial payment $100.00, located Twp. 7 N. Range 16 E.
by
Pankey.
many companies at work drilling in Paso and New Mexico people
James A. Massie reporting to the
C. W. Lewis, wanted on the charge
7
Flowers, A. V. and Rufus F. Beas-lcevery promising section of the state very busy. One company is receiv- in Twp.
court that he is all right mentally
S. Range 19 W.
of
bad
'checks
at
POPULAR
Roswell
LARRAZOLO
for
derricks
and
79
their
Lake Arthur, lease No.
dated
passing
before many more months. More ing material
A. T. Hannett Jr. of Gallup defended
Carter Oil Co., Tulsa, Okla., lease
AT TEXAS MEETING Johnson.
than a dozen drills are at work nova) will soon be drilling three test holes. No. 50 dated
acreage 640, initial payment has been asked for by Governor!
acreage 3654.47,
But the companies actually drilling Drilling is in progress on two wells initial payment $60(100, located in $10000, located in Twp. IS S. Range Pankey on extradition from Fort
Postmistress Embezzles
Worth Texas, to stand trial in New Following a hearty speech in favor
25 E.
are not seeking any notoriety. They one at Dixieland twenty miles north Twps.
V. Range
0
W.
of better and more permanent high- Edwina G. Padilla who plead guilty
have been financed without appeal to of Pecos and another nearer Pero
Carter Oil Co.. Tulsa. Okla.. lease French, James A., Santa Fe. lease Mexico.
funds
Appoints Notaries
ways. Governor Larrazolo of New to embezzling
the general public. If they find oil, The formation in both holes indicat No. dated
government
acreage
acreage 5156.08, lease No. 101 dated
Acting Governor Pankey this week! Mexico was elected second vice pre from the potoffice at Shiprock
initial payment
only about thirty initial payment $960.00. located
$40000,
in 20.474.07,
they want all the advantage possible es oil. Divieland isNew
the
of the Bankhead highway
Mexico line Twps.
where she was postmistress, plead
following notaries
New Mexico miles from the
appointed
from their investment.
N. Range
E. located in Twp. 1 S. Range
Mamie Lynch, Lovington, Lea sanation at Mineral Wells, Texas, guilty on Monday. She has not been
has not yet reached the oil stock Success in this section will stimulate
Carter Oil Co., Tulsa, Okla., lease E.
Lawrence
New
were
Mexico
in
Pecos
the
oil
sentenced.
further up
Thorne,
delegates
No. 52 dated
French, James A., Santa Fe, lease county; Benjamin
selling stage as far as home develop interest
acreage 244.99,
Adecasio J. Padilia, of appointed beeaurc a loon in the
Bismark H. Hardin postal employee
19, acreage 2,438.21,
ment is concerned. That stagje will Valley.
initial payment $10000, located In No. 137 dated
The Carter Oil Company of Okla Twps. 12 N. Range 20 W.
in Puerto de Luna: James M. Hemp- - Bankhead highway by way of Ros- - at Hobbs received 15 months for
come whenever oil is struck,
initial payment $100.00, located
hill, Dcdman; Frank M. McCormick, well was rejected bv the convention. issuing monev orders without renav
N. Range
Onc in a while a story gets out homa City is without question the
Coon, Perry E. Gallup, lease No. 63 Twps.
Frances Bilderback, it being found cheaper to construct ing the U. S. The grand jury recom-TatuAlbuquerque;
that oil has heen struck, whenever most active concern in New Mexico dated
- E.
initial
640,
payacreage
1 lie
James F. Casey, Roswell ; through El Paso.
'mended among other things more
there is any break in the daily pro
genlog.sts of this .om-meGordesky, Martin, Santa Fe. lease
$10000 located jn Tv.p M N,
F.
Wanser, Clayton; John
100 dated
postal inspectors.
9.032.16, Sterling
gram of drilling. Last week the Val- pany have been investigatint, every RanRe 20 VV
acreage
Marti-TATOne woman was sentenced
and
Causey; Ernesto
HEALTH AND
ley Oil Company, drilling at Omni- part of the state and in even ser j Carter, L
PortaieSi Iea,e No. 75 initial payment $100.00, located in B. Judah,
Pintada.
nez,
EDUCATION BOARDS another found not guilty of improper
N. Range
bus, were compelled to stop for a tion that looked good, the company dated
23,804.21, initial Twp.
acreage
notarial
Futhcr
an
are:!
appointments
At once rumors started proceed to obtain leases either direct :pavment $450.00. located in Twps.
few days
E.
jconduct at
army camp.
through its representatives. It is 2 N. and
S. Range
Greenwood, J. L., Columbus, lease M.Chas S. Johnson, Tularosa, N. M.I Tle sta(e board of education as' The postmistress was sentenced to
tljat oil had been struck and Consein
s
orone
the
Colorado state peni- this
to
is
that
No. 125 dated
(now constituted
company
expected
year
trying 28 E
acreage 2,560,
quent excitement.
N. ganize todav.
Down in the Pecos Valley rumors out a location in McKintey County
Following are the tentiary, for defalcations exceeding
Carter Oil Co.. Tulsa, Okla., lease initial payment $10000, located in Claytie J.M. Smith, Albuquerque,
James
Hyder, Logan, N. M.
.members: State School Superin-.$.W)- 0
start every few days that oil has some distance out of Gallup Other Na 75 dated i.n-1acreage 2240, Twp. 27 S. Range 6 W.
Louise Watson. Albuquerque, N. M. tPndent W'agner. The other mem- - Johnson received a sentence of 14
been struck in the Lincoln well. Up test wells are also contemplated.
Greenwood, J. L., Columbus, lease
in
ljnitiaI paymtnt $400.00, located
Charles C. De Baca, Las Vegas, N.jhcrs arc Col. J. W. Wilson of Ros- -. months for sending obsc ne matter
The new Texas oil fields continue Turn. 11. i? M s,nr,. 9.1. w
in Union County there weret wild
No. 158 dated
acreage 2,560,
rumors that oil had been found by to interest many people in New Mex-- j Curren, W. j., Clovis. lease No. 96 initial payment $100.00, located in M.
well, Amado Chaves of Albuquerque, through the U. S. mails.
Saul Rosenthal, E. Las Vegas, N. jose D. Sena of this city: Earl: C. W. Oho, restaurant keeper at
the drillers near the Oklahoma line. ico Companies have been organized dated 314.jp. acreage 8479.82, initial Twp. 27 S. Range 6 W.
M.
t-,- -.
onnnn
Douglass, county school superintend- - Gallup, was convicted of selling liquor
Up in San Juan County the M'esa to drill on leases in several districts
Hart, C. S.. Clovis, lease No. 39
158 92, initial
lent for San Juan, and Mrs. Jose to Indians. He is a Korean.
Verde Company did strike oil but of Texas. Texas oil stocks seem 10 4 N. Range
dated
9
E.
acreage
NEW MEXICO WOMEN
not in quantities and drilling is pro- be much in demand and the Tevas
1.ockard, a teacher in the schools of1 Louis Wah, Chinaman, of Deming
Lantrell, H. E., El Paso, Texas, payment $10000, located in Twp.
GIVE SOLDIERS AID Raton
jwas f irif d $100 for selling liquor to
companies maintaining New Mexico ease No. 16o' dated
N. Range 31 E.
ceeding.
Ms srrrtail rttnl
crt1Hirre
aMBaHBHWM
s(
The Tularosa Basin continues in offices are finding plenty of
137,273.31,
initial payment
Howard, Coe and P. E. Jordan,
$1,000.00,
A committee of New Mexico women
t.
Las Cruces, El Paso,
the
whiskey in bundies done up to look
LARRAZOLO IS
GOVERNOR
located in Twps.
S. Portales, lease No. 68 dated
formed in New York to aid sick
Two new companies were incor Range
focal men and others are getting oracreage 15, 639.36, initial payment has
PRESIDENT, "ikeW laundry
P. Calkins, convicted of draft
N. Range and wounded New Mexico men as!
$300.00. located in Twp.
ganized as rapidly as possible. There porated this week: The American Oil E.
Headed
overseas.
from
they return
seems to no difficulty in financing and Gas Company of Tucumcari. The
E.
7
The state board of health will hold obstruction, applied for a
Clovis Oil Co., Clovis, lease No. 53
Mrs.
Gerald
Cassidy, appointed its first formal
work in this section. Control of incorporators are Tucumcari people dated l, 19, acreage 10,279.14. initial Hoffman, R. C, Deming, lease No. by
shortly, the land is having a new trial today
the governor, the workers include! secretary John meeting
land through lease or location is and four Oklahoma men. The Petro- payment $200.00, located in. Twps. 4 41 dated
Admits mac Hand,
Tombs having just!
acreage 5,120. ini- by
Mrs.
of
Mrs.
Couse,
leum
Taos;
of
Fe
Ina Cilstrap, negro, admitted writ-weSanta
CounIrving
Leasing Company
a
tial payment $20000, located in Twps.
from Washington where he
being obtained. In the Otero
K.
N. Kange
Ban-- ! returned
Mrs.
Santa
Anna
Fe,
Dorman,
in
deal
comleases.
The
to
black
hand letters to writing
of
E.
the basin 336,000 acres proposes
S. Range
ing
on public health matters
ty part
Carter Oil
letter to two persons
have been located as oil land during pany controls much land and will add No. 115 dated Co., Tulsa. Okla., lease
No. delier, and Mrs. Wrenn.
lease
Howard.
threatening
Coe,
Portales,
acreage 5,640, 67 dated
Herbert Wall, secretary of the
the first three weeks of April. In to its holdings.
!in h" ,nwn of 1 a vfc". aking
Years.
Five
acreage 21,760. iniCat
in
sttto.uu,
located
initial
re-1
is
payment
Mountain club which
for $10,000 for valuable information
all over a half million acres have
$450.00, located in Twps. Rocky
-- 30 tial payment
N. Range
1
The following la
complete list Twps.
presenting New Mexico in entertain-- 1 Mike Oliver Hardin of Dalhart'Hf received six months at Leaven-Texa- s
been located up to April 21st. In
S.
Range
K.
adlessees
land
of
all
of
state
with
soldiers
and
welcoming returning
ing
Lincoln and Dona Ana Counties nearE.
was sentenced Monday to i've:w"r'h t'dress, location of land and initial 135Care, L. M., Columbus, lease No, Hobbs, Claude,
the governor here informed by;
Pf
ly as much has been located.
Trustee, Roswell, keeps
in Leavenworth
for taking a
tfated
years
2,201.58
which
r,?"lbegin
the
were
to
move-1
acreage
state,
of
the
to
from
wire
payments
day
day
The c,v'1,'"Iy
docket will
In Quay and Mora counties there
tease No. 71 dated
New Mexico imei wee.K,vi rro
acreage ments of units
th.
initial
issued
in
and
located
effect
in
to
payment
$mi.uu,
and
up
actually
what
is
s increased interest the last week.
being
$200150. located
bcot-jo- n
Monday,
initial
7,440,,
Several
payment
immoral
27
for
S.
6
W.
purposes.
Range
done to greet them.
More companies have been organized April 23, 111!. A groat many ap- Twp.
E.
4
S. Range
L. M., Columbus, lease No. in Twps.
were tried this week.)
Kelly
Governor Larrazolo will open the legging cases
and are being financed without much plications are now ponding and arc 159Care,
Hobbs.
Roswell,
Claude,
Trustee,
was tried on the! Scven
Romero
dated
2560,,
initial
Esquipula
acreage
of
convention
Mexico
former
New
Wre j,anded
Minnesota and Iowa peo- being passed npon as rapidly as
trouble.
72
No.
dated
acreage soldiers sailors, and marines at Al- the charge of selling liquor without down by ind.,!t)t.nt,
$100.00, located in Twp. 27 lease
payment
lhr rt;stric, rourt
'
"- 1.280, initial payment $40000, located
ple have looked over this section and
Guido
S. Range
license.
6
W
Paprmii
be
ihe
to
third
this
buquerque next Thursday.
were so well pleased with conditions
jrv. w G KeIy empannelled
6
S. Range
E.
9
Aument. Lewis, Beecraft and Pres, Frank N
tenced to a fine of $M0 and 60 dayj,erm
Dawes &
Tulsa, Okla., in Twps.
that they acquired a large block of ton, Douglass, Arizona, Lease No. 8 lease No. 45 McMahon,
Roswell,
Hobbs.
Trustee,
Claude,
Indians
for sell ng liquor to
dated
Ffed.!Marron formcriy ajft.-,nin the
acreage
MEN OF EMINENCE
leases in Quay and Curry counties. dated
acreage
acreage 2418.30. initial
initial payment $960.00, locat- lease No. 99 dated
VISIT IN SANTA FE Archuleta, Martin Parhrco. Nic Sala-- i s,atl. trsurer5 0ffice Wltv indicted
As soon as they are organ:ed, work payment $100.00 located in Twp. 27 5,122.51,
initial
located
2.400,
$10000.
received
and
Mariano
payment
Padilla,
N.
in
ed
zar,
for obtaining state money urder false
Twp.
Range
will begin on a site yet to be select- S. Range 19 and 20 W.
8
in Twps.
S. Rhnge
E.
Dr. Samuel A. Elliott of Harvard the same sentence for the same ,0'-- !- pretenses.
ed near Tucumcari,
Clovis. lease No. 133
additionHinkle, J. F., Trustee. Roswell,
received
an
Await, A.
Padilla
;
fense.
Dawes & McMahon, Tulsa, Okla.
f k'-- ii
KetUniversity. Father William H.
At Lesbia east of Tucumcari an dated
No. 102 dated
acreage cham.
acreage 7487.36. initial lease wo. 10 dated
nays
with transactions in the
of the U. S. board:31 sentence m
members
acreage lease
'ltMnftlira
other company is already at work payment $30000, located in Twp.
initial pavment $100.00, of Indian commsioners. with Geo. attempted briherv cf ari officer. Joe
4,715.62, initial payment $727.75, locat 3.92064,
Fe and Ornnt
of Siin
S. Range 24- 8
located in Twp.
E.
netting np a standard rig. The in- s. Kange
3
ed in Twp 12 N. Range
E.
Vautrh. Tr nresident. and Earl J. Rentia who plead gn lty was fineda lcolm,v honis for which he is now
dications at this location are very
6
E.
134
A.
lease
No.
Await,
n,J cos, tor sell ng liquor to
Erwin, M. E.. Douglass, Arizona
1, Clovis,
of the commis-'- -:
;ap,,ea1ing a five year sentei ce. Is
Henderson
dated
promising.
Hogan, J. H. and G. E. Ward. inn arriv.fisecretary
acreage 499270, initial lease mo. at dated
in .stlta F. Tll.sdaV SOldlCr.
acreage Phoenix,
expected.
A standard rig is going in with a payment $200.00, located in Twps. 965.74,
103 dated
No.
lease
Arizona,
initial payment $100.00, locat
and visited the Santa Fe Indian
flew of drilling four thousand feet
Another Salary Suit.
640.
N. and 1 S., Range
initial
E.
pavment
acreage
19
28
Deal
S. Range
W.
ed in Twp.
Big Lamb
srhool. Ur. blliott was obliged to reif this should be necessary. The hole
Catron and Catron, lawyers, who
Bryant, R. G.. Portales. lease No.
French, James A., Santa Fe, lease $10000, located in Twp. 17 S. Range turn east the others remaining to obwill start at eighteen inches to go 55 dated
8 E.
in were assigned the salary cla med by
acreage 29.926.93 No. 10 dated
Th. Ktcrcr.ct rl.al of late
acreage 610.76,
serve neighboring Pueblos.
down as deep as possible without intial payment $500 00. located Twps. initial
Herron, Frank. La Cruces, lease
lands was made last wevk by Robert Gortner as district attorney
in
payment $100.00, located
county
132
No.
change. The company is made up of
w. Kange
1,920,
dated
some time ago. are oeintf
E.
acreage
8 N. Range 16 E.
W. A. Henderson when ne sold tne in anta
VALLEY
Texas men, several of them being Bowers. R. D, Roswell. lease No. Twp.
initial payment $250.00, located in ESTANCIA COMMERCE CHAMBER most of the James and
French, James A., Santa Fe, lease Twos.
Haley ranches heard this week in their old suit
9
S.
W.
6
57 dated
acreasre 640.56. intial No. 11 dated
experienced oil men.
Range
the
county commissioner
640, inito John VanCleave of Wichita Falls, against
Over in the new county of Hidalgo payment $20000. located in Twp. 20 tial payment $100.00, acreage
Hughes. L. A.. Santa Fe. lease No.
located
in
com- Texas, the land sold compromis:ng for some $3000.
chamber
of
formed
The
Twp.
newly
147 dated
there fs also something doing. In s. Kange
fc
8 N. Range 16 E.
acreage 2.385 54. merce for the whole Estancia Valley 40.000 acres and the consideration A suit by Bntterflv and Thorr.a
the district near Stein one company Bowers, R. D., Roswell, lease No. French,
James A., Santa Fe, lease initial payment $100.00, located in announces that it has raised a first being almost $400,000.
against the Federal Tie and Lumber
i preparing to start operations. 58 dated
6
S. Range
E.
acreage 640. initial No. 12 dated
VanCleave the new owner i company in which it was claimed
640, ini- Twps.
John
of
$2000 and will hire
annual
acreage
budget
Across the line in Arizona one com- payment $10000, located
in Twp. 14 tial payment $100.00, located in Twp.
Hughes, P. A., Deming. lease No. a
being reputed to full payment had not been made fo'
publicity man. The meeting was a
148 dated
pany Is already at work. It la report- S. Range 25 E.
8 N. Range 16. E
acreage 800, initial held
at Estanc'a Friday and was be worth $95j000.000, most of which a consignment of ties, was decided
ed that oil was found in this well at Bowers. R. D, Roswell. lease No. French,
26$100.00.
in
Twos.
located
James A., Santa Fe, lease payment
attended by representative of the wat made in the Burkburnett oil in favor of (he defendant. A dozen
less than four handred, but the
28 S. Range
59 dated
635.94. initial No. 13 dated
W.
commerce
acreage 640: tuibody Mr. development, his holdings Hi that other civil case are ea the district
Albuqnerque
was not large enough to rait payment $10000, acreage
C.
lease
located la Twp. 14 tion payment $100.00. located in Two.
Trustee,
Hatch,
vlovis,
A,
Coons. Secretary MacMillan of Santa field bein extensive. He is jast 21 court dariret which ha been set
heta and drilling Is proceeding. S. Range 25 B.
N.
16
1
I Range E,
Swastikas til April 26.
Fe .
(Continoed oa pact fhre)
year of

Interest

in oil exploration and dcv
in New Mexico is growing
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KARL RADEK

RED CROSS

LITHUANIAN SOLDIER 18 KILLED
DEFENDING THE AMERI-

IT

CAN MISSION.

ALLIES TO INVESTIGATE

NIA'S

Waaler

VIENNA IN

THREATS TO STARVE THE CITY
UNLES8 THE DI80RDERS

IS BELIEVED THAT WILSON
WILL CONVENE CONGRESS
BY JUNE 1.

HOPED GERMANY WILL NOT
LAY FINAL PEACE
TERMS.

Newspaper Villon Nawe Service.

DE-

M

-

)

IT

tier.

New York, April 'J2. Column truo.
have attacked the American Heil Cross
mission at Kovuo, Lithuania,
to a cableunini received here by the
Lithuanian national council from Its
Faris representative. The message
five neither the time iur result of tin
attack. A Lithuanian
soldier was
killed In defending the Americans, It
was said. The cablegram read :
"The American Hed t'ross mission nl
Kovqo, I.ithunnia, has been at tacked
by German soldiers. While defending
the Americans, one I.ilhtiiiiiiiin solillei
was killed. This aroused the greatest
Indignation in Kovno, ami the funeral
of the hero developed into ;i great
demonstration against the lieriiiiiiis.
No advices of an titlark on ho nils
sion have beun received by Ited Cross
authorities here, it is said, official
said that the Kovuo unit was a branch
of the American Hod Cross mission to
rolaml. Its personnel Is unknown a
the work In I'oland ami I.ithiuinia was
organized In I'aris.
"The American relief ailinlnist ratiiai
has consulted with the Lithuanian del
egatlon in Tails and Is sending ships
laden wlili food ami medicine to Lith
uania," the council's cablegram milled
"The 1'oles Intend to recognize Lithuania's Independence and cuter Into an
agreement to form a common defens
ive military front against the Itolslie
vikl. I he tight of our heroic army
against Itussian ltolsbcvikl is proceed
lug successfully. The allies are send
lug a mission to Investigate l.llbuiinlan
conditions."
I

10.
It was stilted In
quarters that the situation of the peace negotiations was
such that President Wilson probably
&
would he able to sail homeward May
X
Karl Radek, chief bolihevlk agent In L'O, and
a
earlier
little
May
possibly
Germany, who wa arreeted during a IS. The belief was expressed that the
recent Spartacan uprising and has been
President would call an extra session
releaaed by President Ebert.
of Congress to convene between .May
A new photograph of Marehal Foch,
J r, and .lime 1.
Present indications commander
of the allied armies. Thlt
are
that the peace treaty will he
WORDS signed before the President's depart- photograph wat made In Pari while
TREATY
Marshal Foch wae attending the peace
ure. Information reaching the deleinference.
gates lends to show that the Germans
TERMS OF TREATY ITEM BY ITEM are not planning to take up time and
SETTLED BY PEACE CONGRESS. delay the signing of the treaty, as they SITUATION IS DELICATE
desire a settlement of the peace term
at the earliest possible moment.
PROBABLE THAT HUNS WILL NOT
LLOYD GEORGE TALKS TO HOUSE
BE ALLOWED TO DISCUSS
Pnria. A petlltan usking for the
TERMS.
OF COMMONS.
punishment of the Germans responsible for the deportation of woniu from
Kotihalx and Tourcolng In the
THAT BRITAIN
MADE
DENIAL
Paris, April 18. The drafting of the Lille,
to
AND U. S. HAD ANY MISfinal form of the peace treaty Is pro- spring of 1916, will soon be handed
Is
the
It
conference.
by
pence
signed
UNDERSTANDING.
ceeding rapidly In order to have It 15,000
women, including Madame Gasready for presentation to the German
Itoose-velt- .
Mrs.
and
Cnliuette
Anna
ton,
delegates when they arrive at VerThe petition says :
Western Newspaper Union New Service.
sailles. The document, as framed, be"In spite of the most elementary
In
form
an
the
with
London, April 17. The allied repre
Introduction
gins
womof a protocol, setting forth the com- laws of humanity, thousands of
sentatives In Paris have arrived at a
condiand children of every
en,
on the great
plete list of belligerent powers taking tion girls
abducted complete understanding
were systematically
efpart in the war and now making peace, from their families
to fundamental questions that would
were
and
forced
with the designation of plenipotento the most odious treatment. fect peace with Germany, Premier
submit
tiaries of each country aud with their
We women of France, with bleeding George declared in addressing the
power to sign.
The allies had
and
broken hearts, demand justice House of Commons.
Then conies u declaration of Im- from
the peace conference on behalf formulated their demands and he
not
thirty
exceeding
pressive brevity
of our martyred sisters.
hoped that they would be presented
words, stating that on the ooucluslou
"To prevent such crimes from ever
The premier declared, howof the treaty and the exchange1 of
shortly.
perpetrated again we demand ever, that the situation was "still full
ratifications, the war shall come to an being
be
that
of
those
them
guilty
punished
end.
for nil countries." He pleadlike
criminals. We trust you of perils
who were trying to do
ed
"those
Following upon ihe declaration of will ordinary
that
exact
full
Justice from Germany
peace, the present intention of the and her allies. We are
best
be
nlonc."
let
their
Hearing the
peace delegates Is to have the CovXo conference In history, said the
11110,
of
the
23,
anniversary
day,
April
enant of the League of Nations occupy when
that odious deed, against which premier, Imil been faced with prole
the place of honor In the treaty and the women
of all nations protest, was Iciiis of such variety, complexity,
to be Ihe first subject treated In
carried out, and we firmly trust that magnitude and gravity. The congress
detail.
another year will not elapse before the of Vienna, which wns the nearest ap
It will thus take the priority it had
ure punished, both those who proach to it, took eleven months for
In the program of the peace confer- - guilty
Issued t lie order from Berlin and thoso Its work, but that congress, Mr. Lloyd
encp. Then, In succession, will follow
who executed it In the most brutal George pointed out, sunk into Insig
the military, naval and aerial terms,
nificance as compared with what had
way."
reparations, responsibilities, the Rhine
With the return of David Lloyd been settled by this conference.
P....,,, I.... ,1... U
llu.i.in.l
...!,.
- he British premier, from his
The time spent by lie peace conralne, Poland, the status of Danzig 1ep- home, for his House
of Commons ference In framing the League of Naas an International port, Germany'
address, the council of four, compris- tions plan saved time Instead of wast
Schleswlg llolsteln from lor nnd a
ing the British, French and Italian ing It, Mr. Lloyd George declared, as
Innumber
of
large
special suhjecls,
and President Wilson, re- the league would provide a means of
premiers
convention
the
labor
adopted
cluding
The "big adjustment of possible errors.
at the Insl plenary session of the con- sumed Its deliberations.
four" met In the Paris "White House."
"I would rather leave Itussla Bolference; interiiallomil pons and waterThe
boundary ques- shevist until l hey see their way out
ways, and extended economic and tion was
finally disposed of by the of it rather than see Great Britain
I'iiiaiicinl provisions not directly concouncil of four this morning. No an- landed in
ned oil with repartitions.
bankruptcy," was one of the
nouncement was made of the decisions
ilecln nil ions.
The textual form of all these subIt Is understood that Dan- premier's
but
taken,
divisions lias been completed, so that
"It is not true that the United
will be Internationalized, while the
lie work at present going on Is chiefly zig
have been at variwill have a corridor running States and Europe
Poles
filling together ibe purls into a
ance," the premier declared. He deprefrom
to
to
thut
frontier
their
give cated
city
whole. This is being done by
attempts to sow dissension
iulei'iialioiuil experts representing the them access to the sea.
v.
the delegates.
among
In
connection
Only routine work
five great powers.
After referring to the world-widdelethe
of
with
German
the
coming
us
Is
the
work
Their
largely formal,
extent of the war, the premier said
Imcouncil of four and the commissions gates has been taken up. The most
that new states had sprung into exsetto
be
remaining
portant
question
vahave adopied the language of the
istence, some of them independent,
ItalSlav
that
is
of
the
and
tled
.logo
rious parts now being filled together.
some
and some that
Sidin
ian
Baron
claims
the
Adriatic.
It Is estimated Hint the treaty lis a
lie protectorates, and although
might
Italian
Sonnlno,
minister,
ney
foreign
whole will eei.,.d TO.niKl words, or
their boundaries might not be defined,
ihe eoiitonls of n large, closely printed will set forth the Italian case, it is ex- some indication of them must be
volume.
The let Is being prepared pected.
given.
lii French ami F.nglish,
mid, as a
The premier made a vigorous atTreaty In Two Parte.
means of eieilii ing action, a Genual
iris. The peace treaty will be dl- - tack upon those who had "attempted
lexi may be prepared,
hough It la
o two puna, according lo mo lo sow dissension, distrust and susforeseen that tin German plenlpoten- - video
between the nations whose
tinries may ask Cor a considerable latest iniormaiioii in ine rrencn press. picion"
and good will toward each
lime lo peruse a document of such The first part will concern Germany "cordiality
He could not
will Include a clause by which she other was essential."
and
magnitude.
of a worse crime, he deAfter the treaty is actually deliv- will pledge herself to comply with nil conceive a
time when nothing could
ered. It Is intended to allow ndequatfl agreements to be concluded with her clared, at
save the world but keeping the nalime for the Germans to make In former allies. The second part will
tions together.
quiries concerning the various details not concern Germany directly and
will be signed only by the Austrian,
The delegates, said Mr. Lloyd
icfore returning to Weimar.
George, bad never forgotten what
This is expected to take about two Bulgarian and Turkish delegates.
France had gone through, and they
days, the first day being devoted by
Mine Assistant Killed.
had not forgotten to what she was
' Germans to familiarizing them
New York. Edward - Dufourcq, an entitled, not merely security against a
selves with the terms, and the second
day to answering such queries as they American, assistant general manager repetition of German attack, but to
of the Tezititlan Copper Mine Company feel a sense of security against it
may make.
The conference had come to a
There is no ptirpoee to have this has been killed and Urine Gaisnian, a
assume the character of a discussion, Swiss subject and business manager of unanimous conclusion on all the quesbut merely the elucidation of auy the company, seriously wounded by tions before It, Including a decision
points which may assist In obtaining Zapatistas, who waylaid them, accord- that to publish the peace terms before
prompt and favorable action when the ing to an announcement here by the they were discussed with the enemy
s
blunder. Their
National Association for the Protection would be a
plenipotentiaries return to Weimar.
The procedure on the arrival of the of American Bights in Mexico.
premature publication, he contended,
could only serve to encourage the reGerman plenlHteiitiarles at Versailles
Will Be Received In Secrecy.
sistance of the enemy.
has virtually been decided upon.
It Is believed the stay of the pleni
Mr. Lloyd George denied that he
Paris. The final plans for receiving
potentiaries at Welmnr will cover a the German delegates at Versailles was trying to escape the declarations
thus
week,
bringing them back to Ver and for delivering the treaty provide he made during the general election
mes about May ft to 10. This, how for complete secrecy, although
an offi campaign. The declaration regarding
ever. Is conjectural, for It la dependent cial communication will be issued after making Germany pay, he declared,
upon the rapidity of the decisions the treaty has actually been delivered had been concurred In by all the party
reached at Welninr.
leaders.
announcing this fact.

Paris, April
d

70,000

..

Polish-Germa-

Berlin. A clash between the com
muiiist Hed guards ami government
troops at I Indian, ten mill's northwest
of Munich, resulted in the defeat ofr
the government detachments becausi
the Spiirtncatis broke the temporary
armistice which bail been arranged for
the purpose of allowing a limited
amount of supplies through the lines
and fell upon and overwhelmed the
While guards and occupied
According to advices received here the
peasants attempted to withstand the
Communists with pitchforks, but were
overpowered. The Communist leader,
however, was shot down by the single
machine gun in the hands of the peas
ante. Later several of the peasants
were lined up and shot. The Comtnim
Ists then looted the houses.
Iim-hni- i

Will Enforce Dry Law.
Washington, April 'M. The l (opart
nieut of Justice Is not averse to uc
ceptlng the functions of enforcing the
wartime prohibition measure when It
goes Into effect July 1, it has been
learned here. Consequently, It Is expected a proposal that the enforcement he entrusted to this agency
will be submitted to President Wilson on his return from Ktirope. Whether the President has indicated any
definite intention of giving the work
to the Iicpartment of Justice could
not be learned here.

Stealing Cigarettes.
Kl l'aso, Tesus. Charged with stealing cigarettes at the time the armis-

tice was signed, J. X. (iollner, V. W.
Anderson, Ceorge lirenslltt and 8. L
lonalnie are ou trial in Federal Court.
The defendants were alleged to have
tiroken the seal of an Interstate shipment of elgarettes en route from
Keldsvllle, N. C, to San Francisco and
to have taken 04 cases containing
total of 11,040,01(1) cigarettes. The
value of the cigarettes is estimated
at :),4oo.
ll
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Trouble Will Be Reported.
Germany Accept.
Shanghai. The Korean insurrection
Paris. Germany has notified the alannounced as a passive revolution
lies that she accepts all the allied conditions respecting the Versailles con- against Japanese rule, will be brought
o the attention of the American gov
gress. Germany will send the followernment in a series of crnphlcally
ing delegates tu the Versailles conwritten reports. One of these has Just
gress with full Hiwers to negotiate:
been read by an American correspondforCount Von P.pHkilorftKanlr.ini,
an Ainericau
eign minister; Herr Landshcrg, secre- ent. It was written by
recites the sensational events
tary for publicity, art and literature; and
Dr. Theodor Melchior, general mali- from March 1, when the revolt began,
1
when the rexirt was
nger of the Warburg hank ; Herr ln-ert- , until March
on its way to the American
president of the Prussia Assembly started
minister at Peking.
and the soviet congress.
leeua Treasury Certificates.
Another $00,nt 10,000
Washington.
block of treasury certificates of
Indebtedness
dated
May 1 and
maturing Oct. 7, with the usual Interest rate of 4V per cent, has been
by the treasury- - Subscriptions
will be received up to May 6, and certificates of the issue maturing May 8
will be accepted In payment of the new
isIssue. This Is the tentb
sue floated In connecttsa with the Victory Liberty Lean.

Communists Not Mastered.
Berlin. The latest uews received
iere is to the effect that the communists in Munich have not been mastered
and that heavy fighting is raging In
the streets of Munich, between Red
guards and troops loyal to the government. The central railway station, the
postoffice and telegraph office and
several other public buildings again are
In the hands of the communists, who
used heavy mine throwers In their recapture. A dumber of persons have
killed or wounded.

Telepnene Strike Settled.
Boston. The telephone strike that
has crippled New England service was
settled at a conference of strikers and
company officials, according to a
formal announcement by the company.
"An understanding has been reached,'
said the announcement, "by which
telephone employes have returned to
work and the service lieen restored,
pending detailed consideration of wage
schedules."

PROPERTY

IS

SEIZED

Will Send Three Envoys.
Minister
Copenhagen.
Foreign
Count von Brockdorff-Rantzaof Germany has announced that three envoys
will be sent to Versailles, authorized
to receive the text of the peace preliminaries, according to a dispatch from
Berlin received here. The delegation
will be headed by Minister von Haniel,
whose associates will be Herren von
Keller and Ernest Schmltt, legation
councilors. They will be attended by
two officials and two chancery servants.
u

Vienna, April 21. Control of Vienna
has been taken over by the soldiers'
council. Quiet prevails, but coinmuu-lzinof the property of those unable
to resist has begun. It Is possible there
will be no change in the name of the
government, but it will be Bolshevist
in purpose. The situation is much the
same as it was at Budapest a few
hours after the radicals hud taken control. The policing of the city has been
taken over by the Volkswehr. The parliament building has been occupied by
two battalions of soldiers after representatives of the soldiers' council had
pluced 5,000 men at the government's
disposal upon the understanding that
the police would he dispersed.
The soldiers are commanded by Col.
Stoessel Wimmer, who takes orders
from the soldiers' council, which Is
either socialistic or communistic.
Colonel Cunningham, in the name of
the allies, has issued a proclamation
declaring that if there is further disturbance the food supply will be cut
off. For that reason serious trouble Is
unlikely.
Two demonstrations were started
during the week, the outgrowth of sev
eral communist meetings which were
lightly attended by Austrinns. One of
these meetings took place at the war
office, when the Austrian republican
flag of red and white was pulled down
by a small crowd and a red flag run
up in its place.
It is significant that the outbreak
happened at the time of the visit of
Joseph Pogany, reputed to be the rul
ing chief of the Hungarian communist
government, and other Hungarian officials, who are said to realize that it
will be impossible for their plnn to
succeed without the Austrian aid.
Pogany, in an interview which was
printed locally, declared that the
Americans favored the Bolshevlkl. He
pointed out that Americans already
had furnished food to Kudepest, but
did not state that the food was sold
by the Americans to the Karolyl government, or that, In view of having received the money, they delivered the
goods notwithstanding the existence of
the communist government.
g

Deathbed
Case

Western Newspaper Union News Barries

Wife Has Enoch

DENVER

Pinched.

six were severely injured when
school wagon was struck by a westbound Grand Trunk mail train at a
grade crossing Just east of the village
of Kingsbury, seven miles south of La
Porte. The wagon was driven by
Mrs. Walter Johnson, whose hnsband
Is the regular driver, and ahe and her
two small children, who were on the
driver's seat, escaped with slight

Chicago Claude Shelton, of De
"
111., appeared as an "Enoch
last week, and bis wife, Mrs.
Catherine Shelton, of 2340 Prairie avenue, had him arrested on a charge of
disorderly conduct. His arrest followed a controversy over the custody
of their child, Frederick, 8 years old.
Shelton was arraigned In Hyde Park
court.
Mrs. Shelton, believing her husband
dead, married Harold Masey in February, 1018, and lived with him until
be was drafted into the army. Masey
was released from service five days
ago,

Jlltl

HODS.
9ood hoc

$10.00

Sheep.

10.(0
19.25

l9.00f
18.60$ 18.71

Lambs, fat, light
Lamb, fat, heavy
Ewe, good to choice

12.50

11.16

"

Rooter

Llee

2
8

Broiler,

11, to

2

27
20
1"
22

18

U

.

Springe

Bsc,
count

M

12

Poultry.
Turkey, 9 lb, or over
Men, lb
Duck, youns
Ooaee

18

(0

lb

Kssa.
atrlctly freah,

oae

10.40

Butter.
Creameries, ex. flrat grade,
lb
aecond
Creamerie,
grade
(void atorage), lb
Froc
buttar
racking stock

10.6'

5
08-

Non-Sto-

non-sto- p

Fire Stopped With Vinegar.
The Dalles, Ore. Resourcefulness
fared the day when the ranch house
of J. H. Skelley at Mill Creek caught
Bre. The house is occupied by an
Italian family. Their waterplpes were
fror.cn at the time and when they
discovered the Are they were at a loss
what to do until they remembered a
ba'rel full of vinegar which bad Just
been purchased. They knocked the
head out of the barrel. Oiled palls and
dippers and succeeded In getting the
fire under control Just as the contents
of the vinegar barrel were exhausted.
Loses Taste for Moonshine.'
Atlanta, Ga. Robert Hlnes, a negro, doesn't like moonshine any more.
The moon shone so brightly at 2:30
a. m. he thought it was daylight, started to work and landed In Jail, charged
with loitering.
He Saw It Toe Late.
Los Angeles. CaL "See that sign?"
shouted a stranger In Joe Morilloo'i
ear. While be was looking the
stranger escaped with Joe's purse and
$55. The sign said "Beware of

0.00
4.10
.80

.28
.21
8.011

.20

2.60

.11

1.80
8.68
1.00

.16

6.0(1

.It

.14
Peee, new, lb
Peaa, new, Telephone, lb...
1.40
cwt
new,
Potatoee,
.30
Radiance, long hothouse...
.40
Radiehea, round, hothouse..
1.60
Turalpe, cwt.
V. B.

.17
8.00
.86

.60

1.70

HIRKiiT,

HAY AND CHAIN
W.

-

6268
38

87

Vegetables.
Beans, Navy, cwt
3.50
Baaa. Pinto, cwt
Been, Lima, lb
.20 0
Beaae, green, lb
.22
Ueane, wax, lb
i.uuui
Beet, new, cwt.
.18
BruMeli aprouta
2.00
Cabbage, Colo
.11
Cauliflower, lb
Celery, homegrown, do.... .86
3.00
Cucumbers, h. h.. do.
Leaf lettuce, hothouse, do. .66 3
.789
Onions, table, dos
4.00
Oalone, cwt

l,

protesting against the order placing the
rate of pay on the peace-tim- e
basis,
and have manifested their Intention of
If
Is
striking the order not rescinded.
The soldiers claim peace-tim- e
pay is
not sufficient In view of the high cost
of food. They have placed their claims
before the high command which, de
claring Itself unable to act in the matter, has sent them te the cabinet at
Weimar.

MARKETS.

Cattle.
Pet steer, choice to prime. fit. OOOlf. If
ret steers, food to choice.. if.OO01l.lt
Fat steers, fair to good. . . . ll.O0Bl4.tt
11.60
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat, food to choice.. 11 00 0 Ml
Cows, fair to rood
I .010 at
Cows, medium to felr.
100 f.fj
Cows, canners
4.100
Bulls
f.60 10.00
Veal calves
14.00
11.00
Feeder., ood to oholce....
11.000
Feeder, fair to good
Btockere, food to choloe... 1100O12.2I
10.60
8.50
Mocker, fair te good

Saturday afternoon Shelton and OsDressed Feultry,
The follow! ng
car Deets, town, marshal of De Soto,
en dressed
are
net F. prices
t). B. Denver:
appeared at the home of Mrs. Shelton poultry
No. le
t
Turkey,
88
sad demanded the child. She slammed Turkey., old tome
1
10
choice
Turkeye,
Hen
M
-"""""
H
Duck, younc
81
!"'
."
Qeeae
80

j

Strike Spreading in Berlin.
Berlin. The strike of metal workers
and bank employes has spread to the
employes of department stores and
specialty .shops. Efforts to provoke a
general strike are regarded aa a renewed attempt of the radical opponents of the government to launch Insurrection which would paralyse all
lines of industry. The police confiscated 200,000 copies of the Red Flag,
printed in Leipzig, consigned to a suburb of Berlin, for distribution In the
capital.

QUOTATIONS

in

Marriage Figures

AT I

MARKET

RECEPTION

Demanded the Child.
the door In their faces, called the police and had Enoch arrested. Mrs.
Shelton will ask for an annulment of
her ninrrlage to Masey aud will Institute divorce proceedings, charging
cruelty. Until the hearing of the divorce suit, Judge Prlndlvllle ruled, the
child shall remain In his mother's custody.
Mrs. Shelton, who was Miss Catherine De Manle, married Shelton In 1914,
she said. She was separated from him
In 1917. About a year later she heard
he had been killed in a mine explosion at De Soto.
She was married to Masey while she
was dangerously ill, under the ImArtillery Very Important.
Washington. Further evidence of pression that she was about to die.
the tremendous importance of artillery A few days after the ceremony Masey
in modern warfare, shown by official was called to service.
Shelton Indicated he would not conrecords of the War Department, has
been made public. The average rounds test the divorce action, but would ask
fired monthly, according to these fig- for the custody of the boy.
ures, increased from ,1,210 In the Crimean war to 12,710,000 in 1018. In CrMrMtCrtttrti
1864 the entire union forcea expended
Boys Didn't Like Teacher
1,00,000 rounds of artillery ammuniSo Printed Her "Obituary"
Britin
1018
the
combined
while
tion,
ish, French and American batteries
shot 100,015,000 rounds. In the same
Four boys of Schenectady,
period, the approximate number of
N. Y., from 11 to 14 years old,
rounds per gun per day has increased
.Ucllln.! iltult t.iinl,ai In a iiiiltlln
in
from four in 18C1 to thirty-fiv- e
school.
They decided they
1018.
wished she was dead. So In a
morning newspaper they InsertForeign Minister Reasonable.
Miss Maud
ed her obituary.
Brockdorff-Rantzau- ,
von
Count
Copenhagen.
Stewart, the teacher, is still very
German foreign minister,
much alive and the four boys
quoted by a correspondent, deprecates
were arrested. The notice the
of
another attack "to take advantage
boys Inserted read :
dissensions between the entente pow"Miss Maud A. Stewart died
ers nnd play off oue against another."
morning of heart trouyesterday
He declares that such "would be a foolble. Death came as a complete
ish undertaking," adding: "I think It
shock to her family aud many
more dignified for the peace delegates
friends. The funeral will be
of a nation of seventy millions frankheld Wednesday from her late
ly and houestly to endeavor to conhome, 810 Summit avenue, and
vince the entente of the Justice of all
then to the Jewish synagogue in
we are striving for than by petty InNott terrace. Friends and relatrigues to fill the political atmosphere
tives are invited to the funeral."
material.
aguWWltlrexploslve
The boys show no regret.
German Sub Arrives.
New York. The German submarine
the first German undersea craft HAS A WIFE IN EVERY CITY
to be brought to this country, slipped
Into New York harbor with the imper- Man Yearned for Comforts of Home
ial German naval standard flying beSo He Made One Wherever
neath the Stars and Stripes. The
He Went
was taken to the navy yard and
to
will be exhibited
stimulate Interest
Syracuse, N. Y. Because he longed
In the Victory loan.
for the comforts of home, Stafford
Bishop, formerly of Chicago, married
p
Makea
Flight
In every city he visited. In Denver
Mineola, N. Y. Flying at an averhe married Susan Younger. In Chiage speed of 108.38 miles an hour for
Brown, but left
six hours and fifty minutes, Capt H. cago he married Ruth
to Montreal, where
F. While, na army aviator, completed her when he went
he married Mary Crnmbier.
the first
flight between ChiFrom Montreal he went to Syracuse,
Hazel-hurNew
York, landing at
cago and
N. Y., and began housekeeping again
field. The distance covered was
his second wife, but after a quar727 miles. Most of the flight, Captain with
rel with her, he was sent to Jail. When
White said, was made at an altitude of
he was released he married Mrs. Nel12,000 feet.
lie Van Alstine.

School Wagon Hit By Train.
Soldiers Threaten Strike.
Tug Sunk By Liner.
La Porte, Ind. Six children were
is
New York. The homecoming Joy of
Berne. Soldiers and
1,362 American troops on the steamer killed, another was fatally Injured, and sioned officers In the German army are

Saxonia was dashed when the soldiers,
clustered cheering at the rail, saw the
naval tug Freehold sent to the bottom
of the Hudson river by a blow from
the Saxonia's propeller as abe was
working to warp the big liner Into her
pier. A muster of the Freehold's crew
tonight showed three men missing.
Rescued Members of the crew said
that they 'saw the chief machinist's
mite sink after a sfeort struggle.

COLD

L

Soto,

BOLSHEVIKI RULE TO BE ESTABLISHED BY SOLDIER8 COUNCIL REPORTED.

Wtatern Newfipapcr Union News Service.

Budapest, April 22. The news of a
Rumanian advance lias caused intense
excitement. After vehoiuont speeches
at tnoetlDKS of tilt soldiers' and workmen's council the government Issued a
series of impassioned appeals to the
public to urm self mid complete III
revolution, whlrh is ilcrhtroil to he In
freat peril. A proclamation to the mil
Dltlon workers says that every factory
now must work only for the front
there must be no holidays mid no rust
All reserve officers and soldiers have
been ordered to Join the lied army lin
mediately. All private telephone serv
Ice in Hudnpost has been suspended
and all cafes will be closed at 10
o'clock In the morning until further no

A

ARDEN GETS

HALT.

SITUATION IS CLEARING

WILL DEFEND LITHUA.
BY
INDEPENDENCE
FORCE OF ARMS.

ENOCH

RED CONTROL

EXTRA SESSION

IS ATTACKED

POLE8

MARSHAL F0CH

MAY CALL AN

Denver, Carload Prices.
Hay.

Buying Prices.
upland, per ten. .328.00023.00
31.00
20.00
ton
Nebraeke, per Colorado
and
Prairie Hay,
80.00021.00
Nebraeka, per ton
28.00
34.00
Timothy, per ton
lll.0020.0
Alfalfa, per ton
13.0038.00
South Park, per ton
Ounnleon Valley, per ton.. 81.00M22.0t
6.000 8.00
Straw, per ton
Colorado

tirala.
82.48
Oate, Neb, 100 lb., buying
3.10
Corn chop, ack, selling
3.06
Corn in sack, sailing
4.00
White cornmual, per 100 ibe
4.00
Tellow cornmeal per 100 lb
3.34
Qluten fead, sacked, sailing- Bran, Colo., per 100 lb, selling.. 1.76

Flour.
Hungarian Patent, 98 lbs., sacked,
35.14
subject to discount
Hungarian, 48 lbs., sacked, sub- 1.37
to
discount
ject
Hungarian, 24 lbs., sacked, sub- 1.82
ject to discount
HIDES

AND

PELT.

Furnlnhed by Charles Friend A Co.,
Wazee street, Denver,
Inc.,
909-91- 7

Colo.

Dry Flint Hides.
32c
Butcher, 16 Iba. and up
32c
Butcher, under 16 lbs
30c
Fallen, all weighta
18c
Bulls and stags
17c
Sulls
Dry salted hidea, 6c per lb. less.
to
Dry horaehidea
price of green aalted.
Dry Filut Pelts.
30c
Wool pelts
26c
Short wool pelts
20c
Butcher shearllnsa. No. 1
12c
No, 2 and murrain shearling
18c
saddle
and
of
Uucka,
piece
pelt.
tireen Salted Hides, Rte.
Heavy enred, No. 1 (over 25
17e
lbs.)
Heavy cured. No. 2 (over 25
lbs.)
l(c
10011c
Bulls, No. 1
10c
Bulls, No. 2
Glue hides and skins
9c
18018c
Kip, No. 1
one-ha- lf

Kip. No.
Calf, No.
Calf, No.

two-thir-

14lc
228c

2
1
2

243c
Partly cured bides, lc per lb. leas
than cured.
Green hides, 2c per lb. less than
cured.
Green Salted Hsraehldes.
No.
No.

37.0008.00

1
2

6.00

6.00

3.00
Ponies and glue
Miscellaneous Markets.

1.00

Headleas,

60c less.

Metal Markets.
Colorado Settlement Prlcea.
Bar allver. 310114.

Copper, lb., 16c.
Lead. 35.26.

'

Spelter, 0.21.
Tungaten, per unit, 812.00Otl4.00.
Eastern Mveetaek.
Bulk of esles.
Chicago.
Hogs
320.1020.tO:
820.200
heavyweight.
20.26; medium weight, 830.10020.38:
light
lightweight. fl0.7S20.80:
light
818.40030.00: sow. 313.00
18.76; pigs
17.6018.50.
Cattle Heavy beef steer, 311. 600
20.40: light beef steere, 310.00011.60:
butcher cowe and heifers, 87. 40016. 00
canners and cutters, 35,56 10.00; veai
calvea. 314.000 16.60: etocker and feeder steere. 33.15016.60.
or leas
Sheep Lembe. 84 pound
86 pound
318.26020.00:
or better
81T.76O20.00; cull. 314.00017.75: ewes
medium and good. 112.26 0 15.76: culka
and common. 30.00 0 12.21.
Pete

Sugar.

New Tork. Sugar Centrifugal. T.tl.
Cut loaf, 10.50; cruahed. 10.25; mould
A. 0.60; cubee, 0.76; XXXX powdered.
0.20; powdered, 0.15; fine granulated
and diamond A. 0.00; confectlonere'
A.
S.90; No. 1, 8.88.
Cash Grata la Chteag.
Chicago. Corn No. 8 yellow, 31.300

1.62.

Oats Standard. 7070Hc
Rye No. 2. 31.71.
Barley 81.0(01.14.
Timothy 86.00 6 10.75.
Clover Nominal.
Pork Nominal.
Lard 380.67.
Ribs 827.76026.86.
Chleswej Praauee,

Butter Creamery, 55 O
Eras Firsts. 28t4 02tu; nnai..
firsts. 38H038c: at mark, cases In- Chicago.

02c

S!ul'd'Vi2?."Hc:
Irate.

tweked
Poultry Alive, springer. 81c
Potato
Northern aecked and
white. United State grade No. 1, bulk,
31.80
2.00:
Weatern ruaaete, 82.2602.40:
new stock Florida, No. 1. tit er barrel.

Augie Ratner, an American boxer,
has been matched to meet Johnny Bev
shan, the welterweight champion of
England, in twenty-roun- d
boat at the
National Sporting Clab June 10
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BEEKEEPERS NOT NECESSARY FOR
INCREASED PRODUCTION OF HONEY CROP
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Structure
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Built

at

Can
Small Cost.

Be

SUN PARLOR IS BIG FEATURE
Opens Off Both. Living and Dining
Rooms, Adding to Comfort and
Convenience of the Interior.

Make Room

u

Room for Bee Broods, Room for Honey.

by the United Btatea Department of Agriculture.)
For Increased production of honey It

Prepared

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD.
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
queations and give advice FREE OR
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
ubject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of his wide experience
Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
is, without doubt, the highest authority
on all these subjects. Addreaa all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only enclose
three-castamp for reply.

which to develop. If headed by a good
vigorous queen a normal colony needs
e
nt least two
hive bodies for
brood rearing alone, and during the
honey flow the supplying of four or
Ave supers furnishes none too much
space for nectar storage and the ripening of honey.
As rapidly as the bees begin working readily in one super, another
should be added below the first. In
the same way a third super may be
supplied. As a rule the super tearest
completion Is farthest from the brood
nest, and the one In which the least
has been stored is nearest the brood
nest. Toward the end of the flow. Increase In storage' space Is not desirable, and the bees are left to fill entirely what supers they have and to
ripen the honey completely. If too
much space has been supplied, some
of the supers may be removed. The
close of the flow marks the beginning
of another period of preparation, and
If winter Is at hund the cycle of the
year Is complete.

colonnade opening,' makes 'the twe
rooms practically one.
The kitchen Is practically squnre.-be-In- g
0 feet 6 Inches, by 0 feet. Off it Is
a.
pantry on one side and
the stairs to the basement on the other.
The two bedrooms are each 9 feet
6 Inches, by 11 feet 8 Inches. Both
have closets and two large windows.
From this brief description there
may be gained some Idea of the comfort and convenience this home will
bring to the owner. The housekeeper's dally work Is all confined to the
one floor, while the greatest portion
of that work Is done on one side of the
house.
Heated at Small Cost.
There Is one ndvuntuge In a home
such as this Uiat.wltl apjpeal to every
thrifty person. It will' cost little to
heat It. The heating plant, of course,
will be located In the basement, which
extends under the whole of the house.
This, too, can be subdivided so as to
provide the necessary places to store
food, fuel and whatever Is not In dally
good-size-

OF THE AIR

d

use.

With the exception of the front
porch and the foundation the bungalow Is constructed of wood. The brick
In the porch gives the bouse a distinctive touch,' white the siding that extends to the ground also takes It out
of the ordinary appearing class of
homes.
This design may he elaborated ft
the home builder so desires. Stucco
over any of the materials to which It
will adhere may be employed Instead
of the boards.
Taken as a whole, the bungalow will
All the needs of the average family.
The Installation of a bed that Is concealed behind doors In the living room
will add to the sleeping accommodations, while a celling bed In the sun

UNIQUE METHOD OF TESTING AUTO TIRES

CONQUEST

r
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S

9

1
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AERIAL SERVICE FOR PASSEN
GERS, MAIL AND MERCHANDISE.

BIRDMEN

MEET NEXT MONTH

Big Convention of
nauts Will Stimulate

Aero,

Enlistments
in the U. 8. Air Service.

Wuttrn Newspaper Union Newi Service.
Atlantic City, New Jersey, will he
the Mecca for a large gathering of
American men, and representatives of
forelgu countries, who will be attract
s
ed by the first
Convention, which meets there
Aero-uautlc-

In May.
Is not necessary to have more beeCapt. Charles J. Glldden, of the C.
keepers. It Is necessary only for those
Every substantial American citizen,
8. Air Service, Military Aeronautics,
beekeepers the country now has to Imman and woman, who Is the bead of
now stationed In the administrative
prove their knowledge of honey proa family wants a home not merely
department of the United States Flyduction and to devote themselves more
a place In which to eat and sleep, but
A novel method of testing automobile tires, employed by a Denver manuing School, Southerfleld,
Georglu,
seriously to the care of their bees, ay
a real home. Homes are made by those
says:
concern, Is shown In the photograph. The track,
mile In
facturing
experts of the United States departwho live In them, and when the house
'The Pan American Aeronautics circumference, presents every feature of good and bad roads. An Ingenious
ment of agriculture. Statistics show
is
Is
owned
It
the
tenants
Convention
and
exhibition
held
to
notice
be
by
that the annual average yield of surmachine, with its long arm to which the tire Is attached, propels the tire
at Atlantic City during the month of around the track. A weight equivalent to that of a heavily loaded automobile
able that a great deal more attention
plus honey to the colony Is exceedingly
to
the attention of the Is suspended over the tire In such a way that the tire Itself carries the load.
Is paid to the Interior comforts and the
May will bring
low, and when compared with the av
American people the wonderful pro- Once started on Its Journey the tire continues until It has given its maximum
exterior appearance than when It Is
erages of the better beekeepers It Is
rented.
gress of aviation. The work of air- of milenge.
inexcusably low and Indicates unsatis
craft during the war establishes its
To own a home Is an ambition that
factory management due to neglect or
Is going to be realized by many thoupracticability for commercial uses and
to Ignorance.
Insures the creation In this country of
ADJUSTMENT OF FOOT BRAKE
A casual survey of beekeeping pracsands of Americans this year. Already,
a complete aerial service, connecting
tices makes It evident that the greatest
government reports show, home build- all cities and towns for the transporcause of this low production Is lack of
Position Shown in Illustration That
tation of persons, mall and merchancare during the critical periods of the
Jack Should HaveWork Can
dise.
Be Done
year. Broadly, the beekeeping year
1020
the
close
I
'Before
of
confi
distinct
two
may be divided Into
service
this
in
be
will
or
dently predict
To adjust automobile foot brakes
preparation ior
periods tne period
full operation, with extensions to ull
the honey flow and the period of the
Jack up the rear wheels,
on
In
Owner
countries
the
Should
Have
this
hemisphere.
Extinguisher one side at a time, while setting the
honey flow. During each the problems
estrunk
be
deUnited
will
States
lines
re different and may be clearly
band on each wheel ; then, with a
Handy and Keep Close Watch
tablished across the country which will
fined. Usually there Is only one period
block against the seat panel and a
unil
town within six
on Electrical System.
place every city
of preparation, which begins at the TO KEEP PERMANENT
jack placed In as shown to force the
distribhours from some twenty-fou- r
end of the honey flow In the fall and
pedal down, turn the wheel and the
PASTURES STOCKED
uting points. Once created and In oplasts until the main honey flow the sucscrews on the brake band, adjusting It
eration our extensive coast Hue could
to the proper tension. Make both
ceeding year. "However, where there
GARAGE
SWEEP
FLOOR
OFTEN
be put under complete protection from
brake tensions equal. Take up easily
Is more than one main honey flow,
any possible Invasion. Thousands of
there is a period of preparation of Hogs Relish Grasses When the
college trained aviators in and out of
varying length between each one. The
Leaves Are Young.
the service are now waiting to Join In Gasoline Tank Should Never Be Filled
beekeeping problem is the same, howthe operation of an aeriul service.
If There Is Open Flame Near-- Go
ever, and it consists In securing a
"The government calls for fifteen
Over Connections to Discolony overflowing with bees ready for
Ins Is gaining headway, while other parlor will transform It at night Into
Good Plan to Have Some Other Stock
thousand men to enlist In air service
the field when the honey flow starts.
cover Any Leak.
building Is lagging, notwithstanding a sleeping porch.
one
or
for
is
to
This
three
time.
Graze
Plants
Safe
Eat
Coarser
Mutt Be Ready for Work.
the campaign the federal officials are
Being the owner of such a home bound to receive years'
a
as
quick response,
Shotes at Rate of Ten to
In the North this problem Is called
waging to bring about a resumption as this will give the man of limited
Fire Is
the greatest danger
Fifteen to Acre.
of building of all kinds.
means a great deal of satisfaction, as here Is an opportunity for men to be with which really
wintering, and to the average beethe motorist hus to cope.
The average American family builds well us providing him and his family Immediately assigned to duty in the Not that automobiles are in the habit
keeper the chief concern Is to care
for each colony of bees so that It will (Prepared by the United States Depart- but once In a lifetime. The house that with a comfortable place In which to service and of the number who enlist of
ment of Agriculture.)
catching fire regulurly, but the fire,
those who pass certuin examinations
be In condition to pass successfully
Is erected serves as the place where live.
when It does come, Is sudden nnd un- Hogs do not relish grasses except the children are
will be given flying anil bulloon pilothowThis,
whiter
tho
deperiod.
reared until they
through
when the leaves are young and tender.
This liberal offer is heruldeil. Furthermore the everyday
ing Instruction.
to establish a home of their own.
To Explore Brltlih Guiana.
ever, is but a small and easy part of Hence it Is
s
necessary, for the best re- part
handling of gusollne makes one care
a
one
to
of three years'
equivalent
naturalmen
matIs
a
the problem. Bringing bees through
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Keep Motor Belt Tight
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principal one is the low price of
beans with no guarantee that they
will be much better the coming fall
However
and winter.
many will
NEWS REVIEW raise beans and take their chances
on the future condition of the market.
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the back ground are mountains, sions for the treatment of conscien-- are being held for the return of
line of soldiers returning from the tiout objectors, and it will not include ludge Leib from Tuctimcari. Raton Farm Bureau Outlining Work
J. W. Knorr, assistant county agent
front are ready to enter civil life paying them in full and transporting Range
leader, held a meeting in the office
and go to the farms shown on the them home either. We shudder fori
ot the county agent at Larljbad re- Bean AcrMH Will Bt Murk
rigght. The idea of the artist is what it mifht provide.
for the purpose of outlining
to show that the Soldier Settlement
The acreage planted in pinto beans'""1
Board is the agency of the state to Harry Lauder, the comedian, says:
wf,rk of. the local Farm Bureau
this year throughout this part of the
for
the
comma year. The officers
receive the returning men and asDon't throw away your crusts; eat state 'will be much less than during
sist them to establish homes in the them. Thev are as strengthening as any of the past four years; at least of the bureau are W. W. Galton,
beef.
fertile valleys of New Mexico.
president; H. C. Doring,
m are indications at present.
and Claude Wright, secretary-treasureThe purpose of this board is to
View the reckless money spender
There are two or three reasons for
Arrangements were made
promote development of the agricul- - as a ciiminal, and shun hi- - company. this, given by the farmers, and the
as to the shipping out hay, staple
icrops, and the shipping in of fertilizer, seeds and other needs of the
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FOR QUARTER ENDING FEBRUARY IsTH, Iflt.
Balance
Transfers Transfers
Receipts
Nov. 30, 1918
To
From

Balanc

Payments

Feb. 28,
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Home Destroyed By Fire
Early last week the home of C'lar
ence Penn of Carlsbad was destroyed
by fire, the loss being total. He places
his loss at over Sl.UUO, with insurance
of $000. The cause of the fire was a
defective flue.

a Markett

the Firatdliuiceir

ffoir

Doc.

reports less than one
hundred prairie dugs left in the Hope
and
community
says that with a
little more
from the
farmers and ranchmen these pests
can be entirely eradicated within a

"X7ITIT0UT a market, agriculture

coul.l not be tb
basis of our national prosperity that it in.
Marketing turns production into wealth and those,
agencies that help fanners find profitable outlet are

few weeks.

import ant aids to the country welfare. Stripped of
till diseuMsion, the fnnetion of the
packers is to find markets. Because of their success in doing thin, Armour
and Company are today "The. American Fanner's
Customer."
Biff-U'--

Otitletn mud be maintained
for normal supply.
Foreign
Rales must be developed for
la a shortage of
yield,
any product, accejitabln alternatives muHt bo distributed to
relieve the need and to koep
marketn ready when the yield
In ngfitn heavy.
Fresh commodities which will not. bear
transportation, and would thus
be unprofitable
to produce,
tiiUBt be packaged for reserve
There must be
uf elsewhere.
manufacture and aale of all byex-te-

product.

And

these

are

among the services which Armour and Company render
one of the economic reason
why we handle food in to many
flltlerent forms.
To perform
tfflrivntly, our
rnUre tpitem has to operate 0$
whole.
It will not function
Our preparation
plants, at points where foods
are
become
would
grown,
thoherl without our four hundred Ilraneb Houses absorbing
Our Branches,
production.
carrying the several days' reserve supply that makes users
well nigh Independent of railroad uncertainties, must continually wage a competitive
fight for sales. We must finance
producers for the thirty, sixty
or ninety days necessary
pay
casi. for raw products, and
tben prepare, transport and
ell on customary credits. Our
refrigerator cars have to be
rteee-meu-

l.

st

steadily carrying the supply
forward to the tables of the
nation. As- the Interstate Commerce Commission In Us report
Of August lata
"The carriers (railroads) ot
x
the country could not so
handle the entire refrigerator car egulpinent as Is now
done by the Intervention of private owners. The meat packer
could no more do business on
an economical
and efficient
baols without his private cars
he
than
could without his
modern equipped refining or
packing plant."
Marketing, however, does not
consist merely In taking what
producers offer and selling it.
Scientific selling must begin
with the best growing of those
food the country most needs.
To this end our Farm Bureati
was Inaugurated as a point
of contact with, growers and
to help bring about a better
understanding of mutual problems.
And It is largely because
Armour and Company are thus
continuously working to market the products of the American farm that you are sure of
steady food supply. Understanding this, you must appreciate that In asking your dealer
for Armour Products you are
lending your support to a system that works to the country's
economic good and to your wm

IOC

&u-

eflec-tlvel-

Dunken, and
under consto complete
while. Hope

6,679.36

Improv. Kio Grande Income
Improv. Kio Grande Perinar.ei.t
l egislative
Expense
Maintenance of Public Land
Miners. Hospital
Miners Hospital Income
Miners Hospital Permanent
Militia
Miscellaneous
Museum ot N. M.
Military Institute
Military Institute Income
Military Institute Permanent
Normal School, Silver City
Normal School. Income
Normal School Permanent
Normal School, Las Vegas
Normal School, Income
Normal School, Permanent
Normal School, El Rito
Normal School, lucerne
Normal School, Permanent
Normal School Eastern Inc.
Norma! School Eastern Perm.
Penitentiary Income Fund

Penitentiary
Penitentiary
Penitentiary
Penitentiary
Penitentiary
Penitentiary
Penitentiary
Penitentiary
Penitentiary

Permanent

314.57
3,315.39

2,183.08

1.77
16,937.99

205.00
22,647.91

457.00

19,655.22

11,394.21

68,158.72
22,710.72

255,700.00
307,303.71

1,627.05

7,121.83
1.876.23

four-year-o-

m

0

6,12670
69.45
35,000.00
27578288
8.00
2.913.80
8.150.00

54.965.11

-

420803
5471
3,075.59
33664

3,075.5

76.00

260.04

88.00

4.00
5,449.87
69.58

5.827.76
125.24
15,952.02

1,500.00

4,555.95

347.13

15,952.02

225.00
500.00

1,742.07

23,14633
1,163.99
3,678.82
140.11
44,348 97
64,649.35
15,082 91

92.00
4,730.28
988.63

6.547.35
361.06

225.0X1

9.647.01

579802

'

1

2,750.00

1,663.04

l.t,052 80

8.813.81

15,52000

40,431.26
66249.93

27,080.41

17.173.1S
18,525.85
19,391 14

1,537.83
5.0W 19

1K,525.8C,

1,321.56
57.51.'

45,149.99

36,000.33
2,671.44

8,936.57

27,423.
2,671.44

42o.9
2,131.81
1,175.75
43,829 M,

738.(1';

3.4'wh
803.87
2,707 76
754.87
2,707 7c
1.037 4K
1.800.17

71002
4.851.43
410.03
1.635.15
1,880.28
1,293.91
12,507.50
1,003 58
299.35
84.K4
2.880.97

1

,.188.26

1089

20! Or)

2.161.36
177.M

1,78048
17,806.65
13,534.28
13,355.33

4,703.64
7,99783

5,536.45

5,463.66

7,891.67

9,105.34

2,496.29
3,736.76
13,15171
1,125 98
230.39

0H

l,2ti4.27

22,257.05
o2.5('

1,204.35

29,376.59
62.50

1,004 .on
2,500.
12,016.86

2273

3

449.57
22.74
058 62

17,359.73
1,327.05

754.67
2,500.00

22.7
559.78

230.49
3,559 78
1,01574
732.76

1,037.48

1,300.')

.

1,334 91

5,509.05
410.03
1,127 77

1,842.29

1,88028
749.01
12,507.50
1,003.58
299.35
726.04

8,09088

1,834 28

1,41.20

s.161.00

1.834 28

1,644.60
49.52
8,185.54
8,934.19
1,01282

7,563.75

'

551.14

533.64
12.461.50

5,803.55

617.30
976.73
3,100.00

1.274 65

427465
608.30
1,86440
927:98

454.47
105.85012

10,000.00

1,50000

168,892.17

500.00

165.27

24,97226
1,172.48

1,000.00
1,000.00
1,125.00
1,000.00
1,125.00

500.00
500.00
500.00

790.86
3,621.37
1,078.03
1,198.09

687.50
1,000.00

500.00
500.00
500.00
86,595.94
7,834 43

139,93219

450.00
33,069.09

500.00

5,780 48

937.50
1,916.79

1,125.00
52,390.05

1,601.77

97,483.07
4,625.92

51

3,208
2,463.75

118.00

3,104.53
4,000.00

3,00000

37 50
5,605.40

1.05

17.04
"642.86

12,233.12

67.50
575 00
66,576.86
2,134.58

SH3.33

66,576.80

38,000.00
829.88

762.50
S0773
24161
9,041.36
6,446.62
2,12445
64,870.04
12263.64
47,75544
25,515.90
76,123.07
1,312.91

1,248.21

V

28,266.23
3,063.93
33,830.21

928,437.98

41.74

37,87577

549,642 79
13,838.84

19,991.33

5,75871

4,500.00

14,364.32

800.00
10,463.27
150.00

11,806.40
26,151.85

300.58

3,000.00

12,522.96

56716.38
60,96990
10,924.91

243.16

243.16

20.00

990,50006

760.C2

1.304.67

1,294.67

1911-191-

$1,377,866.28

56,956 .19

1,804.27
2,131.81
794.87

1.758.2--

240

3,679 J2
77.03
3,67882
618.01

477.90
6,433.93
7,071.97
2,090 24

7

8,41 1.03
19,855.20
990,500.06

838,261.53

CHARLES

cars of cattle were shipped
through Carlsbad a few days ago
coming from Valentine, Texas, and
GRANT
going to points in Kansas. They belonged to Bill Jones and had been
pastured near Valentine during the A Wisconsin Educator
past winter. Carlsbad Current.
Professor W. O. Hall,, of MilBilly Hegler was in from his ranch waukee, Wis., has been elected
near Frijole, last week, bringing his principal of the New Mexico Nore
mohair clip to town for storage, it mal School succeeding Dr. E. L.
who resigned some months ago
having been decided by the Pecos
Valley Angora Goat Raising associa- because of ill health.
tion to store the clip, awaiting a better market. Carlsbad Argus.
Building Eatsmsivs Addition
The Silver City Beer and Ice Co.,
Sam B. Smith came in from his are having an extensive addition
ranch last week bringing with .him built to their plant consisting of a
about 300
steers which large concrete shed and garage 126x
he disposed of to Jacobs Brothers, 131 feet.
cattle buyers, and which they latter
to Shtrvdan, Wyoming.
snipped
Nw Diseas Attacks Cattla
Carlsbad Current.
Oscar Rainville, who resides a few
miles southwest of Hurley, reports
Alva Beeman, at one time in the that last week he found ten of his
business m Carlsbad
and range cattle suffering from a new
grocery
later assistant cashier of the First disease, the first of the kind ever
National Bank, but who of late years known in that district.
has been president of a bank at Elida,
The cattle were weak from fever
is paying a visit to old Carlsbad and lack of nourishment.
Closer infriends and relatives. Elida is flour vestigation showed that the memishing and prospects are fine for far branes of the tongue and also the
mers and stockmen to reap eood throat were as if burned by a strong
profits the coming year, says Mr. acid and the whole surface could
Beeman.
arlsbad Argus.
easily be scraped off with a blunt
In the worst cases the
instrument.
Carlsbad
of
Ray Soliday
recently teeth had turned to a soft chalky
Alameon
house
the
and
lots
bought
like substance
and some of them
da street. He moved the tent cot- could be lifted out bv the roots.
tage to other locations and last week The odor of the animal's breath was
began the erection of a nice bungalo very bad. Dr. E. P. Johnson, of Las
home.
Cruces, state veterinarian, visited
the herd and dispelled all fears that
four-rooThe
cottage of Carlsbad, the disease was either the foot and
formerly ownad by A. W. White of mouth disease or was contagious. Dr.
Carlsbad
has beep purchased by Johnson stated that the trouble was
Horace Hutchinson, arhe is hiving, caused by some infection. Nothing
the save remodeled and trill move of the so.rt had ever been seen by
there with his family the first of h'm in his lone years of experience
with cattle. He suspected the pres
May.

5,718.56
63,11062
21,49146
8,96776
67,547.50
23,19927

3,17256

8.00
6,328.48

1,981.32

3,315.39
36.47
lcV937.99

5,341.94

Convicts Earn.
5.711.70
Purchase of Land
Hospital Bldg.
Equipment Oper. Room
'
Hoard
Current Expense
Trans. Disch. Convicts
67.02
Maintenance
1,527.5"
Public B'dgs. at Cap. Income
8.376.77
1,174.72
Public Bldgs. at Cap. Perm.
79.39
93343
Reform School
976.73
Reform School Income
576.94
3,140 36
Reform School Permanent
1,804.40
Rio Grande Commission
1,382.45
Rio Grande Drain. Survey
r '
';'
State Road Fund
144,072.86
68,901.38
School Building
615.27
State War
44,998.49
14,542.86
Salary Dist. Atty. 1st. Judicial Dist
484.98
1,187.50
Salary Dist. Atty. 2ud Judicial Dist.
290.86
1,000.00
Salary Dist. Atty. 3rd Judicial Dist.
1.075.00
3,171.37
Dist.
4th
Judicial Dist.
Salary
Atty.
550.00
1,028.03
Salary Dist: Atty. Sth Judicial Dist.
437.50
1,385.59
Dist.
Dist.
6th
Judicial
Salary
Atty.
250.00
875.00
Salary Dist. Atty. 7th Judicial Dist s 1,666.79
750.00
Salary Dist. Atty. 8th Judicial Dist
989.27
1,237.50
Salary Fund
66,818.58
2,239.08
School of Mines
School of Mines Income
335.39
2,246.36
School of Mines Permanent
50.00
3,054.53
Stream Guaging
1,000.00
San Juan County School
762 50
State Paving
507.73
License
224.11
Surveyors
55.00
371.91
Sheep Sanitary
14,273.80
State Char. Penal & Re. Inc.
1.035.58
5,428.08
State Char. Penal & Re. Perm
576.00
1,548.45
Series "A" Bonds, Int. & Sink.
317.53
52,962.25
Series "B" Bonds, Int. & Sink.
10,000.00
2,363.64
Series "C" Bonds, Int. & Sink.
47,822.94
S. F. & Grant Co. R. R. Income
86,990
5,110.41
S. F. & Grant Co. R. R. Perm.
44.071.27
3.474 94
8.21
Transportation of Prisoners
Taxes of 1910 and Prior
8.27
123994
Taxes of
9,651.28
Taxes of 1918
546,578.86
University of New Mexico
of
New
Income
Mexico
6,628.21
3,630.50
University
418.68
13,945.64
University of New Mexico Perm.
800.00
University of New Mexico Saline
Vocational Education
11,179.83
War Certificate Fund
30,714 53
Water Reservoirs Income
56,982.24
7,288.24
Water Reservoirs Perm.
4,847 41
6,077.50
U. S. Battle Ship N. M.
Agricultural College Extension
Proceeds of Forest Reserves
480.02
Carey Land Act Board
10.00
State Boundary Commission
County Agric. Extension
6
Taxes of
8.364.87
46.16
263.12
Taxes of 1917
19,592.08
1911-1-

3,641.68
516,33
170.30

3,549.18

Common School Income
Common School Permanent
Current School
Chaves County Income
Deaf & Dumb Asylum
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Income
Deaf and Dumb Asylum Perm.
Eradication
El Butte Waters Users Association
Fees Fund
Game Protection
Governors Spec. Contingent
General Refunding Bds. Skg
Historical Soc. of N. M.
Hydrographic Survey
Insane Asylum
Insane Asylum Income
Insane Asylum Permanent
Insurance Fund
Interest on Deposits

Interest

621.52
8,901.72

1,866.52

40,462.71
1,379.24
3,700 25
255,158.23
35,488.56
21,817.23.

12,966.09
7,34290
7,310.89
2,488.04
5,260.04

3,063.93

,205.76
631.53

1,468,04273

U. STRONG,

State treasurer

ence of some poisonous substance in
the salt with which the cattle were
supplied and samples of this were
taken for analysis.

GUADALUPE

En-Io-

best interest.

DC

the contract

Charitable Institutions

16,030.02
2.137.14

130

CHICACO

DC

Hope Press.

Lacaido Algine has
to build the depot at
now has the building
truction. He expects
the job in a short
Press.

ARMOUR ACCOMPANY
3C

Vest

Agricultural College
Agricultural College Income
Agricultural College Perm.
Armory Bonds, Int. and Skg.
Blind Asylum
Blind Asylum Income
Blind Asylum Permanent
Board of Health
Capitol, Rebldg. Bonds Sink.
Capitol Contingent Expense
Casual Deficit
Cattle Indemnity

Several pairs of boots and other dry
goods were taken. Jeffries is on
their trail, and says he will have
them where the other fellows are
in due time.

HIDALGO

several car Murdered and Robbed
days ago.
"Doc" Donovan, Southern Pacific
watchman at the rock quary near
Steins was murdered and robbed by
Large Number of Casos Tried
an unknown
or parties recentThe district court for Guadalupe ly. When heparty
failed to call for his
county adjourned last week after mail an investigation was made and
being in session for nine days, duri- his body was found floating in an
ng" which time a number of crim oil tank.
inal and civil cases were tried.
He had been shot three times and
The last case tried was that of the
had been in the tank for
the State vs. James Fergusson, aboutbody
nine days.
of
with
murder
Waltc
the
charged
His Southern Pacific star was stilt
Sutton. The jury returned a verdict on his vest. His watch was gone,
of voluntary manslaughter. Attor- and only the chain dangled cut in
neys for the defendant immediately two. His gun also was missing. The
filed a motion for a new trial. Santa last time that he was in Steins he
Rosa Voice.
cashed his pay check for $40.00 and
the money was gone.
The Chamber of Commerce amended its
last meeting admittLEA
ing ladies and ministers free. Also
empowering the chamber to levy
A group of local men organized
assessments upon members according
to ability to pay. Vaughn News. the Toyah Oil and Gas Co.. the past
week, with J. D. Graham as presiWill Handle High Class Coeds
dent. They have holdings in the
new
Casaus'
grocery is now about Toyah vicinity and expect to be
arwith
nice
neat
completed,
signst
drilling in less than 90 days.
Leader.
rangement, plenty of room and a
good location. Casaus now has one
of the most up to date stores in First Msirdar Case in Lea Co.
Eddins and
The trial of Steve
town. He says he will handle nothing but high class goods. Vaughn Aubrey Cauley which was changed
News.
from Lea to Chaves county will com
up at Roswell Monday the 21st
robwas
Jeffries store at Vaughn
Quite a deal of interest attaches to
bed again last week. Entrance was the case as it is the first Lea coun- effected through the same window.
(Continued on Supplement) ' T. L. Lewis shipped
loads of cattle a few
Cuervo Clipper.

by-la-

Lov-ingt-

GREATER

INTEREST IN

OIL FIELDS

No. 49 dated
acreage 84,205.-6initial payment $1,000.00, located
in Twps.
N. Range
E.
Mauldin, A. J., E. Las Vegas, lease
No. 54 dated
acreage 95884,
initial payment $210.00, located in
8
N.
W.
Twps.
Range
Mahemson, Harry, La Lande, lease
No. 74 dated
320,
acreage
initial payment $100.00. located in
Twps. 3 N. Ranpe 27 E.
McGee, H. F., Tucumcan. lease No.
84 dated
acreage 320, initial
payment $100.00, located in Twp. 10
N. Range 31 E.
Miller, Jaffa, Roswell, tease No. 85
dated
acreage 640, initial
Payment $100.00, located in Twp. 20

0,

OF STATE

(Continued from, page one)
dated
acreage 71943,
ifcitial payment $100.00,
located in
3
N.
E.
28
Twps.
Range
Hinkle, J. F., lease No. 164 dated
acreage 4,645.93, initial payment $200.00, located in Twps.
E.
S. Range
. Hinkle, J. F., Roswell, tease No.
165 dated
4,093.11,
acreage
iaitial payment $200.00, located in
E.
S.
Twps.
Range
Illinois Producing and Kctining Co.,
Artesia. lease No. 37 dated
No.

153

2--

10-1- 1

mcnt $100.00, located in Twp. 1 N
Range 33 E.
Reed, B. M.. Columbns, lease No.

dated

122

acreage

HEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

2.548.50,

initial payment $100.00,
located in
7
S. Ranee
W.
Twps.
Reed, B. M , Columbus, lease No. 123
dated
acreage 2,560, initial
payment $10000, located in Twps. 27
S. Range 6 W.
Reed. J. S , Columbus, lease No. 124
dated
acreage 2,560, initial
payment $100.00, located in Twps. 29- 27 S. Range 7 VV.
Reed, B. M., Columbus, lease No.
28-2-

dated

126

I..M..irW,M,...,

6

acreage 1,4),

NOTICE

The Perfect Tobacco for Pipe and Cigarette
OIHce

t

20-2- 1

h
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11--

tilii-.cct-

11--

26-2- 7
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11--
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l.i-i-

23-2- 5

O-.- l

7.5MO.-6-

,

20-24

12-1-

1

acre-agi-

26-2- 5

7CA

tiga-rett-

..

2

)

.

27-2-

Fubhi

Uolw

Sal No. 1S4I
All of Sectiona 29. 30. 32:
14
All
l
T. J S., H.' 9 VV., All of Sec. 1,
, NH
NWJd, NHSWX. SWJiSWH, Sec. is All ol
Sectiona 9, u, 14, 15, T. i , K. 9 w., coo
tuning 6.92J.02 acrca. There are no im

Daw

T i

J".'

-

NOTICE

;

FOR

LAND

PUBLIC

No bid on the above described tract wiU
be accepted for lens than TlfKEE DOLLARS ($3.00) per acre, which is the ap
praised value thereof, and in addition there
to the successful bidder must pay for ttc
improvements that exist on the land.

PUBLICATION
SALE

8

(

Clo-.is-

in.

,..iu

I

30-3- 1

30-3-

'!'

.

28-2-

High Costs Affect Operation
Greater Revenues Required
no

.IU 111 111 111,
Commodity

Prc

aOO

fet::ii--

.

no

,

IOO

-

--

you appear or cause your appearance to
be entered on or before 20 days after thr
UNION
expiration of the publication of this notice
for four consecutive weeks, that is to s.'iy
on or before the 29th day of May, I'll",
said plaintiff will take judgment apninst
Work on the Dunn hotel is pro- the
as
you on default for the sum demanded
gressing rapidly and if the weather abobe stated in the affidavit fur attachfiled; that is lo say
permits it will nol be long until the ment,sumhereinbefore
of $250.00 with interest thereon al
hotel is ready for the pebble dash the
of six per cent per annum from
the
This will lie a distinct im- the rale
coat.
191 h
day of December, 1911, and costs
of suit, and your property will he sold
provement for Dcs Moines.
at Public auction in the manner provided
by law to satisfy stirh judRment and rosts.
Folaom Notes
WITNESS THE HONORABLE REED IK U.Charles 1'eery shipped in quite a
I.OMAN, lUIXiF. OF THE FIRST 111)1
OF NEW
MEXICO.
(TAL niSTRKT
bunch of cattle last week from his
AND THE SEAL OF THIS COURT THIS
Texas ranch to the Drew ranch.
17th
day of April, 1919.
Leandro Hurtado reports the loss (SEAL)
ALFREDO
LUCERO,
County Clerk.
of 100 valuable sheep in the recent
FEDERICO
By
LOPEZ,
severe snow storm.
Deputy.
The big Cross I., ranch has re- First Publication, April 18,
ceiver! some fine blooded. hirhnriceH Last Publication May 9, 1919.
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Dcs Moines Swastika.
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Changes in Telephone Rates 1913 to 1918
Compared with Changes in Wages and Prices
1NCE 1913 thtrt hu been a steady increase in the price of all eomL.odl- tiea and the products of industry, which has not been reflected in a
corresponding increase in telephone rates. In order to meet tbe past

S'

aad present high cost of telephone operation, a revenue in jutrt proportion
to the expense must be secured.
The reason ia simple. The cost el telephone operation has steadily ad-ta-n
ced both because of the increased ooet of material and the increased lir-ineost of employes. The consumer has realized the necessity of paying
more for rent, for food, for clothing and for transportation. The telephone
Industry has been affected by the same conditions which have prodoeed
higher prices in all of the necessities ef life.
g

Between 1913 and 1918, commodity prices advanced 112, wages advanced 72
and Telephone rates the country ever advanced only
Adequate rates are needed ii the service is to be maintained efficiently and
on a comprehensive scale, to as to meet the increasing demands of the public.

1.

i

This company ia operating its telephone property under the direetka ol
the Postmaster General for the United States Government and must secure
sufficient revenue to eover the cost of rendering the service.

uf
Office
Lands.

COUNTY

Commissioner

the

of

Puhln

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

given thai pursuant t
the provisions of an Act ol Con ureas sp
lane 20th, 1910, the laws of tfw
proval
State of New Mexico, and rules and reg
ulations of the State Land Ofdce, tht
Commissioner of Public Landa will olfei
at public aale to the highest bidder at
2 o'clock,
P. M., on Thursday, May 22nd
1919, in the town of Bernalillo, County ol
State of New Mexico, in froni
Sandoval,
of the court house therein, the following
described tracta of land, via;
Notice

ia hereby

-

40,000

A. J. Vancleave

...:u

t

'

"a"""5

''"!

SANTA FE.
S. Hopewell,
Plaintiff,

bility.

Dated this 7th day of April, 1919.
SEAL
ALFREDO LUCERO,
Clerk.
No. 6747
First Publication April 11, 1919.
1919.
Last
2,
Publication
May
&
New Mexico Fuel
Iron
ESTADO DE NUEVO MEXICO
Company,
CONDADO DE SANTA FE
Defendant.
En la Corte de Pruebas.
NOTICE
En el a tun to del Estado de Jose E. Lacome
All persons holding Receiver's Cer Finado.
NO.
tificates issued by the Receiver in
AVISO
the above entitled cause and all perPor
se
da
ettas
que N. B. Laushtin.
sons to whom allowances have been: como ecu tor de aviso
el estado de Jose E.
ej
made by the court and all other perfinado, ha rendido y pre sent ado para
sons having claims against the Re- arreglo final en dicha corte, su reporte
tal ejecutor de la administracion de
ceiver of the New Mexico Fuel & como
ana petition para arreglo
estado,
Iron Company are hereby required dicho
final, y apruebo de sua cuentas como tal
to present the same to the said Re- ejecutor y que el Lunei dim 3 de Mayo,
ceiver at his office in Santa Fe with- 1919, a las dies de la manana, la misraa
una junta regular de esta corte, en
in thirty days after the first public- siendo
la casa de corte de dicho condado de
Unless Aaid Santa Fe en el Estado ante dicho, ha lido
ation of this notice.
claims or certificates are presented eacogido como el tiempo y lugar para pro
en cual
within the time aforesaid they will bar el ytal reporte y peticion, y interesa-da
lugar cualquter persona
be barred. Hearing before the Court tiempo
en dicho estado debe pre sent arse den-tr- o
del
all
filed
and
claims
ley.
tiempo
por
preacrito
objections
upon
es aqui anunciado que tal peticion
thereto will be had June 9, 1919, at esAviso
para arreglar finalmente y descargo de
10 a, m.,
tal ejecutor, mido tal y dicha conflrmacion
This notice is Issued and publish- para probar de dicho reporte peticion el
arreglo final de dicho eat ado deve ter
ed pursuant to an order of the court inmediatamente
y que tal ejecutor
in the above entitled cause made eft descargado hecho
y sua tegnridades retira-da- s
de cualeaquiera responsabtlidad.
April 15, 1919.
de Abril, 1919.
Frchado estc dia
R. E. Twitchell,
SELLO
ALFREDO LUCERO,
Reoeriver, New Mexico Fuel & Iron
Secret a rio.
Prim era Publication Abril 11, 1919. .
Company.
Ultima Publicacion Mayo 2, 1919,
A. M. Edwards, Santa Fe, N. M.

Willard

Attorney for Receiver.
First Publication April 2S,

Last Publication

May

1919.

16. 1919.'
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not be pe i mit ted U
all hat been oald

ut land
tit terms
and

There are no improvements.
No bid oa the above described tracts ol
land will be accepted for less than THR EH
DOLLARS
($3.00)
per acre, which is tb
appraised value thereof and in addition
thereto the successful bidder must pay tot
the improvements that exist on the land
The above sale of land will be subject
to the following
terms aad conditions

vin

The successful bidder must pay to tn
Commissioner of Public lands, or bis agent
ol tut
auch sale,
holding
price offered by him for the lend, (out
per cent interest in advance for the bal
ance of such purchase price, tbs fees
for
ana)
aad appraisement
advertising
all costs incidental to the sale herein, an1
each and all of said amounts must fade posited
in cash or certified exchange
at the time of sale, and which said amounts
and all of them are subject to forfeitus
to the State of New Mexico if the sue
cesaful
bidder does not execute a con
tract within thirty days after it has bee
mailed to him by the State Land Olfice
said contract to provide that the purchasei
may at his option make payments of noi
less than one thirtieth of ninety fivs accent of the purchase price at any time aftei
the sale and prior to the expiration of
thirty yeara from date of the contract, an
to provide for the pa yment of any un
paid balance at the expiration of thirty
yeara irom tne date oi tbe contract, wiu
interrst on deferred payment a at the rat
of four per cent per annum payable la
advance on the anniversary of the datt
of contract, partial payments to be credit
of the date ot
ed on the anniversary
contract next following the date of tend
er.
The above sate of land will be subjec
to valid existing righte, easements, rights
and reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands oi
his agent holding such sale reserves tbf
right to reject any and all bids otlere
at said sale.
Possession under contract of sale for the
above described tracts will be given on or
before October 1st, 1919.
Witness my hand and the official aea
of the State Land Of I ice of the State
New Mexico, this Eleventh day of February
N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Menta
Publication Feb. 21, 1919.
Last Publication May 2, 1919.

Vsr

j

p..y for the timber valued at $3,4ti0.00 as
of the tutal amount and
jniliuws: One-fiftat
interest on the remaining four-fiftthe rate of f ur per cent per annum, Ut
he paid in cash r.r certified exchange at
the time of aale. The remaining
to he paid in four equal annual install
minis with interest at- the rate of four
cent per annum, payments and in
jrr
tt rest due on the anniversary of the datt
of the contract.

.SaU No. U42
N4NE. SVNEM, fcH The above
NWJ4, SVVJ4, Sec. 28; All of Sec. 22; T to the following
N., R. 1 VV., containing 1,000.00 acres

14

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTY OF SANTA FE
In the Probate Court.
In the Matter of the estate of Jose E.
Laeome, Deceased.
NO
NOTICE.
;.. in...
t,:..
nrnii:..
Notice is hereby given that N 11 Laugh,
and Messrs. Sln.-I.l- s
f the
Heyser, repre-,ii- n,
Estate .,f Jose E.
ex.cutor
Mr.
in
Lacome,
of
the
Vancleave
deceased, has rendered and present sentativc
filed in said
'oil industry, and S. A. Jayner of!"1 'or his finalsettlement and
court,
report hi such Fxfcutnr of
Lawton, Okla.
ine Administration nt said estatr, ami i
Mr. Vancleave, bought outright,
petition for final flcttlement, and the ao
of land and intends to make proval of his account a mtch cxtcutor,
and
Monday the 5th day of May. 1919,
a thorough ilnvetMigation
here for at 10thato'clock
t he
in the forenoon,
lame
oil. Clayton Citizen.
bring a regular term of this court, at the
court house of aaid county of Santa Fe in
and
WANTED: Men with automobiles. the state aforesaid, have been fixed hear-.nff
as the time and place for
Big and easy money. Address S. S. appointed
of said report and petition, and at which
and place any person interested in
Piper Hardwick Hotel, Phoenix Ariz. time
said estate may appear and file exceptions
'ATTRACTIVE
and
in writing to said final re
Widow, Worth $50,-0- 0 port objections
and petition and contest the same.
35,
Would Marry, Soon.
Notice is further triven that said petition
is for final settlement and discharge of
League, Toledo, Ohio.
the said executor as sucn and that on the
confirmation and approval of said report 1919.
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE and petition the final settlement of said
will be immediately made and the
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, WITH- estate
said executor will be discharged and his
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF sureties
relieved of un further responsi- First

Acrca Of Land
of Wichita Falls,
Texas, and recent investor in thousand!! of acres of Unibn county land.
hai arrived in Dayton in company

Buys

t

The Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Co.

SANDOVAL

!

111

-'

'

The above tale of l&nd will be, subject '
unier contracts ol sale fat
to the following
termi and coaditium theTosiession
above described
tracts will be give
ill
vn or before October 1st, 1919.
The
ucceaiful bidder must piT to thr
Witness my hand and the otbcial sea'
Commiaaioner
of Public Lands or his agrti
of ih of the State Land Office of ihe State oi
such sale,
holding
New
Mexico, this ninth day of January,
tout
offered
him
for
the laad,
price
by
per cent interest in advance for the bnl j 1919.
ance of such purchase price, fees for a )
N. A. FIELD,
Cumniiisicnt r ol I'uLiic Lands,
yertising and appraisement and all coiti
a!
inuitiental to tbe
State of Nrw Me iff a
herein, each and al'
or certified exchange at the time of sal- - J iti,x Publ.catir.n Ma' h 2h, M
luMitaitKn Jur.e 6, iS'lfl.
and which said amounts ana all of then
.are subject to forfeiture to the State
New Mexico, if the successful bidder doei
not execute a contract wtthio thirty day
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
after it has been mailed to hint by thr
State Land Office, said contract to pro
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
vide that the purchaser may at his optiox.
make payments of not less than one
SALE Or PUBLIC LANDS AND TlMBTIt
thirtieth of ninetv fie ner cent of the buchase pric at any t tnr alter the sale an.
COLFAX COUNTV
prior to throf expirsttion of thirty yeara iron
the rout r act and to provic
the dare
of
Office
CommisBiorer
ll.e
of
(or the payment of any unpaid balance
Pubit
the expiration of thirty yeara from itu
Lfandt,
San a Fe, Ne
date of the contract with interest un defer
Mexico.
red naymenta at the rate of four ter cen
Notice
is herthy given
that purHUdnt
per einnuin payable in advance on the an
t tie
u
Act ul t'ua
nivrrsary of the date of the cm rai t, put
provmons ol
tial payments to he credited oa the an gtrts, aiprovnl
Juue JOth, 1910, tli!
of
the State uf Nc
Meatro umt
nivrrntry of the dale of the a Dfrrt ncx
the rules and r. Rulat iocs of ihe Sim
folKwiny the date of tender.
the t.iRitDiin jntr of Public
l;.nd Ulftce,
The fibove 4iale of land h Jl be t uhjet
hi'1 mur at iuhltc sale td the
l.;.ni
to valid rx.stiDK right a, east im w.t, iiKf'tt
A.
IU ,
inKhei.t Sadder at 9 ' iioih,
vu
f way and
rt bervations.
'rtmr.ii.y. May JS'li, lly, in tha tuwD ol
Kuloti, l.unty r.i Coifax, Slate of N
TIk ri.rrimniiontr of Public l ands or hi MiAitd, in frunl of the ci.urt li;use ia--- e
auch i.ile rtscrvtb the nghi in the f. iil.il.
d ftcrilje.1 LtaLa.
vi:
ijrent
10 reject
any anu II bids offtred ?: aai
sale.
Saie No. 1343
.
SEteSEK. S't. ti.
.v.. H, - l I, 2, i, 4,
SL
rnpsrgsn.n under contract of ssle f(.r lite M J'4, S'r4 NW'i, S. c, 25; Ky.Ni.
Ixt a 1, 2,
aoove ue8cnl)eu tracts will be given on ot NK'. St.
SHNW'j. SH. S- -t
In fi re C. lobcr 1st, 1919.
V-i
J7; Lota 1. J,
il; LotJ I.
.', 3, 4, 5. N;;NV).,, Set. JJ; T. M N.. R.
Witness niv hantl and the tdficial ral o lb C, All of .Section 17; NV N'.SEt.
the State
Oflice of Ihe State ol .New s K'SK, Se
IK; M..',,NV.
Sv4NE!a. Vt.
iwexico, inn iweiun uay ol reliruary, liy 1";
KVN'K1..
Wv.
!VVJNWS4.
N'.V!,
SWtf, 5,E.SW, SK;, St. JU; T. 24 N,
N. A. FlLD.
K. 17 t. , .11
ct N'C
16;
Nr'4,
Commissioner
of Public Lands ISI.SEK.
Sir. 21; T. H N. K. 18
Slate of New Mrin.
The improve.
4,)lo?y a. n s.
i.rii.iiinng
First Publication Feb. 21, 1919.
iucnts tutiftist of hiiiitie, barn, sheds, cor
Last Publication May 2, 1919,
rals, iistern, and fencing, value t2.350.Okl
Th.rr are l,740,0U0 ft., B. M. of tiaiUi
n these lands valued at (3,W.U0.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO

10-1-

37-2-

Tbe aucceaiful bidder must pay to aa.
Commissioner of Public Laada a kit Meat
of Iba
holding auch aale,
price offered by hint for tae land, lour Bar
cent iniercat in advance for ike balance
of auch purchase price, leca lor edverti.-mand appraiaement and all coat incidental to the aale herein, each and all at
aid amounta mult be dcpoaited ia cash
or certified exchange at tbe line ol aale
and which aaid amounta and all of taeaa
are subject to forfeiture to. the Stat oi
New Mexico, il tbe auccesaful bidder doea
not execute a contract within thirty days
after it baa been mailed to bin
the
State Land Office, aaid contract to by
provide
that the purchaser may at hie option make
a of aol leaa than
af
payment
ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the yurchaee price
at any time after the aale and nrior to the
expiration of thirty jeara from the dale
of the contract and to pro ride lor tit
payment of any unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty yeara from the date of
the contract with iotereat oa delerrcd
at tbe rate of four per cent pec
annum payable ia advance on the anaiver- ' 10 .
oontraet, partial
"edited on tae anaiversary
P'""0"
the date of tender.

proveraenta.
The above sale of land will be audjeet
No bid on the above deacribed tracta of to valid existing rights, eaecmcnte, right!
f way, and reservations.
land will be accepted for leal than THKEF
DOLLARS
O3.00)
per acre, which ia the
The commissioner of Public Lands or his
appraised value thereof and in addition
le CCttVCt
the Htflat
itmrsM ih ....sva,Bfsit hi, 1,1.. tniial r u u (.. ttk'CDt hotdlllff fUCh
H fc:dt offerrd
4
the tmprorcmenti that mint on the laod
ict
it

r

6--

el

New

i mi i maw,
uwiniBi w
iik
Commiaeioaer of Public Land, will
offer at
public aale to the higheet bidder at 10
M-- ,
A.
oa
o'clock,
Tuesday, Hay JOth,
of
1919, in the town of Socorro, Count
Socorro.
State of New Mexico, in front
of the court houic therein, the following
described tractt of land, vis:

Finest Buriey Tobacco
perfect
a
of Chocolate

rourrioseisnows i,

0

Sa.te Ft,

Notice ia hereby sriven thai eursuant ti.
eo
the erovieioaa of an Act ol Lone-reelune 30th, 1910, the law of tht
proval
stale ol New Mexico, and rulea and reg

uea

j

COUNTY

Coatmiasioacr

ini-

26-2- 8

;

27-2- 8

th.

of

lands,

I ALE

LAND

SOCOMtO

located in Two. 19 S. Ranee 26 E.
26
Tahnson. A. J.. Douelas. Arizona.
May, J. L.. Portales. lease No. 86
lease No. 9 dated
acreage 640,
acreage 47,47,828 25,
located in dated
initial payment $100.00,
initial payment $950.00 , located in
Twp. 27 S. Range 19 W.
N.
S. Range
and
Jordan. P. E., Portalvs, lease No. Twps.
.36 E.
66 dated
acreage 21,360. ini
No. 87 1.16 dated
lease
J.
L.,
Portales,
May,
tial payment $450.00, located in Twps.
acreage 2,240, iniacreage n,w.w. initial tial payment $100.00, located in Twp.
S. Range
27 S. Range 6 VV
'
payment $awi, located in rwps.
E
N. and
S. Range
Southern Chemical Co., El Paso,
Lee, Homer P., Dallas, Texas, lease
E.
35 dated
Texas, lease No. 44 dated
acreage 960.32.
Mellow-age- tl
till
located in1, Morris, F. L.. San Francisco, Calif., acreage 481.66, initial payment $10000,
initial payment $100.00,
lease No. 113 dated
acreage located in Twp. 18 S. Range 5 E.
N. Ranee 10 VV.
6
Two.
dash
Toltec Oil Co., Santa Fe, lease No
Lee, Homer P., Dallas, Texas, lease 4,327.15. initial payment $745.00, locatN. Range
48 dated
No. 36 dated
acreage 372,686.91,
acreage 640, ini- ed in Twps.
initial payment- $1,000.00, located in
tial payment $100.00, located in Twp. E.
Manzanare. Manuel P., Santa Fc, ITwps.
N Range
v
mr
"tat
15 N. Range 9 VV.
acreage 15 K.
Lee, Longine, Scholie, lease No. 38 lease No. 139 dated
.
initial payment $100.00, locatThome, Harrv, Rrwell, lease No
dated
acreage 81.32, initial 2,545.78,
VV. 77
ed
7
S.
in
iiv8,023.94,
Twps.
Range
dated
lease
Homer
acreage
P., Dallas, Texas,
Lee,
Howard M., Clayton, lease tial payment $1,150.00, located in,
No. 40 dated
acreage 920, 'No.Moore,
J 08 dated
S Range
in
acreage 128.- - Twps.
initial payment $15000, located
210.08, initial payment $1,000.00, locat- 27 E.
W.
Twp. 15 N. Range
ed in Twps.
Thorne, Harrv, Roswell, lease No.
N. 78 dated
104 dated
acreage 8.401.29. Ini
acreage 640, initial
E
23
S.
Range
tial payment $20000. located in Twps
payment $100.00, located in Twp.
Howard
lease
M.,
S.
Moore,
7
Clayton,
W
Range.
Range
acreage 137717.- - E.
Lee, Homer P., Dallas, Texas, lease No. 130 dated
SI .000.00. located
initial
92,
Tae
1,280,
No. 116 dated
payment
Thorne,
Roswell, lease No
Harrv,
acreage
L.K'fQlL Package
acrr-aN'R.1 ,ta.e,l
4K0.tt.15
located in in Twps
initial payment $270.00,
'
it's
SoK i,... j in- - decreases in sie as
RanRe
SVOO.OO.
-K.
33
in
initial
locate.!
N.
payment
Range
Twp.
E.
15
S. kain-ilia
Twos.
ij i..il tobacco does nol ccke in
Lee, Horner P., Dallas, Texas, lease
E.
Moort, Howard M.. Clayton, lease
No.117 dated
acreage 1,320,
the pacliioe no tjggje
it out with the
131
No.
.taiH
acreage
located in
initial payment $270.00.
Thome, Harrv, Roswell, lease No
tta.-ccthe
in even
lmat-erKeppj
initial
lingers.
l
E.
$1.00000,
94
No.
N. Range
dated
pavment
arreafie 52,691.27,;
Twps.
in Twps.
Itelfcr condiiion than tin.
:nitial pavment $1.(i0.00, located in'
Now,
Lee, Homer P., Dallas, Texas, lease
31 .32
M ;Tvrw.
E.
S. Ranire
No. 118 dated
t yi'v ov-- ' : il U yot'rs. If to
acreage 1,280,
I'..
located in, '"'
initial payment $270.00.
Thorne, Harrv. Roswell, lease No
buy a y. ' .a y. ai; i give Tutii)o
1 1
Ft. Stinmcr. 7 dated
Makemson.
E.
Harry.
N. Range
48,395 98,:
acreage
Twps.
J
No4
'"0 dated
fiut qu ' as in:ch
ii
located in
Lee Homer P., Dallas, Texas, Lease
acrep.t!e initial pavment $1,000.00,
71. initial pavment $1000), Inrat-- j Twps.
?. Kange
No. 119 dated
acreaee 1.200,
.
as in lha tin,
ed ip Twp. 2 N Ranee 27 R.
R.
25 E.
N. Range
Twps.
tr.t
HiF.
M.
'
H.
O
and
Oliver,
Neilihor,
Thorne. Harrv, Roswell, lease No
Lee, Homer P.. Dallas, Texas, lease
HI
dated
No. 120 dated
arrcaee 1,13060. Mafrdalena, lease N 163 dated 4
arreaue 87,195.21.'
; al
Ji'Xl
acn
2,56
98,
in
nient
initial
ape
located
$205.00,
p.t
initial payment
payment $1.737 50. located in
:
lo. atc.l in I wps
Kam.e s
K.
K.
S. Ranee 24
N Ranire
Twps.
Owen, Thomas E.. Clayton, lease
Lee. Homer P., Dallas, Texas, lease
I'nited States
Co., Denver,'
Colo
lease No I
No. 121 dated
acreage
I.,:.
acreage 1,090,60. No. 138 dated
initial pavment $30000, Inca'ed ;n arrearre
2S.6flS.41.
in it al
initial pavment $20U.(X), lorated in
payment'
.
N
Twos.
E.
N. Range
located
3
32'
Range
$.1,433.00,
Twps.
Twps.
E.
N. Rnnpe 31
K.
Lee, Homer P., Dallas, Texas, lease
A..
5144.-5William
Tidsa.
Trustee,
Pierce,
1'nion fil Sviidirate, t lavton, lease
No. 154 dated
acreage
e
No 107 dated
initial pavment $200.00, located in Okla., lease No 3 dated
a.reace
initial
640,
$100.00,
S.
2
initial payment l. 000.0(1. l,,cal
347.63,
pavment
E
t thinnest.
tin
Range
Twps.
Guaranteed hv
14 15
21
ed in Twps.
Lee Homer P.. Dallas, Tevas. lease located in Twp. 15 N. Range 10 W.
t'i- papers in
A.. Trustee. Tnlsa.
William
N.
c
E.
KoM
Fierce,
No. 155 dated
5,521.46,
;t
world.
Tu.e.lo
the
Range
acreage
,ll
acreWillhoit. G. S.. Gallup,
with R12 LA CROIX. v
initial payments $200.00, located in Okla.. lease No. 4 dated
N.
$10000 43 dated
payment
age 640, initial
S. Range
acreage M0, m tial
Twps.
V.
16
N. Range lu
payment $100.00, lorated in Twp. 15'
Lee, Homer P., Dallas, Texas lease located in Twp.
URC lO.757.fVi, initial
No. 156 dated
William A., Trustee, Tulsa N. Ranpe 19 W.
acreage 603462,
ritrce,
paMiient $200.00, STATE OK NEW MEXICO
acreinintial pavment $200.00, located in C l:la.. lease No 5 dated
N. and
Winter, W. II. F.l Paso. Texas.! located in Twps.
)
COl'NTY OF SANTA FE
E.
8
3
No. 69 dated
S. Rang
S. RanKe
E and
$10000,
Twps.
acreage
age 633.52, initial payment
IN TDK DISTRICT Cot'KT
1,530.96, initial pavment $200.00, locat- K.
Lee, Homer P., Dallas, Texas, lease located in Twp. 15 N. Range 10 W.
I'nited Staus Bank and Trust Company,
S. Ranpte 3 F..
No. 157 dated
Plaintiff,
acreage 2.960.
White, L Ansel, Oklahoma City,
Pierce, William A., Trustee, Tulsa, ed in Twps.
No. Ks).
V.
located in Oicla.. lease No. 6 da'o.l
initial pavment $200.00,
i IH,
Watson, Jules A., I.onan. lease No. jttkla , lease No. 91 dated
acre- - E. E.
Meiir,
23
E.
1
S.
82
dated
initial
Range
Dttfndant.
Twps.
$200.00,
acreage 040,
640, initial payment $100.00, locatjane 10,20648, initial payment
TO E. E. MEIER:
S" Kanue
lease age
Lindsey, W. E., Portales,
payment $100.00, located in Twp. 13 located in Twps.
ed in Twp. 15 N. Range 10 W.
34
No. 162 dated
N
E.
2,473.12,
..
E.
acreage
GREETING:
Range
Patton,
Harry Land C. S. Mart, White,
L. Ansel. Oklahoma City.
initial payment $10000,
located in
White. L. Ansel. iklalinma Cil.
,
nntificd that the abotc
You are hri-hlease No. 47 dated
S. Range
E.
No. 88 dated
lease
acre- - Okla., lease No. 92 tlate.l
Okla..
named plaintiff has filed his verified comTwps.
acre
acrid ce 36,651 46, initial payment an? 9,799.80. initinl pavment $2OO0n,!aO 10.123.WI, initial
ou
the .aboTC entitled
l'l:"nl
McMnllins, Lane, Smith, & Wilms $700.00,
$2lI.OO.
ii.tyinent
N. and
located in Twps.
.
...
,. t, i .tune
.,
rbiu couri in a suit on a nranrj
m.v ,.
Dalhart, Texas, lease No. 2 dated
and
Inratrd in I wps .11
tiin
1 S.
for the sum of $250 00 with iniwukw
1
d.maiid
E.
and
Range
K.
N RanKe
23 ll.
acreage 320, initial pavment
thereon at the rate of six pi r cent
DentH-T- .
Rogers, A. A. and F. S. Donncl,
'
$100.00, located in Twp. 14 N. Range
'"W
White, L. Ansel, Oklahoma City, White, L Ansel, Oklahoma City.?", ""Sf
until
paid, with costs of suit; and
32 E.
Albuquerque, lease No. 80 dated 3
89
acredated
Okla., lease
lease No. 93 dated
acre
Okla.,
has
in
been
attached
that
your property
acreage 23,233.27, initial paymer.t age 10.725.08, initial payment $20000. age 1UW.J4, initial payment $2UU.UO, said cause
Morgan, C. B., Deming, lease No
bv the Sheriff of said Santa Fe
N. and located in
in
located
$500.00,
42 dated
aaid
ia
Twps.
1,037.52,
S.
described
which
as
in
N.
county
property
acreage
located
Range
Twps.
Ratine follows, to. wit:
Twps.
E.
E. and
E.
initial pavment $160.00,
located in 7 S. Range
149 dated
acreage 640, initial
An undivided
interest in lots
9
S. Range 7 W.
Ramey, Cash, Clovis, lease No. Ill
White, L. Ansel, Oklahoma Oitv,
E.
Twps.
10, 11, U and 14 of the Duraano Addition
the city of Sinta Fe, in Ward 1,
acre- Moore, Howard M., Clayton, lease dated
acreage 640, initial pay- - Okla., lease No. 90 dated
Wilhoit, G. S., Gallup, lease No. to
and county
Precinct 3, in Ihe said
payment $100.00, located Twp. 14 N. of Santa Fe aforesaid, city
and you are further notified
Hawse 19 W.
that unless

.ang
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tial payment $10000. located in Twps.
E.
S. Range
Rogers, A. A., Portales, leaso No.
136 dated
acreage 22.278.70,
located in
initial payment $450.00,
N. Range
S. and
Twps.
K. and
E.
Reed, J. S., Columbus, lease No.
22-2- 3
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trull nurom country, with the
wind In her face? She decided to wait for the dawn. A snatched
sleep first, but who would call her?
She would sleep for hours, so weary
every muscle. Her mind fixed on Sam
as the only man In town who had
time to saddle a horse for a woman.
She went In search of him. She
found that the long adobe office building had already taken on the look of
defeat, of ruin. The casements bad
been torn from the partitions; the
doors and windows were out. The furniture had been hauled up to high
ground farther away for sufety. She
went hunting through the ghoulish
gloom for the darky, turning her lantern In every dark corner. She knew
that she would find him sleeping.
Then she heard steps on the veranda.
She ran toward them, expecting to see
Sum.
She swung ber lantern full on
two figures mounting the shallow
steps. Rickard was with her sister-in-latain

dust-lade-

The RIVER

When the Colorado
Burst Its Banks and
Flooded the Imperial
of California

Valley

EDNAHAIKEN

(Ooprrlght,

WITH

HARDIN

GONE,

HIS AIDS DISORGANIZED,

WILL RICKARD SAY?

INNES

ACTS

TO

WHAT

SAVE

HER BROTHER'S FACE.
Synopsis. I. C. ltickard, an engineer of the Overland Pacific, Is
sent hy President Marshall to stop the ravages of the Colonulo river
Iti the Imperial valley, a task at which Thomas Hardin, head of the
Desert Reclamation company, has failed, lilckard foresees emburrass-mea- t
because he knows Hardin, who was a student under him in on
eastern college, married Gerty Holmes, with whom Kickard once
thought himself in hive. At the company ollices ut Calexico Hlckard
finds the engineers loyal to Hardin and hostile to hint, lie meets Mr.
and Mrs. Hardin and Innes Hardin, the former's half sister. limes
is hitter against ltickard for supplanting her brother.
Hardin discovers that Hlekuld Is planning u levee to protect Calexico Hud JnA
him down as Incompetent.
(Jcrty thinks her husband Jealous. Gerty
Invites Hickard to dinner and there plans a "progressive ride" in his
honor.
ltickard pushes work on the levee and Is ordered by Marshall
to "take a fighting chance" on the completion of Hardin's pet project, a
Kate to shut the break In the river. In the midst of Gerty Hardin's
progressive ride, which Is begun despite a terrific wind and dust storm,
word comes that the river Is raging and every man Is wanted on the

levee.

CHAPTER XV.
On the Levee.
Ihii'ilin did nut go home that night.
was feeling to the quick the trony
of his position; his duty now to protect the levee he'd ridiculed; now the
only hope of the towns! The integrity
of the man never faltered, though his
thoughts ran wild. Like the relentless
hounds uf Actaeon, they pursued him,
harking at his vanity.
He started the anxious ranchers at
sacking sand. Itodcfcldt Ian up to tell
him that there was a hill of tilled
sacks over in Mexicali. "ltickard had
i
of Indians working fur a
a
week."
The confusion of the shy fellow did
not escape Hardin, oh, he knew what
I'.odefeldt was thinking, what everyone was saying! They weie all laugh-f- i
St him. The coincidence of this
extraordinary flood had upheld
wild guess, haloed his judgment.
It was all a piece of his Infernal luck.
Ills
Sickening, that's what It was
orders scattered. He run up und down
the levee, giving orders; recalling
them when he found he was repeating
Itlckard's.
This new-- Mimlliatlon, coming on the
heels f,:' the dredge fiasco, put him In
evwrahlo temper. He shouted bis orders over the noises of the night, He
rated tile men, bullied them. No one
ilid anything right!
Lord, what he
had to put up w ith
The other men,
the ranchers and engineers, saw' In
his excitement certainty of tlx valley's
j

Rick-ard'-
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"Who is In charge here?" a woman's
voice was piercing the racket of wind
and wave.
The dawn was breaking. Down the
New river he could see the wind whipping the water Into whitecapped fury.
"Vicious," he muttered. "Those heavy
waves play the Old Harry with the
levee."
"Where Is my brother?"
".Miss Hardin!" cried Silent.
"Where is he?" demanded Innes.
Her hair streamed away frjun tier face.
Her cheeks were blanched. Her yellow
eyes, peering into the dusk, looked
owlish. Her
skirts clung
to her limbs. To Silent she looked
boyish, as though clipped and trousered. "Where is my brother?" she repeated.
Silent told her without reservations
where he had gone and why. There
was no feminine foolishness about
that sister of Hardin's. A cldp of the
old block. Funny, the men all thought
of her us Hardlns daughter on
of the difference of nge. As to
a comrade, proudly, he bragged of the
taking of the dynamite over that roadless waste.
"Whom did he leave In his place?"
Silent knew, only, that he himself
was not in charge! Hardin had or
dered him to hud.
'Maybe Mr. Estrada?" she haz
arded.
'He Is not here, he went down the
road to look after the track. Hardin

doom.

The wind and the durkni'ss contributed to the confusion. Eager
hovels were tossing up earth before
anyone could tell where the danger
point would he. The water was not
yet high enough to determine the place
if battle. Sacked sand was being
brought over from Mexlcnll. Fifty
pair of hands made short work of
Itlckard's "hill." Lanterns were Hashing through the darkness like restless
fireflies.
The wind anil rushing water
deadened the sound of the voices. It
was a battle of giants against pygmies. In the darkness, the giants
threatened to conquer.
At three In the morning, a horseman
rode In from Fassett's, one of the big
ranches to the north, cut by the New
rtver.
"The river Is cutting back," he
railed through the din, "cutting back
toward tlie towns."
A turn In the gorge, n careless
dump-pi- t
had pulled, the river like n
mad horse back on Its haunches.
It
was kicking back.
"They are
up there.
They need help."
"Dynamite," cried Silent nnd Hardin anllphonally.
They happened to
he standing near.
"We must have dynamite," bawled
Hardin. "Are the wires down between
here and Iirnwley? We must get a
wire somehow to Los Angeles, to rush
It down here this morning."
"It's here. There is n carload on
the siding," yelled Silent.
Hardin did not need to ask by
whose orders it was there. An angry
scowl spoiled bis face.
"I"n some on the machine."
He
was turning away.
Silent called after him. Did Mr.
Hardin think it was safe? There was
no road between the towns ami
The night, the explosive should
they not wait till morning? The question threw his late chief into a rage.
"Did I ask you to take It?" It was
the opening for his fury. "Safe! Will
the towns be safe if the river cuts buck
here? The channel has got to be
widened, and you talk of your own
precious skin ! Wait till I ask you to
take it. (Jet out the machine. I'll take
It to Fassett's niyself."
Silent left the levee, smarting. He
bucked the machine out of the shed
and sped through the darkness t iward
Mexicali, where the cur of explosives
was isolated.
Hardin, buttoned up to the eats, his
soft hp pulled tight over his forehead,
was waiting Impatiently.
Here was
something to be done; he coveted the
activity.
"I thought you were never coming,"
be grumbled.
"Let me take It!" pleaded the engineer.
"Nonsense, there Is no danger." Hardin saw personal affection In the plea.
He put his hand affectionately on the
man's shoulder.
"You go home and catch a nap ; this
Is my job." He was standing on the
step. "Crank her."
There was nothing for Silent to do
but to get oat. Hardin pointed the
long nose of the car into the darkness.
She was off like the greyhound she
suggested, missing a telegraph poje by
short-hande-

Fas-sett'-
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She Collided With a Man.
went off in such a hurry, I guess he
told nobody," chuckled the engineer,
still glowing.
'Then I'm It!" cried Innes Hardin.
"Will you take my orders, Silent?"
"Sure," he chuckled again.
Through the rush of the wind and
wuter came the whistle of a locomo-t-l
e.
"A special !" cried Silent. Hardin's
s ster and Ids friend looked at each
other, the same thought In mind:
lilckard, in from the Heading!
On her face Silent saw the same

ipertncular impulse which had flashed
over Hardin's features a short time
before.
She put her hand on his nrm. "Silent, you're his friend. Straighten this
out. We can't hnve him come back
spying nnd find tills." She waved her
hand toward the disorganized groups.
"I'd take more orders," suggested
the engineer.
"Then send a third of them home.
tell them ti come back tonight at six.
Send away the uiher third, tell them
to come back at noon. Keep the other
shift. Say you'll have csSee sent
from the hotel, tell them Hardin my
to stop wasting stuff. Tell them, oh,
tell them anything you can think of.
Silent, before he comes." Her break
down was girlish.
She could hear the signal of the lo
comotive; coming closer. Then she
could hear the pant of the engine as
it worked np the grade. It was a
steady gentle climb all the way from
the junction, two hundred feet below
sealevel, to the towns resting at the
level of the sea. It quickened ber
thought of the power of the river.
Nothing between it and the tracks at
Satton. Nothing to stop Its flow Into
that spectacular new sea whose basin
did not need a drop of the precious
misguided flow. She could hear the
bells; now the train was coming Into
the station; she would not wait for
Silent. She did not want to meet
Rickard.
No one saw her as she left the levee.
She Bussed Silent, T7bo was Issuing orders. She heard him say, "The bona
says so."

Bobbi-Mtrrl-
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She took the road by the railroad
sheds, to avoid the dismissed shifts,
moving townward. At full speed, she
collided with a man, rounding the
sheds' comer. It was Hlckard. Her
veil hud slipped to her shoulders and
he snw ier face.
"Miss Hardin!"
he exclaimed.
"Whutever are you doing here?"
"I was looking for my brother."
"You ought not to be out at
ulone here."
"It's morning I"
"With every Indian In the country
coming in. I'll send I'urrlsh with
you."
She recognized I'nrrtsh behind him.
She tried to tell him that she knew
every Indian In Mexicali, every Mexican In the twin towns, but he would
not listen to her. "I'm not going to let
you go home alone."
She blinked rebellion at the
of her brother. But she found
herself following I'arrish. She took a
deep pride In her Independence, her
fearlessness.
Tom let her go where
she liked. She had an !.t pulse to dis
miss l'ui:i , very man tons aeeded,
but be would obey Itlckttrd'a orders.
Mar Lean had told her that! "Tbfcy
don't like him. but they mind him !"
ltickard made his way down to the
levee. "Where is Hardin?" he esked
of every one he met. Silent came up
to explain that Hardin had gone up to
Fassett's just a few minutes ago to
carry dynamite. The river was cutting hack there. "Good," cried Kick-ai"that's bully!"
"He left me in charge," glibly lied
the friend of Hardin. "Any orders,
sir?"
"Tilings tire going all right?" began
the manager. He stopped. From
above cam a dull roar.
"I'.ynnmlte !" cried ltickard.
The friend of Hardin hnd nothing
to say. "I thought you said he went
only a few miuutea ago?" demanded
his chief.
There was Jtotnvr detonation. Down
the river came the booming of the second charge.
"That's dynamite for sure," evaded
Silent.
"Not a minute too soon !" declared
Rlckurd, going back to his inspection.
,

CHAPTER XVI.
Rickard in Town.
The town woke to a matter-of-faday. The sensational aspect of the
runaway river had passed with the
night. The word spread that the flood
waters were under control; that the
men had gone home to sleep, so the
women got breakfast as usual, nnd
tidied their homes. The Colorado was
always breaking out, like a nnughty
child from school. Never would the
cry of "The river!" fa!', to dirag the
blood from their cheeks. Bat relief
always came; tire threatened flanger
was always nverted, nnd these pioneer
women had acquired the habit of swift
reaction.
That afternoon, Mrs. Youngberg was
to entertain at the ABC ranch the
ludies of the Improvement club. It
was a
meeting, to
celebrate the planting of trees In the
streets of Calexico. nnd to plan the
campaign of their planting. Mrs.
Bllnn drove Into town to get Gerty
Hardin. Neither woman hud seen her
husband since the Interrupted drive
the night before.
"I don't know whether I should go,"
Mrs. Hardin hesltuted, her fuce turned
toward the ABC ranch. "Perhaps
there is something we could do."
"I have just come from the levee."
Mrs. Bllnn's jolly face hnd lost Its
apprehension. "The water has not
risen an Inch since breakfast. Most of
the men have been sent home. When
Howard didn't come home to lunch, I
grew anxious. But Mr. Rickard says
he sent him to Fassett's with more
dynamite."
"There he Is," thrilled Gerty.
Mrs. Bllnn's eye swept the street.
"Where? Your husband?"
"No, Mr. Rickard. Passing the bank.
There, he's stopped. I wonder If he Is
going In? You call him, Mrs. Bllnn.'
Obediently her friend hailed Rick
ard. He turned back to the windy
street. He felt boyish; the crisis was
giving him mercurial feet. He loved
the modern battle. Elements to pit
one's brnlns against, wits against
force I
Gerty Hardin's face was flushing
and paling. "The river," she faltered.
"Should we be alarmed, Mr. Rickard?"
Smiling, he assured her she should
not be alarmed ; the levees would protect the towns.
"Mr. Hardin Is up at Fassett's
ranch, he will be coming back today.
I told your husband, Mrs. Bllnn, to
catch a nap and then relieve Mr. Hardin."
Gerty found a significance In bis
words. He had said "Mr. Hardin," and
"your husband, Mrs. Bllnn." It was
enough to weave dreams around.
"We can't do anything, Mr. Rickard,
to help?" urged Gerty Hardin, ber
voice tremulous.
"I hope we won't have to call on you
at all."
There was no excuse to linger.
Gerty threw a wistful little smile at
parting.
CHAPTER XVII.
Opposition.
The second night of the flood, the
women of tae towns dragged brush
and filled sacks for the men to carry.
It was past midnight when Innes Hardin left the levee. While her feet and
fingers had toiled, her mind had been
fretting over Tom. Two nights, and
no rest I It was told by men who came
down the river how Hardin was heroically laboring. She yearned to go to
him ; perhaps be would stop for a fw
r
pvt-latehour to her entreaty. Bat

n

"Oh, excuse me!" she blurted blunderingly. Of course Gerty would take
a wrong Intention from the stupid
words !
The blue eyes met those of Innes
with defiance. It was as though she
had spoken: "Well, think what you
I don't care
will of It, you HardinsI
what you think of me!"
What Indeed did she think of It?
Why should she feel like the culprit
before these two, her words deserting her? It was Gerty's look that
made her feel guilty, as though the
had been spying. To meel them together, here at midnight, why should
not they feel ashamed? She had done
nothing wrong. And Tom down yonder fighting and they make bis ab
sence a cover for their rendezvous.
"I'm looking for Sam 1" The effort
behind the words turned them Into an
oratorical challenge.
"So are we. I want to send him
home with Mrs. Hardin. She's worn
out."
"She can go home with me. I am going directly. As soon as I give a message to Sam." She Instantly regretted
her words, abruptly hultlug. It came
to her that Rickard would insist upon
delivering her message. Of course, he
Some petty
would oppose her going.
reason or other. She knew from the
men that he was oppositional, that he
liked to show his power. Not safe, he
would say, or the horse was needed,
or Sam too busy to wait on her !
"You cannot go home alone, you
two. The town Is full of strange Indians. Give me your Iunterq, Miss
Hardin; I'll rout out that darky."
Rebelliousty sne gave htm the lantern. The light turned full on her
averted angry eyes.
A haughty Thusnelda followed him.
Sam was discovered asleep In The
only room where the windows had not
yet been attacked. His head rested on
a bundle of sacked trees which the
ladies of the Improvement club had
planned to plant the next day. Deep
snores betrayed his refuge.
I want you to take
"Here, Sum
these ladies home. Chase yourself.
They've been working while you've
slept. I thought you'd have all these
windows out by now."
Gerty had to supply the courtesy for
two. She told Mr. ltickard In her appealing way that he had been very
kind; that she "would have been
frightened to death to go home alone,"
Innes had to say something! "Goodnight!" The words had an insulting
ring.
The wind covered a passionate silence, ns the two women, followed by
Sam, yawning and stretching, made
their way down the shrieking street.
"It was true," Innes was thinking. She
hud at last stumbled on the rout, but
It was not a matter of personal, but
moral untidiness; not a carelessness
of pins or plutes, of tapes or dishes. It
was fur worse; a slackness of ethics.
It meant more unhnpplness for Tom.
Her aching muscles told her that
she could not have slept four hours
when the darky was back, knocking at
her door.
Innes' horse loped through the
silent streets.
I'll run past the levee; perhaps
Tom has come back." It occurred to
her that there might be a message at
the hotel. She pulled on her left rein,
and swept past the deserted adobe.
As she reined in her horse, Rickard
stepped out on the sidewalk. He, too,
from a snatched nap.
was heavy-eye"Were you looking for me?"
The scorn In the girl's face told him
that his question was stupid. For
him!
"Has my brother come back?"
He said he did not know. "You can
see I have been dreaming I" She would
I

d

herself to speak. Wooster. was
tei was running close to the station ! i
house.
waiting for her. Rickard could bear
She saw Wooster standing near, cir- the man repeat. "I'm sorry, Miss Harculating the distance, the time, per- din. It's on outrage. That's what It
haps, before the new station would go. Is."
She hailed Wooster.. Ruin was preQueer, they Wouldn't see that It was
Hardin's fault; Hardin who was up
saged In the lines of his forehead.
the river fighting like a melodramatic
"Pretty bad?" she cried.
He shook his bead.
hero; fighting without caution or rebe
"Is Tom back?"
serve, demoralizing discipline;
"He's over there, now. Fighting like couldn't help admiring the bulldog enall possessed. He'll work till be ergy, himself. That was what 11 these
drops." Wooster was proud of that men adored. He'd clenched the girl's
method.
antagonism, now, for sure! How ber
"We all know Tom!" Her pride eyes had flashed at blm I
Hello I There was a tree floating
sprang up. "But he's got to stop for
down toward the station house.
a while. I'm going up after him."
"Not If my name's Wooster. I'll go,
"Bring your poles I" he yelled.
He'll mind me."
She wutched the lowing river, swolCHAPTER XVIII.
She saw, with
len with wreckage.
The Passing of the Waters.
comprehension, u section of a fence;
Babcock came rushing down from
somebody's crop gone. There was a
railway tie, another! The river was Los Angeles that morning to see what
eating up Estrada's new roadbed? A In thunder It was all about. He asked
cry brokci from her as a mesqult on every one he met why some one didn't
tide caught on a get busy and stop the cutting back of
the
burled snag. The current swirled dan- that river? There was no one at the
gerously around it. Instantly, the wa- offices of the company to report to
ter rose toward the top of the levee. him! Why, the building was desert
Mnii came running to pry away the ed.
Ogllvie's letters had prophesied
ruin. It all looked wrong to him. Going on to the levee, he met MacLean,
Jr., who was coming away. The boy
told him vaguely that he would And
Rickard around there, somewhere.
"I'll hunt htm up for you."
"Why, they ore letting It get ahead
of them I" Babcock's manner suggested that he was aggrieved that such
carelessness to his revered company
should go unpunished. Something, he
told MacLean, might have been done
before the situation got as bad as
u-.-

coffee-colore- d

"Orders Me to Bed."

FAMOUS

ROCK OF GIBRALTAR

Great Britain Has So Strongly Fortified It That It Is Rightly Considered Impregnable.

Britain

was

flung out over Gibraltar, the strongest fortress In the world, that country
has won many triumphs In commerce
and has become mistress of the seas.
The rock of Gibraltar Is 1,400 feet
high and across the narrow bay may
be seen tlie coast of Africa only nine
miles away. The rock Is nearly three
miles long and about half a mile
broad. On the eastern side the cliff Is
so steep that nothing but a monkey
can scale It, and there Is a colony
of monkeys living there, the only animals of their kind living wild In
Europe.
The only possible approach to the
rock Is by land from the north, or
from the sea on the western side. As
viewed from the ocean the Rock of
Gibraltar Is Impressive, strong, gloomy
and forbidding. But flowers grow about
the steep walls. The great Victoria
are
fired,
occasionally
batteries,
screened and sheltered by acacia
n
blossoms. Here are concealed
guns, sinister, threatening. The north
and northwest sides are honeycombed
by fortifications. There Is a town and
Rickard Was With Her 8ister.n.aw. harbor on the west, protected by butteries and forts rising from the base
not smile back at him, but rode off to the summit of the rock. Modem
toward the levee.
guns of the most formidable pattern
Was this the river? West of the frown from the heights. The town Is
sea
of muddy water spread Inhabited by a rritisb colony f about
levee, a
over the land. There was yet a chance 25,000 people. Everything Is tinder
to save the towns, the town, she cor- strict military regulation.
rected herself, as ber eye fell on the
Mexican village across the ditch. For
Daily fhought.
Mexicali was doomed. Some of the
I die content ; I die for the Uttrty of
wabal already fallen; tit
ua country. De Lanne.

lw

Aim

to Distribute Pressure Due to
Wheels Concentrated on SurfaceLook to Future,

CPrepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
The purposes of a foundation are to
aid In distributing the pressure due to

wheel loads concentrated on the road
surface, so that the Intensity of pressure on the subgrade will not exceed
a safe
power, and also to
prevent, if possible, the crust of the
road from being disturbed by the upward pressure of the subgrade due to
the action of frost, ground water, or
other disturbing Influence. In the case
of a pavement consisting of comparatively small blocks, such as vitrified
brick, bonded to each other very slightly or not at all, an entire wheel load
might be concentrated on only a few
g

His excited stride carried him
across the dividing ditch, which now
was carrying no water, Into Mexicali.
MacLean had to lengthen bis step to
keep pace with him. The havoc done
to the Mexican village excited Babcock still more.
Estrada, just in from his submerged
tracks, was lounging against an adobe
wall. His pensive gaze was turned
The posture of exhaustion
suggested laziness to Babcock, who
was on the hunt for responsibility. He
was more than ever convinced that
the right thing was not being done.
"Estradu !"
Estrada took his eyes from the river.
Babcock looked like a snapping terrier taking the ditch at a bound.
Jr., a lithe greyhound, followed.
"What the devil are you doing to
stop this?" A nervous hand Indicated
the Mexican station gleaming In Its
fresh coat of paint; to the muddy water undermining its foundation.
Estrada drew a cigarette out of his
pocket; lighted It before answering.
Not a thing. What do you sug
gest?"
A big wave struck the bank.
The
car on the siding trembled.
"Another wave like that and that
cnr'll go over," cried Babcock, jumping, mad. "Why don't you do some
thing? Why don't you hustle all of
you?" He would report this incompe
tency.
Down the stream came a mass of
debris, broken timbers, ravaged brush.
a wrenched fence post, a chicken coop,
A red hen, clinging to Its swaying
ship, took the rapids.
murmured
Es
"Hustle what?"
trada.
Babcock glared at him., then at the
river. His eye caught the approach
Ing wreckage. Men came running
with their poies. The caving bank was
too far gone. The Instant the drifting mass struck It, there was a shud
der of falling earth, the car toppled
toward the flood waters, the waves
breaking into clouds of spray.
Human responsibility fell to a cipher.
The river's might was magnificent.
Even Babcock, come to carp, caught
the excitement. "Come, MacLean,"
he cried. "Watch this! The station's
He joined Estrada by the
going!"
adobe wall.
murmured1
"Have a cigarette?"
Eduardo.

'
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Mac-Lea-

tree. A minute later, '.t .vas dancing
down the stream. They raised the
bank against the pressing lapping
waves. There, the tree had Etruok
again. They ran down the levee with
their long poles. Each time that happened, unless the obstruction were
swiftly dislodged, she knew it meant
en artificial fall somewhere, a quick
scouring out of the channel. The men
were working like silent parts of a big
machine; the confusion of the first
night was gone. From their faces one
would not guess that their fortunes,
their homes, hung on the subduing of
thut Indomitable force which had not
yet known defeat, which hnd turned
buck explorer and conquistador. Ah,
there was the lurking fear of it Victory still lay to Its credit; the other
column was blank.
She saw Wooster coming toward
her. His snapping black eyes shot out
sparks of anger.
"He won't let me go."
"Who won't let you?" But she knew.
"Casey. Says he'll send some one
else. I said as nobody else'd make
Hardin stop. He said as that was up
to Hardin."
Of course, he wouldn't let Wooster
go!
"Orders me to bed," spat Wooster.
"Wonder why he didn't order gruel,
too. It's spite, antagonism to Hardin,
that's what It is !" She believed that,
too. Tom was right. Rickard did take
advantage of his authority.
She did not see Rickurd until be
stood by her side.
"I'm sorry not to spare Wooster,
Miss Hardin. But there's stiff work
ahead. He's got to be ready for a call.
If Hardin Insists on spoiling one good
soldier, that's his affair. I can't let
htm spoil two."
Wooster shrugged, and left them.
"Spoiling good soldiers!"
"I've taken Bodefeldt oft duty. I
told blm to relieve Hardin."
Bodefeldt who blushed when anyone
looked at him ! He would be about as
persuasive to .Tom as a veil to a des
ert wind! She turned away, but not
before Rickard saw again that transforming anger. Her eyes shone like
She Would not
topazes In sunlight.

Since the day, more than 200 years

0!'

FIRM FOUNDATION FOR ROADS

this!

ago, when the flag of Great
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100-to-
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What will the valley do? Faclosses if It does
not push the damage suits filed
against the railroad, It faces utter ruin if the railroad abandons
the fight against the river.
Marshall puts the Issue squarely
up to the ranchers, but is he
bluffing? Go on with the story
In the next issue of this paper.
ing tremendous

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Finland Bonfires.
Originally the Flnlanders werf
worshipers, and to this fact, doubtless,
may be traced the custom, never neglected at midsummer and other seasons, "of lighting on tike hills bonfires,
around which the country folk dance,
while they Join their voices In musical
chorus. At the coast this traditional
fire is often lit upon a raft some short
distance from the shore, and there the
festive throng row in a circle, singing
almost as long as the flames continue
to Illuminate the somewhat weird
scene.
Heavy Toll of Grain Smutk.
would doubtless be safe to say
that we are paying out annually as a
price for what amounts to national
negligence grain enough to fill an elevator of 90,000,000 bushels capacity.
This vast and really Inexcusable toll is
exacted by preventable smuts. It Is a
waste of sufficient wheat to supply our
allies with 4.000,000 barrels of flour,
and oats enough to feed 1,100,000
horses for a year. The simple and Inexpensive formaldehyde treatment of
seed will save moat of this loss.

It

Road.

Sand-Cla- y

square Inches of foundation, In which
case It would be necessary for the
foundation to take care rf practically
the entire distribution of the load. On
the other hand, a monolithic pavement, in which the individual units are
well bonded together, might distribute
the wheel loads to obviate all necessity
of further distribution by the foundation, and if adequate drainage were
provided and there were no danger of
heaving of subgrades, the foundation
might be omitted entirely.
The heaviest vehicle that ordinarily
has passed over a public highway
heretofore Is the
traction engine. Such engines are so designed
that the rear axle carries about
of the total weight, which arrangement gives a concentrated pressure on the road surface of about five
tons, under each rear wheel. The use
of much heavier equipment Is In sight,
however, and unless some regulations
be passed to prohibit it, the occurrence of
or even heavier motortrucks, may become common on
highways adjacent to large cities or
between large centers that are only a
few miles apart.
In assuming the maximum wheel
load for any particular road a reasonable allowance should be made for future Increase. Since motortrucks have .
come Into use there has been a constant tendency to Increase both their
rates of speed and the loads they carry,
and It Is probable that this tendency
will continue.
Furthermore,
many
roads not now subjected to motortruck traffic will attract such traffic
after they are improved, and this possibility always should be considered.
Increase In the volume of traffic also
may be an important factor
lS-to- n

two-thir-

ten-to-

START

ROAD WORK IN SOUTH

Ail States New Actively Engaged In

Improving Highways for Better
Transportation.

Road construction, which has been
suspended or partly suspended In
every part of the South since the
United States entered the war, Is resuming In all southern states on a
far greater scale than ever before tn
the history of that section of the country.
In Virginia, West Virginia and
Kentucky the work of making permanent and new highways cannot get
full swing during the winter season,
but extensive preparations are nnder
way In these states for intense activity In the spring. In the balance of
the southern states where as good
work can be done in the winter as In
the summer, big starts have already
been made. Great activity Is reported
tn Louisiana and Mississippi.
ROADS FOR PASSENGER HAUL
Highways Are Now Used to Greater
Extent Than Railroad
Change
Made Recently.
The need for good roads la the acknowledgment by government officials
that for passenger haul the public
roads are used to a greater extent
than the railroads. This condition has
been created within a single generation.

Anxious Moment.
Agitated Daughter (on the links)
Uses Mad of Concrete
Oh, mother, whatever shall we do?
Concrete la not only being ssed for
Father's tn that bunker and here come
the parson and nil wife. Boston the foundation, but also for the entire
thickness of the road surfacing mateTranscript.
rial. Including the foundation, with
more or less success.
All Mixed.
Mrs. Mix "There was time when
Develop Better Spirit
you minded what I said, but now It's
Good road develop a spirit of enter-like water on a duck's back in at one
ear and out at the other."-Lon- don
rpriM which results la better home.
better school and better farming.
Answers.
Bey Went Stay.
The bravest of men fcave the least
Ton cannot keep boys on a farm
of brutal, bullying Insolence.
located on a bad road.

tured the gun and five of tbe enemy
and shot down the sixth, who endeav-oreto escape. By this gallant act,
Corp, Weeks prevented the enemy
from enfilading our position and then;
by saved the lives of many of hi
comrades. In a later advance while
leading his men in an attack upon an
enemy machine gun nest, Corp. Weeks
was killed. His home was at Col
leton, S.

Attwrira'a

a

Moit striking

instances
of gallantry for which
the Distinguished Service

Cion hu been awarded

The cold language of the official
records cannot conceal the thrill
that is to be found in every line of
each of the little stories that appear
These stories describe in
below.

plain,

matter-of-fa-

ct

language feats

of the most unusual heroism performed by members of the American army in France. They are the
most notable of thousands of cases
of exceptional bravery for which the
Distinguished Service Cross was

awarded on recommendation of
eral Pershing.

Gen-

JOHN C. LATHAM,
Sergeant, M. Q. Co., 107th Infantry.
Sergt. Latham was decorated for
conspicuous gullantry in action near
Le Catelet, France, September 20, 1M8.
Becoming separated from their platoon by a smoke barrage, Sergt. Latham, Sergt Alan L. Eggers and Corp.
Thomas F. O'Shea took cover In a shell
hole well within the enemy's Hues.
Upon hearing a call for help from an
American tank, which had become disabled thirty yards from them, these
three soldiers left their shelter and
started toward the tank under heavy
fire from German machine guns and
trench mortars. In crossing the
area, Corp. O'Shea was mortally
wounded, but his companions, undeterred, proceeded to the tank, rescued
a wounded officer and assisted two
wounded soldiers to cover In the sap
of a nearby trench. Sergt. Latham
and Sergt. Eggers then returned to
the tank In the face of the violent fire
dismounted a Hotchklss gun and took
It back to where the wounded men
were, keeping off the enemy all day by
effective use of the gun, and later
bringing it, with the wounded men,
back to our lines, under cover of darkness. His home address Is Knotts
Westmoreland,
View,
Windermere,
England.
fire-swe-

--

-

FREDERICK M. LINTON,
First Lieutenant, 104th Infantry.
Conspicuous gallantry In action near
Marchevllle, France, September 25 and
26, won the Distinguished Service
Cross for Lieutenant Linton. He volunteered and carried a message from
his line to the rear at a time when
a heavy barrage and terrific machine
gun fire of tine enemy had made ac
cess almost Impossible. When return1
Ing he brought up with him a pla
toon of
and led them
through the bombarded area. Know
Ing that the town of Marcheville was
in the hands of the enemy, he unheal
tatlngly assumed the command of
patrol, and led It in a counter-attacagainst the town, recapturing It, and
after being wounded retained control
and held his ground until his platoon
was rescued under cover of dnrkn
It was while defending his position
that he received a second and fatal
wound.

WILLIAM SAWELSON,
Sergeant, Company M, 312th Infantry,
Sergt. Sawelson, whose home was
at Harrison, N. J., was killed while
seeking to aid a wounded comrade at
Gram-PrFrance, October 26, 1918,
He was awarded the Distinguished
Service Cross.
Hearing a wounded
man In a shell hole some distance
away calling for water, Sergt. Sawel
son, upon his own Initiative, left she!
CHARLES W. WHITTLESEY,
ter and crawled through heavy ma
308th
Infantry.
Major,
chine gun fire to where the man lay,
Major Whittlesey, the hero of the giving him what water he had In his
"go to hell" refusal to surrender, was canteen. He then went back to his
decorated for conspicuous gallantry own shell hole, obtained more watet
and intrepidity In action with the ene- and was returning to the wounded
my northeast of Blnardvllle, in the man, when he was killed by a ma
Forest d'Argonne, France, October 2- - chine gun bullet.
lea
7, 1918. Although cut off for five days
from the remainder of his division,
ANIELLO 8PAMANATO,
Major Whittlesey maintained bis posi
Private, Company L, 357th Infantry,
tion which he had reached under or
Private Spamanato was decorated
ders received for an. advance and held
for
in action
together his command, consisting orig near conspicuous gallantry
inally of 403 officers and men of the 1918. Montfaucon, France, October 25,
Private Spamanato was on pa
308th infantry and Company K of the
807th Infantry, In the face of a su- trol with three other soldiers when
they were fired upon by a hostile ma
perior number of the enemy during the chine
gun fifty yards in ndvance of the
five days. Major Whittlesey and his
command were thus cut off and no ra- line. After several hand grenades had
tions or other supplies reached him in been thrown at the ninchlne gun nest,
one of the crew wns seen crawling
spite of determined efforts which were
made by his division. On the fourth owny. Private Spamanato killed this
mon with his rifle and then rushed the
day Major Whittlesey received "from nest
alone, capturing the gun and the
the enemy a written proposition to
surrender which he treated with con- three surviving members of the crew,
two others having been killed by the
tempt, although he was at that time
out of rations and had suffered a loss grenades. Private Spamanato's wlf
In Semitlle province, Caserte.
of about 50 per cent of killed and lives
Italy.
surwas
command
and
his
wounded of
m
rounded by the enemy. His home is in
HENRY S. BOGAN,
Flttsfleld, Mass.
I
Sergeant, 78th Co., Sixth Regiment,
U. S. M. C.
GRANNIS I. 8YVERSON,
For extraordinary heroism In action
Private, Company C, Sixth Machine
near Blnnc Mont, France, October 8,
Gun Battalion, U. 8. M. C.
Private Syverson was awarded the 1918, Sergt. Bogan was awarded a
to be worn with the Distinguished
Distinguished Service Cross for ex- Bar,
Service Cross
had previously been
traordinary heroism in action near St. awarded to that
him. During the attack
Etienne, France, October 3, 1018. When on
Blanc Mont, Sergt. Bngnn, withour advance Infantry was forced to
out aid, captured three machine gun
withdraw, Private Syverson's machine
gun crew refused to withdraw, but nests, and after being wounded took
thirty prisoners. He himself escortcalmly set up their machine gun. The ed
these prisoners to the rear rathei
gun was upset by a bursting hand
than have the line weakened by takgrenade, which also Injured two mem'
bers of the squad. Despite these In ing men for this duty. His home If
with his mother, Mrs. Sallie Bogan,
juries they Immediately reset the gun Franklin,
Ky.
and opened fire on the advancing Germans when twenty feet distant, causJOHN H. PRUITT,
ing the Germans to break and retreat
In disorder. Private Syverson's home Corporal, 78th Company, 6th
Regl.
address Is 1203 Sullivan street, Seatment, U. S. M. C.
tie, Wash.
Corp. Pruitt, whose home was with
fc
his mother, Mrs. Belle Pruitt, Ray,
HENRY W. PHILBLAO,
Ariz., was decorated for conspicuous
Corporal, 78th Co., 6th Regiment, U gallantry In action with the enemy at
Blanc Mont Ridge, France, October 8,
8. M. C.
atCorporal Phllblad (deceased) was 1918. Corp. Pruitt,
decorated for conspicuous gallantry in tacked two machine guns, capturing
action at Blanc Mont, France, October them and killing two of the enemy.
8, 1918. Corporal Phllblad advanced He then captured forty prisoners in
alone on two machine gun nests, which a dugout near by. This gallant soldier
be captured, killing several of the waa killed soon afterward by shell lire
crew with hia pistol. Two hours later while be was sniping the enemy.
be again went forward with two other
soldiers and was attacking another
JAME8 EARNEST KARNES,
machine gun neat when be waa killed
Company D, 117th Infantry.
Sergeant,
by shrapnel. His home was in KnoxSergt- - Karnes, whose home is with
111.
rllle.
his mother, Mrs. Emily Karnes, 2501
North Broadway, Knoxville, TennM
YOUMAN Z. WEEK8,
was decorated for extraordinary hero-Is118th
Corporal, Company F,
Infantry.
In action near Estrees, France,
Corp. Weeka was decorated for ex- October 8, 1918. During an advance,
traordinary heroism In action- near Bcl- - Sergt. Karnes' company was held up
llcourt, France, September 30 and Oc- by a machine gun, which was enfilad
tober 8, 1918. Corp. Weeka, on the ing the lines. Accompanied by an
morning of September 80, when two other member of bis company, he ad
enemy machine guns were making a vanced against this position and
In reducing the nest by killing
part of tbe line untenable, advanced
across open ground upon one of these three and capturing seven of tbe enemy
tuna, rushed the position alone, cap and their guns.
-

single-hande-

suc-cede-d

REV. P. B F1TZWATER, D. D.,
Teacher of English Bible In the Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1919. by Wentern Newxpantr felon.)

LESSON FOR APRIL

DRINKS TEA.

Tbe Cblnaasaa In preparing tea
places a pinch of leaves In a Chinese
teacup, which la without a handle,
poors boiling water over them and
places the cover on tin cup. In a
few seconds tbe tea la ready for drinking; tbe covered cop Is raised to the
month, and. with tbe fingers of the
hand holding tbe cup, the lid is moved
Just sufficiently to permit the liquid
to flow late tbe mouth as the cop Is

tfltsd.
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THE HOLY SPIRIT OUR HELPER.
LESSON TEXT John 16:7-1Acts 1:1-GOLDEN TEXT If ye then, being evil.
know how to give good gifts unto your
children, how much more shall your
heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to
them that ask him? Luke 11:16.
DEVOTIONAL READING Komana t.t-17,

26, 27.

PRIMARY TOPIC-- A
Helper at all
Times.
JUNIOR TOriC-O- ur
Unseen Teacher
and Helper.
INTERMEDIATE TOPIC-T- he
Fruits of
6:22-2the Splrlt.-G- al.
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-W- hat
the Holy Spirit Does for Us.

The Holy Spirit Promised (John

I.
16:7-lf)-

Measure thy life by loss Instead of
gain;
Not by the wine drunk, but '2io wine
poured forth:
For love's strength BdMdeth In love's
sacrifice,
And whoso sutlers mot; hath most to
give,

CHEESE

A

VALUABLE

USEFUL HINTS.

FOOD.

Cheese Is one of our most valuable
foods and one which Is much slighted.
There are many
who have it wrong
Idea In regard to
the digestibility of
cheese, calling it
hard to digest. Villous exhaustive exhave
periments
been made upon a
large number of people. The report
from these Is that cheese Is not hard
of digestion nnd is one of our most
nutritious foods. The Idea which has
caused cheese to he put on the black
list for digestibility Is probably that
theesu Is often enten lit the end of a
heavy meal and the attack of Indigestion Is attributed to the cheese when
the whole meal Itself Is to blame. t
The varieties of cheese t1.r41.mnny
and bewildering. To one Interested It
Is a most plensnnt study. The origin
nnd history of cheeses make very Interesting reading.
The right kind of cheese to serve
with certain courses Is a puzzle to
many an entertainer, for It Is quite 9
breach of culinary etiquette to serve
the wrong variety nt any course of
the dinner.
Some of the popular cheeses, beginning with our own American, which
Includes the rich cheeses well ripened
made in Wisconsin, are called New
York, Brick, Llmberger, Swiss, Sitge.
Oilier cheeses foreign made, though
now produced many of them In this
rmintry are Edam, Stilton, Cheddar,
Roquefort, Camemhert, Grayere, From-agde Brie, Sapsago and Parmesan.
For mncaronl dishes and an gratln
d'shes there Is no cheese more popu-Ithan the Parmesan.
It Is very
hard and Is usually on the market
grated ready for use. If bought In
the Italian market you are sure to get
the real article.
For rarebits, souffles and nil baked
dishes a rich,
cheese
should he used, the Wisconsin cheese,
New York, is the best; In
fact Is good anywhere at any time.
Cheese should ho used freely ns
flavor and as food. It Is twice ns
nutritious pound for pound as steak,
with very little waste.
o

2:1-18- ).

ever-prese-
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room.

sack-clot-

Look Out far Thump.
When the pica are from four or flv
What la set down as tbe greatest to ten days old, be on the lookout for
fat little
cataract la the world la on the Iguaxu thumps. The
river, which partly separates Brazil plf la the one toco first every time.
and Argentina. The precipice over
beep Aje Good Feeder.
which the river plunges Is 210 feet
Sheen are renerallr considered good
high, that of Niagara being 167 feet
The cataract la 13,123 feet wide, or feeders, that Is to say that they have
about two and a half times as wide adaptations for prododnc gains eco
as Niagara. It la estimated that 100.-- nomically.
000,000 tone of water pass over Niag
ara in an boor. A like estimate gives
Hog and Calf Feed.
SUa milk la a good hog and calf
the tana of Iguan 140,000,000 too
WORLD'S GREATEST. CATARACT.

best-looki-

Wear warm clothing, exercise
erately, keep active and cheerful.

mod-

Much Cut Up!
One day recently a dilapidated, apathetic man entered the office of the
Syracuse Medical college and offered
to sell his body cheap, adding that he
was out of work and almost discouraged. "You're almost discouraged, are
yon?" rejoined the superintendent, who
always tried to change the determination of these unfortunates.
"Why,
man, If yon sold your body to ns the
first chance our students got they'd
take the heart out of yoa entirely P
Cartoons Magazine.
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Love took up the harp of Life, and
smote
On all the chords with might-Sm- ote
the chord of Self, that trembling
passed
In music out of sight.

1. Who he Is,
He Is a divine personality, one in nature with the Father and the Son.
2. What Is his mission?
(vv.
The Christian's comforter, (v,
(1)
7). The Holy Spirit Is Christ's rep
resentative who stands by the side
3f the believer to strengthen,
defend from the enemy and
plead his cause before God the Father.
Jesus knew and told the disciples of
the bitter persecutions which awaited
them as soon as he had taken his de
parture. What a blessed privilege to
have the Holy Spirit in nnd upon us
to give wisdom to discern God's will,
and power to overcome temptation
(2) The world's judge (vv. 811).
Victory Is to be achieved by the Spirit
working in and through the disciples.
(a) He will convict the world of sin
(v. 8). The root of all sin is unbelief
n Christ (v. 9). This unbelief Is not
primarily Intellectual, but moral. It
Is an unwillingness to surrender to
the divine will (John 3:18, 19). The
way the Holy Spirit convicts the world
Is through the testimony of those who
are filled with him. (h) He will convict the world of righteousness (v. 8).
This Is done through the resurrection
and ascension of Christ (v. 10). His
coming forth from the grave and as
cension into heaven was an Indisputa
ble proof that he was what he claimed
to be. He is thus shown to be the
righteous one whose merit may be appropriated by faith In him. This Is
ever the way of salvation conviction
of sin anil appropriation of the righteousness of Christ, (c) He will convict the world of judgment to come (v.
8). Christ told of a Judgment to come.
The gunranteee of this Judgment Is
(hat Satan, the prince of the world,
was Judged at the cross, (v. 11 j cf.
John 12:31).
(3) The Christian's guide Into all
truth (vv. 12, 13). The Bible Is a spiritual book, therefore If one would
No man or woman of the humblest
sort can really be sirong. gentle, pure
know Its meaning he must have the
and
good without the world's being
Holy Spirit (1 Cor. 2:14).
better for it, without somebody's being
(4) He glorifies Christ (vv. 14, 15).
helped and comforted by the very existence
of that
He does not speak of himself, but in
goodneas. Phlllpa
Brooks.
all things reveals Christ. The only
way to know the glory of the Son of
God Is to have the Holy Spirit make It
HELPS FOR THE HOUSEWIFE.
known. He reveals all the divine
riches find grace that are In Christ.
Have your kitchen on the side of
He makes real unto them the person the house with the best view, the best
and work of Christ.
light, sunshine and air.
II.
The Holy Spirit Given (Acts
Keep a low rocking
chair In the kitchen
1.
Time Pentecost (v. 1). This
where one may relax a
wos fifty days after the Passover Sabmoment or two when
bath (Lev. 23:15).
watching the oven.
2. The marks of the Spirit (vv.
a
Plan
the meals
These are external and Internal:
week ahead, providing In
a
of
(1) External.
(a) Sound
a general way for leftovers. It will solve the
mighty wind ; no wind, but merely the
sound of wind. For this sound to be
problem at least for h
heard In the early morn attracted at week of "what to have for dinner."
tention nnd caused the people to gath
Make your kitchen n workshop nnd
er. The reference to wind suggests keep all tools within easy reach of
Influence
the
the hand that uses them.
of the Spirit, (b) Tongues of flame.
not use wornoiit mid antiquat
Each of the disciples was crowned ed Io
utensils; have measuring cups.
with such a tongue. The tongues Inspoons, spatulas and wooden spoons
dicate the practical possession of the for
stirring; good working egg heat
and
the
fire
the
purifySpirit's gifts,
ers, meat grinder nnd bread mixer.
removes
which
the
dross,
ing energy
Snve much waste of time, material
thus making effective the testimony,
nnd strenglh by availing yourself of
In
For
(c) Speaking
foreign tongues.
others' experience, (die way Is the
these humble Galileans thus to speak
reading of good household magazines
caused great amazement.
and conference with other houseIs
seen in the wives.
(2) Internal. This
Experience Is often dearly
in
transformation wrought
the dis
she is indeed wise who
nnd
bought
ciples. Instead of cowering before a will nvall herself of that which has
Jewish maid, Peter now boldly stood
before the chief rulers of the city and bren proved by others.
Take time even In the busiest life
declared them to be guilty of rauider- to piny n little every day. Play In
ng the Son of God.
own way, It will make work light3. The effect (vv.
(1) The your
multitude assembled In amazement er, cares less heavy and homes hapand confusion. They heard the gospel pier.
There Is no modern convenience
In their native tongues and Inquired
Its meaning. (2) Some mocked and equal to an alert mind. In a healthy
Do not overwork, take plenty
foolishly attempted to account for this body.
remarkable occurrence by accusing the of sleep and try to have at least an
hour In the open air every day. A
disciples of being drunk.
4. Fulfillment of prophecy (vv. 14- - sleeping porch has saved the life of
18). Wonderful things had occurred, many a housewife. Plnn nil work, and
but Peter knew where to get an ex tollow some system. "Work well beHe went to God's Word gun Is half done."
planatlon.
Teach the children so thoroughly
(Jcel 2:28, 29). God had predicted
Just such marvelous occurrences to that they will never forget the knowledge, that when clothing Is afire to
take place In the last days.
smother It by rolling on the ground or
floor or with a woolen garment. So
The Mute and the Smile.
Some men envelop themselves in many lives have been lost because the
snch an Impenetrable cloak of silence victim lost his head or didn't know
that the tongue will afford us no what to do In an emergency.
Antidotes for poisons, first aid to
symptoms of the mind. Such tad
turnity. Indeed, Is wise if they are the Injured nnd knowledge for comfools, but foolish If they are wise; mon accidents should be taught with
nnd the only method to form a judg the A B C's.
ment of these mutes, is narrowly to
Be Interested In what Is going on In
observe when, where and how they the world. Keep busy, have plenty of
smile.
sleep, at least nine hours. In a

Need of Churches.
What some churches need Is less
broad-clotand more

THE LAST WORD IN WRAPS- -

KITCHEN
BINET
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WILLIS P. SNYDER,
Private, Company D, 150th M. G. B,
Private Snyder won the Distin
guished Service Cross for conspicuous
bravery in action near Reims, France,
July 15, 1018. After all the other
members of his detachment had become casualties while defending a po
sition In front of an infantry con
pany, Private Snyder continued to op
erate a machine gun alone against an
attacking party of Prussian Guards,
and succeeded In driving them off.
He then returned to our lines, attempt
Ing to carry bock his wounded com
rade with him, until he was himself
wounded. Private Snyder's home Is
with his mother, Mrs. Kate Snyder,
1237 Cotton street, Reading, Pa.
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When cleaning door knobs, brnss or
metnl handles on furniture or knock
ers, slip a piece of pasteboard, an oblong with a

t
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1 1
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' nrouml
the article to be cleaned
and the woodwork will
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i
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When lending a book

to a friend, make a note
of It and the date, so If
forgotten It muy be lo-

cated.
Apples should be carefully washed
before giving them to children ns there
may be many unseen germs on the skin
which might cause barm.
A candle Is a good traveling companion. When currying bottles that are
prone to spill or leak nnd spoil the
best garment in the ling or trunk pour
n lilt of the melted wax nround the
corks before sturtlng on the trip and
carry a candle to resenl them.
A normal salt solution, one teaspoon-fu- l
of salt to a quart of hot water, Is
a fine drink to Hush tk system. Take
It a half hour before eattrK. It will
not be absorbed, but will wash the entire digestive tract.
When It Is necessary to drink boiled
wnter. aerate It by pouring It from
one dish to another nnd serve It cold.
The tint taste will be removed by this
treatment.
The sink makes a nice dlshpnn,
using one of the rubber stoppers to
cover the drain. It is roomy and by
using a wire drainer all the washing
and rinsing may be done in the sink.
Keep the clasp of beads and pearls
In front when wearing a wrap or heavy
coat as the clasp Is often easily
pressed open and the pearls are lost.
Old pieces of flannelette make flna
absorbent floor nnd cleaning cloths.
A few rules for those who feel the
pressure of years eat light, nutritious
food, plenty of milk nnd seasonable
vegetables.
Never let on elderly person feel he
or she has outlived his usefulness;
such nn attitude toward life Is only
another method of suicide.
One truth I have learned, and 1 know
the cost:
The depth of all tragedy
Is not in the things we have had and
lost
But the things that can never be.
A

FEW SEASONABLE

DISHES.

Those of us who have still on hand
ninny kinds of flour which we like to
continue using will enjoy the following:
Spoon Corn Bread.
Mix one cupful of corn-niewith one cupful of
milk, and one and
cupfuls of boiling
water, simmer for five
minutes. Hemove from
the heat, add a tenspoonful of salt,
two tahh'spoonfuls of shortening, the
yolks of two eggs, then
cool and fold In the beaten whites,
t'dd a tenspoonful of baking powder
and pour Into u greased dish. Bake
In a hot oven
thirty minutes and
si rve from the dish at once.
Oatmeal Biscuits. Mix nnd sift
two cupfuls of oat flour with five
f
of baking powder,
tfaspoonful of salt; add n
of corn sirup, one egg nnd
Drop by
cupful of milk.
spoonfuls on greased pans. Bake fifIn
n
oven.
hot
minutes
or
teen
twenty
Butter Scotch Pie. Mix together
one u it ill or nuipie sirup, two tome- spoonfuls of corn starch, two eggs,
s
tiihlespoonful of butter,
of a cupful of milk, nnd cook in a
('.ruble holler until thick. Cover with
a meringue and bake.
Dried
Peach custard. lake one
cupful of dried peaches, sonk and
stew them, mush and add three table
spoonfuls of sirup, the rind nnd juice
of a lemon, two eggs, clnnnmon nnd
Save the egg
tit meg for flavoring.
v bites for the meringue. Bnke and
cover with meringue, then brown.
French Bread. Mix together one
cupful of oatmeal, two cupfuls of
boiling water, one cupful of cornraeal,
one cupful of mashed potatoes, one
cupful of simp, two teaspoonfuls of
salt and n yeast cake dissolved In two
teaspoonfuls of lukewarm water. Beat
and knead, adding wheat flour; add
one cupful of raisins after the first
rising, mold Into loaves nnd let rise
ngaln. Bnke in a hot oven forty-fiv- e
minutes.
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The long cloak, arriving a little late
but In force, finishes up the procession of spring outer garments and Is
the last word In wrnps. It Is the very
logical result of the liking for capes
and the vogue of narrow skirts, for it
follows In their wake, being a loose
and graceful affair that narrows at
the bottom, so as not to Interfere with
the silhouette which results from the
new skirts. These new clouks are not
destined to diminish the vogue of
capes but will have the opposite effect; their general capelike appearance is a compliment to the cape.
Besides velours and the heavier fabrics, there ore capes and clonks made
of trlcotlne, men's wear serge and
other substantial wool materials. For
drossy wear satin cupes lined with
poau de cygne forecast clonks of the
same. The wool capes are usually
silk lined. The new, heavy weaves In
silks are entering the
field also and open new vistas to the
But popular
designer of clonks.
still makes cloaks of velours
and similar cloths, soft and rich looking, the most desirable of the new
trnile-mnrke- d

"'

Is gnthered Into a yoke thut adjusts
s
It nicely at the shoulders and

at the sides ore overlapped
and left open as they near the bottom.
buttons se,t along
them ornament and weight the garment. A long, nnrrow girdle made of
the cloth Is looped over at the front
ar
and there Is the usunl ample
that can be rolled up about
the thront nnd deep cuffs turned back.
Many of these new cloaks have the effect of being very narrow about the
bottom but this Is the result of the
way In which they are draped. By
the same means frocks are made to
look narrower than they ore.
The
clouk must, of course, allow freedom
In walking, but its appearance is ofteo
misleading In this regard.
Cloth-covere- d

cape-coll-

Yedda Braid for Spring Headwear.
Yedda braid Is shown for hats, espee
and In plnldt
cially In striking

effect. Yedda was used In a model
from Pnulette Imported recently. The
crown of this model wos made In sections which were piped and it was
crushed to form two deep ridges which
models.
served to give the effect of a brim. Ira
A very good example of such a clonk a trlcorne from Odette, yedda in green
Is shown lu the picture. Its fullness nnd yellow was employed.

BLOUSES ACCREDITED FOR SUMMER WEAR

nne-lui- lf

veil-beate-

one-htil-

table-spoonf-

one-hal- f

three-fourth-

Midsummer blouses are made In
such numbers of either georgette or
voile, that (here Is not much else to
consider In blouses. There Is no room
to doubt thut these two fabrics are
far and away the favorites. They are
the loveliest of materials and the mot
reliable as well, and ere made In n
wide variety of plain nnd printed
patterns and in embroidered varieties
that are to be hud wherever there Is
a dry goods store. The study of midsummer blouses Is, therefore, mostly a
study of designs to be worked out in
either voile or georgette. The present season offers a variety of design
that Is wonderful In both plain and
figured materials. In white, In colors
and In color combinations.
The blouses pictured here are of
the plain fabrics. That at the left
is of
georgette with ves-te-e
set in In white. Fine side plait-ing- s
of the white georgette make the
dainty decoration that distinguishes
this from tunny
models.
The soft material Is shirred in along
the shoulder seams and arranged In a
wide plait at each side of the vestee.
There are long, flowing sleeves, with
two rows of plaiting fur a finish and
a round collnr of the white crepe
edged with plaited frill.
The blouse at the right Is a fine exof
ample of effective management
plain, fine voile. The material Is covr
cross-baered with
tucks for the body
of the pretty garment, while the
sleeves are plain with deep cuffs of
the tucked voile. Round, covered, ori

crocheted buttons, set along the bach:
of the cuffs are Important in the finishing of this model. A front piece-se- t
on over the body of the blouse
enough to extend below the waistline and It forms a soft girdle about
the wnlst which It Is fnir to suppose
Is tied at the back and has short
But some of the
hanging ends.
blouses made in this fashion present
the girdle fastening at the back without hanging end.
Pipings of the material Join the
cuffs to the sleeves and finish edges lr
this model. In the plain waists of
other materials pipings are Important
In the design, especially In the elegant tailored waists of white satin..

The Spring Outfit
The average woman will find herself fairly well outfitted for spring by
purchasing a smart tailored suit and
supplying It with a number of distincd
tive vests; a
serge or
wool Jersey frock for street wear, and
an afternoon dress of figured silk voile
or beaded georgette. Blouses and accessories and tbe evening dress problem can easily be adjusted once tbe
foundation of tbe wardrobe Is well
placed, and tbe three first named gar
auents really constitute that

Light Brown, Modish Color;
tight brown tones are It
general use, and beige, biscuit, putty,
etc., are no longer a mode but an obce
session. One sees
frocks of serge, gabardine,
etc, by the hundreds, and!
two out of every three suits seem to
be In these same colorings. Green
very much worn and Is frequently Introduced to give a relieving note in touches of embroidery
or In trimming arrangements of frock
or hats.

flesh-colore- d

d

Storms Carry Birds to Far North.
Certain Instances of birds found
singly far to the north of their usual
range are possibly to be explained by
the whirl of our cyclonic storms. The
blows
wind, turning
off shore in the south and carries the
bird out to sea. But sooner or later, if
the bird has the good fortune to last
out the experience, the farther spin
of the storm tends to bring him ashore
again.
counter-clockwis-

Transportation of the Future.
Transportation Is the fundamental
of progress In civilization. All things
must pass through it as through tbe
neck of a bottle. If we can transport
energy without using cars to carry It.
there Is Just so much gain. Electricity
Is energy without substance. Its
transmission calls for no vehicle other
than a copper wire. Hence Is It obvious that we must look to electricity
for distributing the power on which
our economic future as a nation

light-colore-

Box Coat and Collar.
The box cont demands a waistcoat.
The waistcoat calls for a collar, so
here we are facing the solution of
question. And there Is a new
neck line called the double line. It Is
achieved by placing one material
above the other, as, for instance, a
vestee of dark blue brocade has an up
Iier line of blue georgette over the
brocade which stops at least four
inches under the top line nnd Is edged
with a brighter blue across the top.
the-coll-

Favorite Color.
Terra cotta continues to be the faP
vorite color for brightening the nen
tral colored blouse or frock.
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Former Chief Justice R. H. Hanna
Keaslaitoa Clab Eatertala
Adjutant General James Baca and
A delightful aocial event of last
Governor Larrazolo hare been in
the city.
week was the entertainment given
vited to be official guests at the orCAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF
CHURCHES
The mining camp of Uadrid, Santa ganization convention of New Mex- SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES,
by the members of the O. E. S. KenFe county has oversubscribed
its ico's branch of the American Lesington club of Las Vegai, at their
20
Loan
rooms in the Masonis temple, A
cent.
Victory
per
gion, to be held in Albuquerque on
quota by
Here and There Over the State
General and Personal
May first .
pleasing musical program wat rendered, after which progressive five
Dr. John D. Clark, professor of
eoooeooooeoooeeaooooooocooooooooDoeeooooaoooocoocoooo
hundred and dancing were pleasaat
eoceeticceeceeeceecccQceceeoeocoe
rhem'slry at the Uniersity of New onThe state corporation commission
featuret.
Wednesday approved the incorFarewell Dinner At Saa Dingo
C L. Ballard, stockman jf Roi- - Deputy Internal- - Revenue Collect- Mexico at Albuquerque is viiiting
NEW FRIENDS AND OLD
an intermission Captain H.
poration of the Raton Public Service
well is t'n the city.
or J. S. Jahinc has returned from here,
Officer and men of the La Play R. During
McKee and Sergeant John Webb,
company capitalized at $100,000, the New friends will praise
Arizona.
naval
base
San
near
a
Diego,
gave
both of whom taw service in France
Rowland C. Pollard has gone to directorate consisting of the city
In season when the sun
Judge Lorin C. Collin has return-- ;
delightful party at the U. S. Grant with the engineer corps, gave
A
ownership Its prosperous rays
municipal
to accept a position with officers.
very
rd from an Diego.
in San Diego last week in honor
hotel
S;te Engineer Leslie A. Gillett has Lumberton
in
Raton soon. Shedt O'er the
of some of their
returned from an official tour in Felix Garcia. He was with the A. election will be held
of Capt. and Mrs. J. E. Reinburg and interesting accounts
Vict'ry Won.
while
overseas.
E. F.
Fearce C. Rodey of Albuquerque f,ia county,
Their help is for a term.
their daughter, Dordthea. Capt. experiences
E. B. Anderson, who is connected
A
is in the city on legal business.
Reinbura is very well known in New aboutdainty t. luncheonThe was served
of
with
the
vocational
department
On
local
at
the
gentlemea,
Governor f.arr;'.n1n returneit frotnt
friends
best."
"Old
Monday afternoon
are
Mexico
state
circles,
the educational work in this state, In sunshine or in
being
husbands and friends of the club
.
....
ipoliticalpicture theatre, 1,400 school children
E. V. Long postmaster at F.;tt Mineral We a ve.tci lav
rain,
several days in Roswell during
spent
members
were
of the
honor
a
adverwere
shown
i"
guests
rirtnl-Vis
movie
in
La. Veijii
health.
the test
iTA.cl
special
visiting
f
the week. The class in auto mechanics Whate'er
Of poverty or pain,
i ere.
tising the Victory Loan.
Amer-- i
Cruces.
of
With
entrance
the
direcunder
established
h's
recently
Their outheld hands are firm.
f'l'ltje Gennre R, Crair cli.iir l)a,,
tea into the world war, Capt Rein
very
Miss F.thel Umberliine, a student tion it reported progressing
e
Selected.
Irof VV. T. Conway of Sur r, ill.' Reimlilicaii state central
burg was called from his home in Grand Bails At Tha Armory
nicely.
at the Normal University
i) in tin: city
Co'irce i. spending a few days i:'
spent
New Mexico to take' charge of the
Monday htght the old Armory pre- in the rity with her
the week-enhe ci'r.
He was sented a very gay and pretty scene,
Philadelphia naval yards.
The state superintendent of in- Work Among Own People
V.. A. G. it'i! m'r an eminent
ar. !i parents Dr. and Mrs. C. Umbei hinc.
in
then
placed
surance has approved the apnlication
charge of the San A large party of attractive Spanish-Dieg- o
Lucy Hunter, Y. W. C. A. secretary
."!riRist of London lectured a' tin
Attorney Grncrnl O. O. Aslcren
naval base. As this base closed American maids, matrons and gal-laCompany to Indian schools in Oklahoma and
A. J. Atkinson, R. L. Stevens, and of the Bankers Insurance
are in Rnswrll their hom.
museum Tuesday evenrnf.
snl
the
in New New Mexico, comes in contact with
week,
party was arranged lant cahalleros bad gathered there
Charles Bryan of Corona, Lincoln of Chicago for
titv for a week''; visit.
as a farewell. Between 400 and 500 to participate in a delightful baile.
Mexico as an operating field. H. girls from thirty-fiv- e
tribes
different
this
week
the
Incorporated
ottnty
AIituUer(m attorney in t!,i csp- - Corona
guests were present at the dinner. Tomorrow evening will be the oc
Lead and Silver Mining Com- L. Sears an official of the company in her travels from school to school A
Mate Tax Commissioner Joseph F..
week ii.rlu.!.-Pt irce C.
solid silver tea service was given casion for another merrv time. Al
before the superintendent; She is a full blooded Winnebago
appeared
Saint wen' to Albuquerque to v.lte
Carrizozo.
pany
R.dey. TVn. K. I) hfn.Mison and
Morrison's flSpular orchestra olaved
Indian and was horn on the Winne- to the honored guests.
with the company's application.
n the city charter election there
S.
I)uwiiur
'...orpe
for the first event, and will also be
bago reservation ninety miles from
The first Victory Loan subscripBoa Voyage For
on the job again tomorrow night.
State bchool Superintendent John Umaha, Web.
tion received by the Santa Fe counThe epidemic of small pox at the
K. K Scott who was forme' ly
Yanks
H.
has declined the pro
Miss Hunter has not forgotten her
Dominiro pueblo near here hns fict attorney of RoswcM and is now ty committee was from Benjamin F. feredWagner'
Through the port of Bordeaux, and First War Baby
presidency of the state nor own people since she left the reser
heen stopped thanks to the work of lor it. I at Silver City, was a husi-D- Pankey acting governor of New mal school
g
at Silver Litv, though vation to go to the Santete Sioux along the
Yankee pier at Of A. E. F. In France
Mexico who participated in the govP. A Slnttery Indian service lne;s lisitnr here Katnrdiy an-is
the position
Sergeant Fred W. Schmidt, 'of
professionally attrac- mission school, to Hampton institute Bassens, over 75,000 American doughernments investment $.1,000.
at that point.
dav.
that
be
feels
because
tive to him,
and to the National training school boys have passed homeward bound Cleveland, Ohio, has the distinction
of
which
to
should
on
he
since
the
the signing the armistice. Every
being the father of the first war
job
stay
of the Y. W. C. A. When she goes
Attorney Francis C. Wilson went
him.
home on visits she insists on talking one of those soldierlads has received baby born to a member of the
to Las Vepas Monday where he re- the people
free all the sanwiches, doughnuts, American
expeditionary force in
presented Gross Kelly & Co. in an The Elks Ball Team plays the Winnebapo with her parents and the and
coffee he could put away: a France. Frei W. Schmidt, Jr., was
older people that she may not forget
ejectment suit against certain parties
chintz-hafreighted with cigarettes, born in July, 1918 during a bombon the recos grant.
CJiPITAL COM. YARD
the title to Kniyhts of Columbus first game of it.
She has as her idea in her work chocolate, shaving soap, and perhaps ardment of Rouen. His pretty French
which is claimed by that company, the season Sundav. April 27th, I91V,
2:30
at
on the College Grounds,
the desire of helping the girls of her a p:pe or deck of playing cards, and mother was formerly Miss Susan
Elks are requested to be at race to
i
C. V. Williams, of the U. S. vo- sharp.
develop Christian character finally a handshake and "bon voyage" Gertz, a native of that city. Sergeant
1 :30 and
Home
at
root
thcElks
help
to become thorough American from an American girl canteen Schmidt has just recently returned
Suastik.i Coal, Ccrrillos Coal, All Kinds
cational training bureau, E. D. for the "home team". The players and
citizens. She. herself, is a very wide worker in the service of the American to th;s country, bringing his wife
Smith state industrial supervisor, and of both teams have been
and little son to their new home la
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American
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official
director,
trip
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went in a Buick served
they
alleged
number
21, tomorrow in Carls- - nal.
Redise.
A
this
few
the
full
on
popular
ago
days
perexplain
particulars
N. Roberson,
The day will be one of the
closed after months of bad.
sonal application or by mail, to those car stolen from II. National
H .ink Cross Shoo
In this way you will greatly assiat in the
cashier of the First
the Ice Cream Social And Sale
creditable labors, and to the ladies ' greatest ever carried through by
The Ladies Guild of the Church of
Rosa.
south-tim- e
at
Santa
the
o unselfishly devoted their; larce organization in
who
insurance.
the Holy Faith are giving an ice
the' shop eastern part of New Mexico,
and
great W6r tasks of the United States Food Ad- making
etierey
Governor Larrazolo returned from such an
Eddv Lodge No. 21. and Carlsbad cream social and conducting a sab"
Paid E. Delfart. trusty at the Mineral
unqualified success a great
Wells.
yesterday leal of credit
Rehekah Lodce No. 13, have arranged this afternoon at the Library hall.
ministration.
is due.
sta'e penitentiary took the superin- after an absence Texas,
of
nearly four;'
a program tor tne eni ertainment 01 Many beatiful and practical articles
tendent's new Buick d at 7 AS Mon- weeks He
the state at Oldest Chinese
represented
the visitors, at the Crawford theatre. will be on display including a table
a
and
rode
to
day morning
po'nt
where dainty home cooked food mav
good roads convention
A. R. C.
Of
The
near Domingo, proceeding thence on an important
be purchased.
there, and on h's way back stopped
Raise Big Fund
N.
honor
of
H
Baptists
has
the
Woo
Rev.
foot and so far has evaded canture. over
in El Paso and took part in
He Hart who is an expert mech
heW tlie oldest livinc Chinese mem-- 1 At an enthusiastic meeting held- The Dickens
ia home coming celebration in honor her of the American Red Cross.
Party And Dane
nn;c was serving three years
recently by the members of the BapWhich will be given this evening
of returning soldiers, many of whom
church of Clovis. pledged better
is nowilt-'who
of
Rev.Woo,
Shanghai,
auto, stealing.
at the
hall under the auspices
were from this state.
eighty-fou- r
years old, was educated than $9,000.00 toward the amount of the Library
Fe Woman's Club, proas necessary tor the erection ot the mises toSanta
the
and
L'nited
in
Major General Barnett of the
Mates,
tougnt
Gas
Oil
and
Basin
Encino
be
The
quite unique, exceedingCivil War on the proposed hosrvtal for the city. This
in
marine rorns nas written tne govhas opened an office in a private side.theHis
ly amusing and enteraining.
ernor that he will be unable to come Company
experience as a amount is slightly less than
Francisco Street Northern
San
Fe
on
Santa
of the erection cost of the
Mr. Woo hvs first apto Santa Fe to accept the medal
Al Morrison's Popular Orchestra
the Coronado Hotel r.outh soldier gained
tendered to him by the state through adjoining Plaza.
Ballard the preciation of Red Cross work. When building.
A.
H.
Furnished the lively dance music
of
the
Advice from state sources informed
the legislature until after the first
was
the
organized
Shanghai
Chapter
is in
the executive board of the church at the De Vargas hotel Tuesday
Mr.
of July. It is planned to make the treasurer Anof the company
life
a
took
Woo
out
membership,
exchange for the listing
last week that the institution to he night. The happy event being the
occasion of decorating General Bar- charge.
200 K. W. 7c per K. W.
of mining, oil, and other stating that it was one of the hap
would be designated as the monthly dance given by the Mogul
nett and General Leonard Wood and and selling
opened
moments
to
of
his
life
thus
piest
is
being become
stock, leases, bonds etc.,
state sanitorium. A site for the club.
in Amerassociated
other noted chiefs, a big public event established
actively
It
300 K. W. 6c per K. W.
location.
same
at the
in China.
here.
building, has been selected.
is known as the "Curb Market" and is ican Red Cross work
WHOSE OCEAN
Mr. Woo is still hale and hearty,
and
list
everyto
400 K. W. 5c per K. W.
anything
Alt the way across the ocean the
The New Mexico Industrial Com- ready
and preaches in a native church in
of
merit.
Catholic
Brilliant
Ceremony
New York World cables a British
pany is the style of a new corpora- thing
Shanghai every Sunday. Red Cross
Ail in excess of the above 4c per K. W. Special
Arrangements are being made by joke which it says "goes big over
tion one of whose expressed purA. Bulletin.
James
State
Former
Engineer
FourRev.
Rt.
Anton'o
Monsignor
It
there." litis is the joke:
poses is to publish a newspaper.
to the
has recommended
Rates for Cooking.
After the German fleet had surchegn, administrator of tfte archwas organized by three well known French
Parsons Hifgins
Land
and
Fe
Santa
DevelopSouth
brilliant
for
the
ceremony rendered in deepest humilation, "one
New Mexicans, D. A. MacPherson,
At the old Trinity Church in New diocese,
of a
construction
the
ment
company
Cathethe
take
which
will
at
d
place
German" expressed
big
manager of the Morning Journal; new dam 300 yards above the old York City, Tuesday morning Miss
Judge George R. Craig, chairman of dam, and to raise the storage dam Sara Parsons, of this city formerly dral of St. Francis in this city, on the his disgust. He spat into the ocean
seventh of May, when the new arch- three
once for the "damned
the Republican State Central Comof the Hondo project, James Collins of New York, and Victor Higgins, bishop of Santa' Fe Rev. Albert Britishtimes,
fleet," once for Admiral
of Chicago, were married.
mittee, and Judge R. P. Barnes, re- and W O. Ireland
of
Peoria.
Illinois,
Miss Parsons is a very charming Daeger will be consecrated.
Beatty and once for the British napresentative in the legislature from interested in the company were re
Bernalillo
tion, saying, "That's what I think of
county and republican
in Santa Fc and stated that young lady. She met the successful The Concert
cently
Wednesday Night
floor leader fn the house.
visityou all."
tt is proposed to resume the work artist several months ago while
Then a noble British tar hitches his
Given by the Liberty Chorus, or
on oroiect at once, making it ap ing at Taos, where he spends thesummer months sketching and paint- chestra and Santa Fe Band in the pants, and says: "Look here, Fritz.
plicable to the irigation of 2,000
You
can say what you please about
New Museum was an entertaining
jinp.
acres.
Mr. and Mrs. Higgins will arrived and enjoyable event of the week. the English fleet and nation and
shortly and spend a few weeks here Old fashioned selections were among Beatty, but you be damned well careNATURALLY.
with relatives and friends on their the popular music rendered by the ful WHOSE OCEAN you go spitting
into."
1 f
two efficient organizations.
A couple of boys stood watching ajway to the northern village
fractious horse snort its disapproval!
of an approaching motor car "What
makes a horse do that when he see
a motor car?" asked one. The otheri
replied, "It's this way. Horses isj
used to see other horses pull carts.
and they don't know what to think
of carts going along without a horse.
If you saw a pair of trousers walking down the street without a man
is in

j
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you'd be scared, too."
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13 for 1 We will extend the sub
scription of any State Record reader
three months, who will return us "a
copy of the State Record of February
21.
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have a streak of smokeluck that'll
SAY, youll
all right, if you'll
with a jimmy pipe or cigarette papers and
ring-i- n
nail some Prince Albert for packing I
appealing all along the smoke line.
Men who never before could
smoke a pipe and men who've
smoked pipes for years all testify
to the delight it hands outl P. A.
can't bite or parch! Both are
cut out by our exclusive patented
process I
Right now while the going's
good you get out your old Jimmy
pipe or the papers and land oa
some P. A. for what aJia your

Just between ourselves, you
nev r will wise-u- p
to
until you can call a pipe
by its first name, then, to hit the
you land square
d
on that
Prince Albert I
Well, sir, you'll be so
happy youll want to get a photograph of yourself breezing up the
pike with your amokethrottle wide
open I Talk about smoko-Mpor- tt
Quality makes Prince Albert to
re
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Maker"
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hundreds rich vish asarriae aoons strict
ly confidential; most reliablerears of en
free.
Tht Svcccss
perience; descriptions
hil Club", Mrs. Purdie. Boa 556. Oakland

Calif.-- No.

M-m-

Sal,

C

Bevo's popularity be

came countrywide in
three months because
of live years prepar
ation in perfecting the
beverage.

,

IP SINGLE for rare arriafe bes
largest in the Coaatry established U years
Thousands Honorable Wealthy Members
Wishing Earl? marriage, both sea. Stricrl?
Confidential list free. The Old Reliable Chat
732 Madiaon. Oakland. Calif.-- No.
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Visitors are inritid to
lntptt our plant?
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Beacliani-Mignanlo-
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EYE EAR NOSE AND THROAT
.. Jast returned frees Chiaaga ..
NEW MEDICAL TREATMENT
lasaareved Cataract OnnratJ
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operate it and will extend the plant lege May first, giving instructions in All of the cars went into the ditch
in and about Gallup and build a long Hookkeeping, Stenography and Type- - except two and Mr. Mitchell was
distance line to Albuquerque during wiiting. Roy
fortunate enough to have h e bulls in
the present year.
one of them. Xara Visa News.
C. F. Howe and family are back
NEWS REVIEW
The County Commissioners,
the
New Building Coins Up
from spending the winter at has
The Gallup Mercantile
Co., is Vegas and will farm here this sum- - first of last week, voted in favor of
Xara Visa becoming an incorporated
greatly extending its building and nier. Roy Spanish American
(Continued from page four.)
A new dwelling, 12 x22
being village. An election will be called
making improvements which will cost
Xara Visa Xews.
'he new Mercantile build built on the liurnine ranch, which
ty murder case since the creation of WXXJ,
as been rented by A. J. Williams.
ing will have a large office equip
the county. Lovington Leader
ped with the most modern furnish- Mills Developer.
ROOSEVELT
Dean Allen of Plainview brought ings, while a greatly increased ware
house space is being provided.
...
The town authorities of linv will
a seven months old hog to the meat
Lrill Ueep led Wall
G. W. McAdams, of Arizona, has soon let a contract for , I'm toot
market at Lovington last week. It
i ne neavy
lots
on
rig timucrs are now
the
north
side, well for the city water works. It is
dressed 204 pounds and netted him purchased
erect a business building also rumored that while the drillers being unloaded, awaiting the arrival
wj
$85.00,
which wdl be constructed of stone. are in the ci'tv a deen wirll will he of the balance of the drilling machThis building will be one story high put down for the purpose of testing inery which is line to arrive within
the next few days, preparatory to
and cover an area of 50x50 feet. It for oil.
LINCOLN
will be equipped with modern store
drilling the deep test well for oil
and gas by the Great Western Oil
turnislungs and fixtures and will cost
E. O. Finley Buys Big Herd
iV
OTERO
Refining Company. Kenna
over $5,000.
K. O. Finley succeeded in
is planning to build
Otto
2.5(K)
bead
of
fine
steers
ing
apartment building, which Estimating Forest Timber
three to four years of age recently. awilllarge
A crew is now at work in the Buy 437 Lots
be two stories high on the cast
A good scope ot
covwas
'The biggest real estate deal that
territory
White mountain region of the Lin- ered in order to select the right end and three stories on the west
a space of 75 coin National Forest estimatinir the has been pulled off up to date, was
kind of stock: between here, Ros-w- i end and will occupy
V. A. McDowell a prominent
when
142 depth. It will be forest timber for logging uuriinses.
ami as far as Carlsbad. He feet frontage ofby
is to find out ranchman and I has. 11. Sims, cashier
brick
The
stone
and
and
of
the
constructed
work
object
will ship the steers to eastern points will
have a finished basement, and tiie amount of merchantable t.mber ",' Kl;,ln:l Bank & Trust Co., pur
shortly. Carr'zozo Outlook.
an attractive lobby on the ground and to classity it into different log chased the cntrc four hundred thirty
seven Kenna Town Site business and
I lie building will be divided ging units, and divining it into arc
tloor.
Good Reports From Nogal
into renting apartments. The plans for saw mill purpose.'
will residence lots of J. C. lioatright of
work
C.
A.
Oklahoma. Kenna Record.
Davis, proprietor of the new call for a modern structure that will be con'inucd until about
July 1.
hotel at Xogal was in last week and cost not less man
l'our saw mills are now neing operu.txj and which
will
this
to
that
spring
says
prove
will be one of the finest buildings ated in the Capital) mountains and
SANDOVAL
he one of the most prosperous for .n the
city.
using government timber to carry on
his locality in years. The mines will
I he
siore building to be built for their work. Alaniogordo Xews.
Colo. Gov. Buys Large Tract
soon he working to a full capacity, J. C, I'enncy Co., is to be a strictGov. Oliver J I. Mioup, of Colorado
wh Vh together with oilier indica- ly modern store
building,
for
a
occupying
of
the
Application
permit
tions of prosperity are sure to make a
bought nearly half of the La Majada
.ioxlOJ feet. It is to be con
I a i.nz
in
Cattle
Community
Range,
things lively at Xogal, R'ch Must structed ol stone and uruk wall a the tmuin a in ; r:isr fit .:i Ins :i Ihw . land grant, including 24,018 acres,
sold at action at I'.ertialillo, Sandoval
who has a fine orchard in Nog.il marble Jront ami
eiiass vesti- - nient has
atnirmvil. :mrl
last week. The governor
ii cram.
iiplate
Canyon was also in and he say's that dm ic. uiiuup 1.1
is expected to begin soon on this county,
was not at the sale, which was the
his fruit trees were never in a more
tract. The work will be done by the
a partition suit brought
ot
bountiful
a
condit'on
for
result
encouraging
Ohio Boy Accidently Killed
stockmen and the government will ,v
llllnu. rous he rs, but was repre
yield. Carrizozo Outlook.
Herman Jannke of Toledo, O., iuruisn me material.
sented by A. I!. McMillen in the bidaged 19 years, was accidentally killding. The successful bid was $25 .IK I.
ed Wednesday evening April 10, near Prospects For
LUNA
Building Trail
Governor Slump's tract consists of
'iohatchi by the discharge of a
Prospects are good for the build- rich agricultural land.
rifle which jolted from the seat of ing of a trail from
Alamo canon to
The Albuquerque-Sant- a
F'e highInfluenza Is Abating
an automobile in which lie was bc- - the head ol"
:u'ri,rd- - way traverses
the tract, running
local
from
the
physicians ing taken back to Farmington by
Reports
to O. Fred Arthur, supervisor of through the governor's land for disare to the effect that the prevalence Sherilf Uynn of San Juan county, the Lincoln National Forest.
The
of two and a half miles in San- of influenza in and around Deining
ucrman jaiike and li.liliu licl!, both building of the trail should the plan tance
loval county, increasing its value
is becoming less, and that no new of '1 oledo, Ohio, hail come to Farm- will be done through federal for farming because of the fact that
his inyton recently and desiring to leave carry,
cases were reported last week.
anil will include the the hiuhwav furnishes !in nutlet f,,r
win ne gratiiying news to ine pconie mere witli two Colorado boys, tool apniopriat.on
expenditure of several hundreds of the transportation of nrndm-ts- .
ol this section, many ot whom were a l ord Car they tound near a field dollars. Also tentative plans are
nervous over the number of cases and started towards Gallup.
being made for the building of trails
oaai
mail
that hail liecn developing lately.
OH
JUrtlM
The sheriff and pardy, who were in the White Mountains and Capital!
Deining Headlight.
iNews.
.Mountains.
stolen
the
car,
Alamogordo
caught up
pursuing
Lieutenant Governor P. F. I'ankey wtih the boys not far from Tohatchi
San Juan
ronth'ned business and pleasure while and took them into custody, and put
Hi f fie MorrV. fruit
of Okla- John Hughes, recently
erowcr and
in Deining last week.
After making them in the
which the of- - honia, but who has been in Alamo Indian Trader, has purchased the D.
visitthe
welcome
address
of
to
the
f'cers were riding. After traveling a for some t me, has purchased the R. Hunter nost west of Slmirnrk rm
ing Woodmen, he went out to ois- - short distance the car struck a ditch Alamo Wood and Coal Yard of M. the
rn.nl mil
.,Un
of
some
Todhunter's
and the rifle was knocked over, the H. Warfle.
James
session. Farmington Hustler.
poet
steers which he expects to buy.
a
as
Hammer striking in such
way
to discharge the gun. The bullet Kreamer Has Two Contracts
Road Site
L. C. Kreamer,
went intno the back of Janke's head
contractor and Selecting
w c Walling has taken
charge
MCKINLEY
:
and came out through the forehead. builder, ol Alaniogordo, has closed ,.r .,
.,
i,...
The body was taken to Gallup and contracts to build two store build a road site up the big hill across the
the hoy's parents in Ohio notified.
Booze Gushers Sentenced
nigs, one lor tlie l. A. Prasier Oram San Juan river on t lie steel bridge
Co., and one for Ed lluss.
Mrs. John Stalick was fined $400
IllVllw.-li.Cllrfm
A,t,rnvim:,f;1-lThe Frasicr store building will be avajiaMe
and costs and given an additional 6
MORA
tnis prpose anj Mr.
-IHIUIlrl
Imilnrt
with
lall
,.lw.n
an
adobe
structure
a I 'limn
(,.
with the assistance of En
floor. The old building will be torn Walling, H. H. Miller, has been runinto court last week charged with
Auto travel on the
down and the new one erected in its gineer lines.
sellinir Honor on two counts.
Two practicable
lines
ning
""gliway is beginning again. Several place. The building will be 32 by 55 have been found, one of which is
lohn Stalick the other member of tourists
in
marooned
Mound
last
week.
feet.
Construction
started
Wagon
desirable except that the cost
the Stalick firm of booze gushers was
The ICd lluss store building, in very
also brought into court and given a during the recent storm found the
may prove prohibitive. Farmington
exa
which
establish
will
Mr.
Hitss
to
groF.nglish
language
inadequate
was
he
Hustler.
on
whether
chance to vote
their opinion of that road.
cery and feed store, will be of adobe
guilty or not guilty, on four charges press
with a floor of eastern pme and
him
for sell'ng the
SAN MIGUEL
brought' against
m
ti,.,.:,i
it .oc ;,.. tsm ami Many strangers are seen in town modern plate glass front25 The50build- feet,
by
n fren Wirrl now lookinor un ranches to hnv or ing at present will be
,,I(tn
intention of Mr. Huss to add Commercial Club Gets Busy
and lodging in the Town jail for one lease. This vichiity will be unstir- - hut tt is
he Commercial club of Las Vegas
for grazing, purposes in a few 30 or .35 feet to the building in the
passed
vear
'
'
is preparing for an active year and is
davs. for the beavv snows have near future.
need
iormuiaitng a program which it in- Mike Marcello was fined $100 and 8'"" th; Krass all the moisture
tends to put through. The Club has
Subsiding
cost or n davs in ia l on one charge. ed for the season's growth.- Wagon Epidemic
W. A. Light, the efficient agent at decided to return to its former cus- Mrs. Max Farkovich was arrested Momid Sentinnel.
the Indian Reservation, states that torn of giving membership dinners at
on four counts of selling liquor. She
The first will oc- this influenza, which has been fag- - regular intervals.
was fined $100 and costs and ISO Building Nearing Completion
ingi among the Indians, for the past cur on May 2, when the program will
in
of
The
work
the
on
in
the remaining three
remodeling
jail
days
He also says be devoted to the Cowboys' Reunion.
terior of the Farmers and Stockmcns month is subsiding.
counts. Gallup Independent.
'
bank is now nearing completion, and
:
in
help, there
the improvement both in appearance hospital and its excellent
Gallup Light Plant Sold
- were seventeen cases of Pneumonia favor of making this year's reunion
mconand
the
convenience
Power
justifies
and
The Electric Light
pro . :
would, have been lost.
. i.
bigger and better than any of its
i
t. saved which
.
ca ii :icmcui iuy ine
iihiik- - .,
r.
by the t lti iciiieiiLc
perty of Gallup, owned
predecessors, the Commercial club
torce
while
and
oublic
the
the
'K
TelePower
and
iirht
Fl,w;r
will set about the raising of the nec- phone' company headed by Gregory work was in progress.-Wag- on
prize money, which amounts
cssary
QUAY
to $5,000.
Page, has been sold and transferred Mound Sentinel.
"
to the Gallup Electric Light and Pow- er company, recently incorporated by Business
Registered Bulls In Wreck
SANTA FE
Kite ri.
aiiss Mc.ama, wno nas long been Ed. Mitchell, of Albert, was on the
Albuquerque parties with
C.
efficient
:
Mann the
Hacreard. president William
stenographer and book train last week that was wrecked,
and Horace T. Gordner, secretary, keeper at the Roy Trading Co. store west of town, he had two fancy Re- - From Lamy To Kansas
The Citizens company retained the has leased one of the Appel business gistered bulls on the train, which he
Acting Governor Pankey last week
telephone plant and will continue to rooms and will start a Business Col- - had purchased in the East for $10,000. shipped sixteen cars of cattle from
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his ranch near Litmy to his ranch in not loose over twenty-fivMagda
('astern Kansas. The cattle were lena News.
sent there for the slimmer grazing
and lo go onto the market for heef.
The shipment consisted of 600 head Geologist Seeking Location
Geologist 11. '. S. Snr, employed
of three year old steers.
hy the Socorro Petroleum
Co., to
investigate the best location for the
Buys Large Cattle Ranch
Governor lieujaiuin I Pankcy lias sinking of a test well arrived in this
completed the purchase of a large city Tuesday and has since been lookrattle ranch on the Texas side of the ing over ground in the county.
line ill Ihe Pecos valley. making the Socorro Chieftain.
sixth of which he is now the owner.
He has a deal now pending for a big
TORRANCE
range :n Oklahoma, lie lia- - one pasture in Kansas, one in Colorado and
three in this state.
Charles Miller, J. B. White and C.
II. Dye of the l.ucy school board
were in the county seat last week
SOCORRO
arranging for 'he isne of an additional $d.0M worth of bonds for the
V.
J.
Sakariason, of the (osedale completion of the school building
This makes
I'oitnlry, reports every hing mi good now under constru-tiohi- - section.
in
Cra-shape
coming a total of ?18,000 in bonds issued for
f:ue and lambing above the
new
the
school
building which will
crage,
in fact J. W. says that o it of OVT he one of the most modern school.,
five hundred lambs so far. he will :i' the county.
e.

n.

e

Copper District Developed
Albuquerque businessmen have secured
holdings in the Abo Pass
Copper District at Scholle, and have
been at work sinking a shaft to
prove their holdings. Several cars
of ore have been shipped from the
surface, just as an experiment, and
these proved to carry from 2 to 5
per cent of copper.
Twenty undivided interests in the
property will be sold and these holderwill then incorporate a company.
20,000 shares of stock will he retained
by the holders, and 30,000 will he offered investors. Mountainair
The Torrance County
Savings
Hank will open Mondav ns tlu'
First National Hank of Willard.
An extra pan:,' is working out of
Willard on the Santa Fe putting in
new steel rails. This road is laying
a heavier steel between Helen and
Clovis. Willard Record.

The Estancia Lumber Co. shipped
out a car of posts, a few days ago.
In the past few weeks they have
shipped eight cars of mine props.
Farmers of Moriarty are in the
fields now. Preparing for the biggest crop in years.
The farmers of Progresso are rejoicing over the heavy snow that
fell last week wich will make plenty
of moisture to bring up the crop.
Sold 1618 Acres Of Land
II. C. Williams reports the sale
of lfilS acres of land in the southeast corner of the Tajique Grant to
Mrs. Jessie E. Corhin. Mr. and Mrs.
Corbin and W. T. Xewland, Mrs.
father, now own about 4,000
acres of land, being the purchase
made last year in the Torreon Grant,
the former Lyttle holdings and this
Mr. Corbin
latest purchase.
got
about 300 acres of land plowed last
fall with the b'g tractor before the
wet season set
Herald.
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Don't be confused or let every man who offers
you stock in every "wild-cat- "
proposition get
your money, but investigate the

ENCIN0 BASIN OIL & REFINING CO.
Its Officers and Holdings
ENCINO and SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Cor-bin-

's

